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INTRODUCTION
An evaluation of the doctrine of Christian Science is
not as easy as many of its critics "believe. It is possible
to reach a fair completeness of argumentation and still to
risk missing the substance of the doctrine. The mental at-
titude with which the subject is approached may make a
proper evaluation impossible.
This dissertation has not the purpose to add to the list
of polemic writings on Christian Science, but is designed to
be as careful and objective a study of the teachings of Christ-
ian Science as is humanly possible. Anyone acquainted with
the great number of physical healings and of economic and
other difficulties solved through Christian Science is likely
to ask for 0. rational explanation of such experiences. Once
sufficiently convinced that such healing reports are authentic,
the academic sciences must accept them as possible experiences
,
and as a consequence a proper analysis and classification of
Christian Science becomes their concern.
However, the study of the doctrine of Christian 3cience
and its practice is of more than academic concern. We do not
need to read Oswald Spengler to realize that we are living in
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a period of fundamental changes. The prevailing sense of con-
fusion and insecurity is attributable not only to the aftermath
of the most costly war ever fought or to the problem of control
of the atomic bomb, but to a great and fundamental change, of
which these problems are but phases.
At a time when everything of practical value is in-
vestigated with a view to solving conflicts or to easing the
hardships of life, an objective account of the value of the
doctrine of Christian Science deserves attention. We may
have observed that people who became interested in Christian
Science were lifted out of distress, sickness and economic
difficulties; that their dispositions improved; or that
individuals of questionable character became useful members
of society. In spite of negative instances, which an objective
evaluation should not overlook, we may have felt that there
was something in Christian Science, but that it was diffi-
cult to define. When Christian Scientists are asked to state
the justification for their movement, the answer may be a
reference to experience rather than to theories, on the
assumption that the enquirer is more interested in facts
than in words.
Such an experience is related in the Christian Science
Sentinel as follows:
All my life I have experienced instances of
healing, protection, guidance, and provision through
the application of my understanding of Christian
Science and the help of others. One such instance
was the removal of an iron splinter wh ich had. be-
come embedded in my eye and seemed difficult to
locate. T/hen my thought Was freed from a deep
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sense of resentment, and a clear realization of
the presence and power of divine Love was attained,
the splinter came to the surface of the eye and
was easily and painlessly removed, and there were
none of the evil after effects which had been pre-
dicted.
—
(Marine Pvt.) Raymond 0. Lindgren,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
^
This incident is worth mentioning here because the
physical healing coincides with an obvious improvement in
the individual’s state of thought. This testimony may induce
an inquiry whether concomitant variations of ethical and phys-
ical nature are in relation with each other. We may be in-
terested to know whether a causal relation between ethical and
physical variation can be established, whether ethical law
can prevail over physical law. Is the healing, just mentioned,
g. clue to the problem?
Let us consider another testimony:
A little boy once was stricken with a stomach
disorder which attacked him regularly toward the
evening of each day. During the daytime he could
take very little food, and at night he would be
in great pain, which sometimes lasted throughout
the night. Although the parents worked prayerfully
for the child and he experienced temporary relief,
they seemed unable to arrive at a permanent solu-
tion of the problem; so a Christian Science nracti-
tioner was called. This particular evening, the boy
was in great pain. During the telephone conversation
1. Christian Science Sentinel
. 47 (Dec. 8, 1945), 1950-51. All
healing reports given in The Christian Science Journal
.
Christian
Science Sentinel and The Herald of Christian Science under the
heading "Testimonies of Healing" have been carefully verified.
The original testimonies and their respective verifications are
on file for reference in The Christian Science Publishing Society.
1.
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with the practitioner the father was admonished
to look away from this false picture to God and
to the real status of man. He was told that
man is made in the image and likeness of God,
and that one cannot cognize the true ms.n while
gazing at the false testimony of the physical
senses. Finally, he was reminded that the
child’s true parent was his Father-Mother-God.
It was realized instantly that the practitioner
had discovered the very thing that had been pre-
vailing in the parents’ thought. Even as they
were speaking the child became quiet. He
slept peacefully for the remainder of the night,
and the healing, which was complete, has re-
mained permanent.
2
This testimony again shows a concomitant variation.
In this ce.se the declaration that the child’ s true origin
was spiritual and not material appeared to have healing
effect. 2
It is not, however, with a study of healings that
this dissertation is primarily concerned, but rather with
a philosophical interpretation of the teachings of Christian
Science. The practice will be investigated only in so far
as our theoretical investigation requires it.
A philosophical interpretation must be based on
an investigation into the coherence of our subject as a
rational system of propositions. For our purposes, there-
fore, individual cases of Christian Science healing are
2. Christian Science Sentinel
. 46 (Oct. 28, 1944), 1725.
This incident is used as illustration in an article.
3. For further healing reports the reader is referred to
chapter I of part II.
I!
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pertinent only if they help to elucidate the coherence of
Christian Science. Mary Baker Eddy, the Discoverer and
Founder of Christian Science, writes in her textbook of
Christian Science, Science and Health withKey to the
Scriptures ;
Cur Master healed the sick, practised Christ-
ian healing, and taught the generalities of its
divine Principle to his students; but he left no
definite rule for demonstrating this Principle
of healing and preventing disease. This rule
remained to be discovered in Christian Science.'
Mrs. Eddy thus connects her teachings with those of Jesus
of Nazareth and asserts that her doctrine represents the
theoretical background to his healings; and she sees
Christian Science healings as proof of the correctness
of her correlationand her theory.
Is such a conclusion legitimate, and if so, what are
its consequences?
There is no doubt that the outcome of such a study
as we are undertaking depends very much on the person
making it. An entirely objective account would be ideal,
but unobtainable. The person who is in favor of Christ-
ian Science is tempted to write an apology, and a
writer in opposition is liable to miss a proper evalua-
4. Eddy, S&H, 147:24-29.
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tion due to his adverse feelings towards his subject. For a
proper evaluation one should be able to look at the problem
under investigation as much from the most sympathetic view as
from the opposition. We are likely to go far wrong in our
judgment of a person we dislike. He may have good character-
istics which his adversaries never see, and this makes it
difficult for them to judge him properly. The same is true
for any subject of investigation.
Awareness of the limitations of objective judgment
therefore prompts a brief reference here to the writer* s rela-
tion to the Christian Science movement.
My first contact with Christian Science wa.s a lecture
on the subject which I attended in Paris out of courtesy to an
acquaintance. Although from a strongly religious Protestant
family, at that time I was unbiased enough to consider object-
ively a creed which was not my own. I felt that this lecture
expressed sincerity, but required an ethical standard with
which I was not ready to comply. It was but a year later
that I attended my first Christian Science church service,
when some serious difficulties forced decisions on me, and as
a consequence I ma.de the resolution to investigate the doctrine
of Christian Science. The church service which I attended made
a deep impression on me, less for what was said - that I forgot
soon afterwards - than for the spiritual quality which it ex-
pressed. It was a spirit of love, impersonal and unobtrusive
affection, which so far had been unknown to me a.nd for which I
.
i
.
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was very receptive.
My further steps in the investigation of Christian
Science were uninfluenced by friends and I approached the
movement as a complete outsider. My early studies of Mrs.
Eddy’s writings were a considerable struggle, but the testi-
monies in the Christian Science periodicals and the Wednesday
evening meetings (held in all Christian Science churches), as
pragmatic proofs of the correctness of the doctrine, prevented
me from laying aside my study. I was willing to give Christian
Science a fair chance. Mo prejudice, either religious or
social, should bias my objective judgment. Arguments against
Christian Science were as welcome as those in favor of it. I
realized that if Christian Science could produce a correlation
between theory and practice, this movement might be of out-
standing significance. However, Christian Science taught a
doctrine which ms in opposition to the socially accepted
academic sciences. I felt that if Christian Science in its
postulates was correct, no sacrifice was too great to have
their validity attested. Because I had no academic background
at that time, I found it worth the effort to get it. It was
with this problem in mind that I pursued my studies, and in
this dissertation I should, like to report on the results
of my investigation.
My critical study of Christian Science through many
years has not diminished my interest in its doctrine. It
has been due more to philosophical satisfaction than to
spectacular healings that my interest has been sustained.
Christian Science appeared to me to be based on sounder metaphysics
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than the creeds of the church in which I had been reared. I
could accent only religious concepts which I found philosophically
tenable and not a creed which either ignored the problems created
by an integration of the natural sciences with a religious point
of view, or which dealt with them in a superficial and inadequate
way. I felt that if the Christian religion was the only true
religion, as I had been taught from childhood, Christianity
had to fulfill certain conditions; it had to include the essence
of all religions.
I accepted Christian Science as a coherent and philosoph-
ically tenable religious concept
,
although with the reservation
that if further investigation should prove the wrongness of
my decision in favor of Christian Science, I would refrain from
any further support. I accepted the philosophy of Christian
Science as a dialectician and not as a dogmatist, and it is
i
as a dialectician that I worked out my independent judgment
of it. If Mary Baker Eddy considered her writings to have
been divinely inspired, I was ready to accept such a proposi-
tion for my examination and I would not accept the proposition
of revealed truth without checking it with statements of auth-
orities outside of Christian Science and thereby gaining an
independent opinion.
My attitude toward Mrs. Eddy’s leadership has been the
following: I found her leadership in her writings vital for
acquiring a coherent Christian metaphysics. My concomitant
study of philosophy did not bring about a confusion, but a
clarification. My acquaintance with Christian Science developed
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an idealistic metaphysical system which was 9, great help in
classifying the metaphysical systems of other thinkers. v/hen
by way of my Christian Science thesis and philosophical anti-
thesis I arrived at what I considered a coherent metaphysical
system, so that I could decide by myself whether a proposition
was correct or incorrect according to the doctrine of Christian
Science without having to refer to relative statements in Mrs.
Eddy's writings, I still found in her writings the most ade-
quate help for enlarging this coherent point of view.
My confidence in the reliability of Mrs. Eddy's waitings
has grown by experience. I therefore believe that her leader-
ship is that of an instructor whose advice is to be valued and
carefully examined. It is a leadership bs.sed on merit and not
on dogmatic authority.
My intellectual check on the doctrine of Christian Science
during the long years of my studies has not received much en-
couragement or understanding from Christian Scientists. Most
Christian Scientists find that the healing results are sufficient
proof of the correctness of the doctrine of Christian Science,
but on this point I dise.gree. The Christian Science healing
is certainly important empirical evidence for the correctness
of the doctrine, but no empirical evidence is conclusive proof.
It must be complemented by a philosophical analysis from which
an account of the coherence of the doctrine of Christian Science
as a philosophical system can be expected. Just as in tech-
nical engineering a correlation betv-een practice and mathematical
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theory is called for, so in metaphysical engineering^ the
scholarly observer has a right to expect a similar relation of
theory and practice, cause and effect.
Christian Science healing is a phenomenon of experience,
and the scientist who has committed himself to investigate all
facets of experience is also committed to make a correct eval-
uation of this phenomenon of experience. A philosophical in-
vestigation of Christian Science is the first step in such an
examination, however, since it is the nature of philosophy to
furnish a total synopsis. Its examination from the point of
view of the coherent whole, giving equal attention to empirical
aspects and axiology, theology and ethics, should precede more
detailed studies.
i
Such an .investigation amounts to an attempt to define
the doctrine of Christian Science. It should be a presentation of
the doctrine of Christian Science as a philosophical system, as
well as a differentiation of Christian Science from other systems.
What has been written on this subject by eminent phi-
losophers is the first question we should like to have answered.
The only publication by such an author which deals solely
with Christian Science is Borden P. Bowne’s The Philosophy of
Christian Science , a short pamphlet. His main concern in this
pamphlet is to refute the claim that his own philosophy is
practically identical with the doctrine of Christian Science.
5. This term has been used by Everett W. Hall. (Runes, TCP, 148,
see footnote 192)
.
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He restricts himself to an epistemological treatment of the
subject, seeing the main substance of Christian Science to be
substitution of the term error for the concepts of disease,
and the purported establishment by this change of words of
the unreality of disease.
Uoodbridge Riley’s American Thought has a section on
Christian Science as part of a treatment of mysticism. 6 This
study represents in part an investigation of the geographical
spread of Christian Science in the United States, and in part
contains general and random remarks on the doctrine as a modern
popular form of Neo-Platonism. However, Riley’s remarks are
hardly a help to a person wishing to form an opinion about
Christian Science, because his criticism is too much that of an
outsider without a gra.sp of the doctrine as a coherent wholeness.
Riley’s discussion of Christian Science is a sketch, rather
posing ppblems than answering them.
Beside Bowne's pamphlet and Riley’s sketch we find little
reference to Christian Science in the literature on philosophy
of religion and metaphysics. Generalizing the attitude of
professional philosophical and theological circles, they do
not altogether deny the possibility of the healing efficacy
of Christian Science, but consider it more limited than it
actually is. It is generally recognized that the human mind
has a definite influence on the body, but the efficacy of
Christian Science is believed to be limited to what psychology
6. Riley, AMT, 37-53.
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and the medical sciences have accepted as possible by examina-
tion of cases under their supervision.
The fundamental issue of Christian Science is thus left
untouched. If the practice of Christian Science is the applica-
tion of a metaphysical law, we should expect its efficacy quite
in general, without limitation. Christian Science should not
be judged merely from the standpoint of the empirical sciences,
but an investigation of its metaphysical postulates and their
possible application should be made before a comparison with
other points of view is undertaken.
Y/illiam James realizes this somewhat, but at the time
he published’ his Gifford Lectures, The Varieties of Religious
Experience
,
his interest in the subject was not great enough
to cause him to give it serious attention. He writes:
Christian Science so-called, the sect of
Mrs. Eddy, is the most radical branch of mind-cure
in its dealings with evil. For it evil is simply
a lie
,
and any one who mentions it is a liar. The
optimistic ideal of duty forbids us to pay it the
compliment even of explicit attention. Of course,
as our next lectures will show us, this is a bad
speculative omission, but it is intimately linked
with the practical merits of the system we are
examining .
'
In the chapter on The Religion of Healthy-Mindedness
James relates testimonies of religious healings of which Case
II in the Appendix has an acknowledged connection with Chris-
tian Science. It appears that James attacked the subject of
his Gifford Lectures too much as a psychologist to scent
sufficiently the philosophical significance of the Christian
7. James, VRE, 105.
....
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Science position.
The reference to Christian Science made by Douglas C.
Macintosh in the early part of his The Problem of Religious
Knowledge is regrettable because it shows that he fails to
grasp the important contribution which Christian Science could
make to the subject of his investigation. He is concerned with
the search for a scientific theology, which is just what
Christian Science appears to be. Professor Macintosh devotes
part of a paragraph to Christian. Science in his chapter on
The Mystical Theory of Religious Knowledge . It reads:
It may well be doubted whether either the crud,e
reasonings of a Mrs. Eddy or the more astute pro-
cedure and subtle arguments of the philosophical
absolute idealist can serve to transform the char-
acteristic subjective certitudes of the extreme
mystic into either demonstrated knowledge or truly
reasonable belief. The best that can be said for
Christian Science, philosophically and as a theoreti-
cal system, is that it is at once a popular under-
standing - or misunderstanding - of absolute ideal-
ism and a sort of inverted extreme mysticism,
endeavoring to arrive piecemeal and especially in
the field of pain and evil at an experience or
"demonstration" of the sole reality of God and
the consequent unreality of all else. This alleged
"demonstration" is an effect of suggestion, an ex-
periential result obtained, in the instances in
which it does occur, by means of a determined
affirmation of what is characteristically mystical
doctrine
,
whereas the true mystical procedure is to
begin with a psychological experience which naturallyQ
and of itself suggests the typical mystical doctrine.' 1
Professor Macintosh's statement is a delineation of
L 8. Macintosh, PFJC, -32.
I
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the problems which this dissertation is expected to answer.
Is Christian Science a popular misunderstanding? Is Mrs.
Eddy’s reasoning crude? What justification is there for
such statements? Does the experience of a, Christian Science
healing disqualify that doctrine as a valid philosophical
standpoint?
It appears rather astonishing that a movement which
has been going on for eighty years end which even uses the
word science in its name should not have been examined more
carefully from an academic point of vieiT. But what have
Christian Scientists done to bridge this gap?
We may criticize Professor Macintosh for not giving
more ample qualification for his judgment on Christian Science,
but it can also be asked how many Christian Scientists have
taken notice of his attempt to lay the groundwork for a
scientific theology. There was no philosophical analysis
»
written by a Christian Scientist which would have been avail-
able to Professor Macintosh.- Even if we expect a scholar to
pass correct judgment on a subject within his field of in-
vestigation, we cannot expect him to gather this information
without assistance. The Christian Science movement cannot
9. My requests to The Christian Science Board of Directors
and to the Manager of Christian Science Committees on Pub-
lication for any earlier philosophical publications on
Christian Science have led to a negative result.
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expect fair treatment of its doctrine unless from its own
ranis efforts are made to lay the necessary groundwork. Such
philosophical groundwork should be laid by people who have
a real insight into the meaning of Christian Science, have
studied Mrs. Eddy* s writings and other Christian Science
literature for years, who really feel at home in this type
of thinking, and are also sufficiently acquainted with the
Christian Science practice.
There are the Christian Science periodicals, but these
contain only comparatively short articles. These articles
have rather the purpose of encouraging and aiding the student
of Christian Science in the improvement of his thinking on
problems encountered in practical life, than to give philo-
sophical explanations. They are philosophical as far as
they relate specific problems to one consistent metaphysical
standpoint, but they are not philosophical in a technical
sense
.
Further, there are the Christian Science lectures. The
lecturers are carefully chosen by the highest church author-
ity, The Christian Science Board of Directors, which functions
in subordination to the Church Manual. An important require-
ment for their appointment lies in their success as Christian
Science practitioners. Their educational background is varied.
The Christian Science movement has no school of theology and
the study of Christian Science, except for instruction in
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classes lasting two weeks, rests on the individual effort of
the student. His study is mainly autodidactical. It is
possible for a relatively uneducated person to come into a
prominent position, as practitioner and authorized teacher of
Christian Science. It is first of all the ethical qualifica-
tion which counts in the advancement of a student of Christian
Science; as a matter of fact, mere intellectuality can be a
definite hindrance for development and increasing success in
the practice of Christian Science.
This should explain why a lecture on Christian Science
may be very va.lua.ble to the student of Christian Science, while
a philosopher or another intellectual, hoping to hear a sci-
entific expose of the subject, may find the lecture inadequate.
The lack of a philosophical exposition of the doctrine of
Christian Science certainly is largely due to the fact that
there are few Christian Scientists who have the philosophical
background and interest to encourage the objective study of
Christian Science as a field of research.
The elimination of personal preaching in the Christian
Science church has enormous advantages. Substitution of the
impersonal pastor
,
the Bible and the Christian Science textbook,
selections from which are read by two Readers, eliminates the
hazard of inadequate interpretation of the doctrine by a preacher
and enables Christian Scientists to hold their church services
without having to depend on a trained minister. However, the
elimination of the ministry also eliminates the schools of
theology, and scholarship in religion is liable to be neglected,
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because it does not have the immediate purpose which it serves
in other denominations. On the other hand, we should not over-
look the study of the Bible and Mrs. Eddy's writings by Christ-
ian Scientists which leads to the practical result of religious
healing, so deplorably neglected by the schools. However, the
autodiaactic study of the Christian Scientist does not neces-
sarily lead to a comprehensive understanding of his religious
standpoint in its historical aspect and relation to other
standpoints. This is the task of college education, and the
Christian Science movement still has to solve the problem of
reinstating scholarship in religion and philosophy on a new
basis and so make its contribution to the intellectual world.
If we hold the Christian Scientists largely responsible
for an inadequate appreciation of the doctrine of Christian
Science in the schools, because of their failure to do import-
ant research work, we should not regard them as solely re-
sponsible. The kind of reasoning to which the Christian
Scientist is introduced is based on a concept of God. God
is All-in-all and is wholly good, and therefore any experience
which suggests the existence of evil must be unreal. This
religious a priori reasoning is obviously opposed to any
a posteriori empirically founded conceptual reasoning which is
characteristic for the analysis. The Christian Scientist finds
the healing of his experience in that a priori reasoning. In
the measure that he can successfully correlate his whole
,-
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experience with his concept of God, denying that any aspect
of evil has absolute reality, he will find his experience to
be harmonious. Of course, a Christian Scientist, like another
human being, cannot keep his thought completely aloof from
any phenomena as they appear to human experience, but it is
certainly his endeavor and ideal to view his experience as
much as possible sub specie aeternitatis . For him a posteriori
reasoning is a compromise and should therefore be kept as
restricted as possible. The consequence is that for the
Christian Scientist analytical thinking easily comes short,
and as a consequence the academic analytical thinker does
not get from the Christian Scientist as ample an explanation
of his doctrine as he should like for his research.
A Christian Scientist is tempted to become a mental
ascetic. Knowing that he cannot reach a complete demonstra-
tion of his spiritual existence from one moment to another,
he must compromise. He is advised to live as a normal human
being, and that involves the need for all that a normal human
being requires. A conflict therefore arises between the
absolute spiritual position and the needs of empirical human
to
life. The Christian Scientist has/decide how far he finds
it appropriate to compromise.
Although Mrs. Eddy states in her textbook that "academics
of the right sort are requisite" the Christian Scientist is
10. Eddy, S&H, 195:19.
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tempted to deal with any a posteriori needs with a certain
contemptus mundi . The statement just quoted also leaves open
the question of what should be understood by "requisite”. Is
human philosophy
,
as Mrs. Eddy repeatedly refers to academic
philosophy, one of these requisites?
Once the academic observer realizes that a philosophical
analysis of the doctrine of Christian Science by a. Christian
Scientist requires a preliminary decision of conscience , he
will understand why there is a la,ck of the scholarly material
which he might expect to receive from the side of Christian
Scientists
.
Of course we have also to bear in mind that the Christian
Science movement is of comparatively recent origin. It has
grown up as a church of laymen, and needs more fundamental to
its existence had first to be met before the desire for a
philosophical evaluation was felt. Nevertheless, since the
Christian Science church owns and publishes an international
daily newspaper, The Christian Science Monitor
,
it is of
general interest to know what is the philosophy which lies
behind this publication, as well as it is important for the
well educated Christian Scientist to know what is the nature
of his position in the light of the history of thought.
However, not all of the obstacles to a philosophical
investigation of the doctrine of Christian Science are set up
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bv the Christian Scientists. The schools bear a responsibility
«/
for some of the obstruction.
As a first point we may mention the reserve of many
people toward discussion of any religious subject. A great
many people are in revolt aga.inst religion and would react
with prejudice and emotional opposition to such a subject of
discussion as the present one.
In the field of academic studies this revolt against
religion has created philosophical systems in one form or
another of positivism. In many cases the attackbf these
schools of thought is directed rather against metaphysics
than against religion, but a psychological analysis may re-
veal that metaphysics is attacked on account of its close
relationship to religion.
Just as sympathetic understanding is needed for a
proper evaluation of Christian Science, so sympathetic in-
sight is required to understand the revolt against religion
and metaphysics.
In Sir Francis Bacon an early form of/positivism entered
an acute state in the development of Western culture. He
represented a revolt against a teleologica.l view of nature
as developed by the scholastics under the leadership of
Aristotelian philosophy. He pleaded for ana-lysis of nature
as the valid source of information for an understanding of
nature. Study nature instead of accepting an apodictical
theoryl was his advice.
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That cry was heard all over Europe and it developed an
analytic scientific research independent of any churchly
patronage. Francis Bacon's expectations from such empirical
research have been largely fulfilled. Today we have a most
elaborate system of empirical sciences which on one hand
have greatly improved the comfort of living, but on the
other hand have created new problems, of which the recently
developed atomic bomb is perhaps the biggest one, because
it enables man to launch a major catastrophe at will.
While a mere emotional aversion to religion and
metaphysics can be considered a general obstacle for an
evaluation of Christian Science, this is not the only dif-
ficulty. The doctrine of Christian Science represents a
metaphysical system, ?/hile the naturaJL scientists and positiv-
ists are looking for an empirical system in explanation of
the universe. The raw material of their theories lies in
empirical research, in the analysis of particulars and their
synthesis to universal conclusions. The two school^ of
thinking look in opposite directions for the sources of their
information. Certadnly the naturalist realizes that a posteriori
reasoning has to be complemented with a priori reasonirtg, but
his universals are abstractions from concrete particulars
as founcj/in nature.
As we have found the Christian Scientist with his
religious a -priori having difficulty adequately to appreciate
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the value of analytical thinking, so the analyst finds it
outside his habitual way of thinking to appreciate a
religious-metaphysical-absolutistic approach. In the middle
of the last century in Germany the analytical method of
thought of the scientist brought about the rapid decline
of Hegelianism, but it is an interesting fact that Hegel-
ianism later found rebirth in Great Britain and America, and
that such an instrumentalist and naturalist as John Dewey
is strongly influenced by Hegel.
Even if the naturalist and positivist accept an
a priori to a limited extent - as far as universalia post rem
are concerned - they refrain from a total a priori based on
a religious and metaphysical concept. Data on the basis of
empirical research may be adequate fundamentals for the
development of industrial products to be used in practical
life, but the positivist must risk that his disregard of a
metaphysical background of the universe may create a dis-
crepancy between an extrinsic view of nature and a meta-
physical a priori aspect.
!7hat deceives many people in the consideration of such
a fundamental question is the fact that a scientist may be so
busy with his work in his particular field that he has little
time or interest left for philosophical problems. Hot all
scientists are philosophers and not all scientists pursue
their profession on the high level of just seeking the true
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nature of being.
Up to the year 1945 the search for a connection be-
tween an extrinsic aspect of nature and metaphysics appeared
to many people a. problem of little practical consequence.
The dropping of atomic bombs has brought to everybody's
attention that the study of the human will is no longer
merely the concern of a few moralists, but that the -relation
between ethics and nature is an obvious public concern.
People who ha,ve been extremely accurate in their scientific
thinking as far as empirical studies and their formal back-
ground. is concerned, a.re becoming aware that philosophical
disciplines such as metaphysics and ethics cannot be ignored.
Can we reach a higher degree of certainty with regard
to metaphysical, ethical and religious problems? It is in .
answer to the need to bridge the gap bet\?een positivism and
metaphysics that this study on the doctrine of Christian
Science has been made.
Returning to the testimonies of healing mentioned in
the beginning of this Introduction, reference was made to the
concomitant changes of an ethical decision or attitude and a
physical healing. As indicated earlier in a quotation from
the writings of Mrs. Eddy, H she was under the impression
that she had discovered the law on the basis of \7hich Jesus
11. Page 14.
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of Nazareth performed his extraordinary healings. She ex-
plains that his healings were not miraculous, but resulted
from the application of a metaphysical law.
Certainly once the supernatural air of the doctrine of
Christianity is reduced by an understanding of its innate
principle which earlier generations were unable to gra,sp in
its coherent meaning, we may see the possibility for
Christianity to become a, coherent system of thought which
requires no intellectual sacrifice for its acceptance.
If that metaphysical law can be demonstrated in its
unquestionable effectiveness, then the positivist, too, has
his evidence of facts upon which he is accustomed to base
conclusions, - facts which lead him directly to a metaphysical
theory. Such a theory, supplemented with empirical facts,
could be as safely called a science as any of the natural
sciences, and such a metaphysical science would have the
advantage of bridging the gap between an extrinsic and an
intrinsic view of the universe.
The concomitant variation between an ethical and a
physical happening points to a relation between the two. Just
as the individual observation of a happening in nature is the
source for generalizations in natural laws, so the observation
of individual cases of Christian Science healing should be
able to lead to generalizations which would establish the
conclusion that ethical law is superior to physical law.
i 90 n •
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Further, we propose to investigate whether metaphysical
law and ethical law are one and the same, and whether the
Christian Science demonstration exemplifies a metaphysical
law. If a convincing certainty of such a metaphysical-
physical relationship can be established and the doctrine
of Christian Science is found to represent a consistent and
coherent philosophical system, its cultural significance
can hardly be denied.
1
PART I
THE DOCTRINE OF CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
AS A METAPHYSICAL SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION TO PART I
When Mary Baker Eddy gave her system of thought the
name Christian Science she challenged the world. Christianity
is the religion of the Occident. To declare it a scientific
system makes it a universal religion.
This is the conclusion which mere acquaintance with
the name Christian Science impels. Was Mary Baker Eddy right
to use this name for her metaphysical system?
Mere consideration of the name, Christian Science, goes
right to the heart of the most profound philosophical think-
ing. It goes so deep that those observers who see in Christian
Science only another Protestant sect must seriously doubt
whether Mrs. Eddy has not chosen a wrong name for her discovery.
However, Mr s. Eddy's metaphysical systemis of practical
consequence. Many people who have studied her doctrine have
gained their physical health by so doing, - and a great number
of them by only reading the Christian Science textbook, Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures
,
by Mary Baker Eddy.
Following the elucidation of Christian Science which comprises
the main body of this textbook, there is a final chapter con-
sisting of a collection of testimonies from people healed by
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nothing more than the reading of that book. "By their fruits
ye shall know them." By its fruits the value of the doctrine
of Christian Science should be recognized.
The term Chri st ian in it s title relates Christian
Sbience to an old religious tradition, and we are as much
concerned to verify the correctness of the relation to this
tradition as to determine whether the teachings of Christian
Science can really be considered scientific. We have to make
sure that Christian Science does not read something new
into an old tradition in order to make its newness more
acceptable. If Christian Science is presented as a rebirth
of primitive Christianity,^ this can be correct only in so
far as the expectancy of physical healing and other "signs
following" are concerned, since original Christianity had
not the aspect of a metaphysical science which refers to
principles rather than to person. In that direction the
doctrine of Christian Science is a new development. That
Mrs. Eddy was fully aware of this is seen in the fact that
she considered the doctrine of Christian Science to be the
Comforter, predicted in the Gospel of John. 2
1. Eddy, Han., 17: "At a. meeting of the Christian Scientist
Association, April 19, 1879, on motion of KrS. Eddy, it was
voted,- To organize a church designed to commemorate the word
and works of our Llaster, which should reinstate primitive
Christianity and its lost element of healing."
2. John 14:13. Eddy, SfcK, 55:29: "This Comforter I understand
to be Divine Science." (Divine Science means Christian Science
in its most absolute conception.)
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If Mrs. Eddy felt at one with primitive Christianity,
it was that she felt at one with its spirit. She did not
believe in stagnation. She felt that the same spirit which
had been active in the early Christians, though differently
perceived, was also present in her experience and discovery.
She held that modern man was capable of a much truer concept
of the Christ than was possible for the early Christians,
that he was able to recognize it as a spiritual quality
without having to connect it with one particular human person.
For the Christian mystic the spirit of love is the all-
important substance of his creed. The thirteenth chapter of
Paxil* s second Epistle to the Corinthians closes with an appeal
to charity - - as the substance of all Christianity.
Mrs. Eddy writes: “The starting-point of divine Science is
that God, Spirit, is All-in-all, and that there is no other
might nor Mind,- that God is Love, and therefore He is divine
_ as
Principle. The substance of love is the same/in Paul*s
concept, but for Mrs. Eddy love has become a principle. This
appears to make Christian Science a science of love, - a
rational system in which love is principle or law. But is
a scimce of love possible? Love is a spiritual quality
which cannot be measured by quantitative measurements. There
may be more or less of love, the difference being noticeably
3. Eddy, S&H, 275:6-9
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felt in the degree of comfort and harmony experienced, but
a quantitative calculus for love is as impossible as for
pleasure or pain.^
Obviously if a concept of love is the constant in an
evaluation of Christian doctrine, and this doctrine is to
have scientific character, we have a philosophical problem
on our hands very similar to the problem of the Philebus .
Albert Schweitzer suggests that what we call love is, in its
essence, esteem of life. 5 We may accept this statement as a
preliminary definition and come to the conclusion that what
we call love, life and mind is the constant not only in the
evaluation of a religious doctrine, but of experience as a
whole. We may attach to this spiritual constant a theory
of values and look to an ethical law as the norm of all
evaluation. In this we would find great encouragement from
the work of H&ffding, Sorley and of other British Neo- Idealists.®
4. The pleasure calculus is generally associated with Jeremy
Bentham
,
though Plato was keenly interested in the problem. An
early statement of the problem is found in the Protagoras (356B)
,
but a much more thorough treatment is found in the Philebus .
Plato tries to replace indefinite feeling with more
definite concepts. He separates the perfect and imperfect and
divides mental activity into four classes. The lowest class
is the perception of the unlimited
,
the feeling that cannot be
measured quantitatively; the next class is the limited concept
which is comparable to Kant's Verstandesbegrlffe ; the highest
class is the controlling mind, the metaphysical 'unity or oneness.
By this classification Plato obviously wants to segregate
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However, the doctrine of Christian Science was born
in America and might be expected to show a relationship to
the American rather than the British type of Neo-Idealism.
That no such conscious connection existed in the thought of
Mrs, Eddy is suggested by the fact that she never once men-
tions Royce or Bowne, nor even William James. Indeed, she
had no connections with philosophical thinkers who were her
contemporaries except for superficial contacts with A. Bronson
Alcott and Ralph Waldo Emerson, 7 and her acquaintance with
philosophy in general was not that of a professional philosopher.
mere sensations, which are difficult to qualify, from the meta-
physical sublime, which is hard to qualify too, but which by
giving it the definite number one as the unity of synopsis he
hoped to save. He uses the illustration of one mouth but many
figures of speech produced by this one mouth. We cannot have
Verstande sbegriff
e
without a coherent whole; we cannot have
mental activity without mind.
5. Schweitzer, WID, 191.
6. Hoffding in his Philosophy of Religion defines religion as
faith in the conservation of values. Ethics is investigation
of principles according to which the discovery and creation of
values occur. (336 of German edition). He also conceives God
as the principle of values (345).
W. R. Sorley in his Moral Values and the Idea of God
sees in ethics the application of theoretical metaphysics "bo
conscious volition, and observes that reason becomes practical
in ethics (9). However, he also says that metaphysics has no
primacy over ethics and that ethics does not derive its prin-
ciples from an antecedent non-ethical metaphysics (12).
The School of British Neo- Idealists, of which F. H.
Bradley is the most important representative, opposed British
associationism and the Darwinian theory of evolution by a re-
discovery of German idealism, emphasizing the synoptic approach
to a coherent whole or coherence theory as the most important
philosophical approach. Sorley also belongs to this group of
thinkers.
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Though Mrs. Eddy evidently thought very highly of Socrates
and gave limited acknowledgment of the merit of great thinkers,
the following statement shows that her knowledge of philosophy
could not have been more than superficial:
Leibnitz, Descartes, Fichte, Hegel, Spinoza,
Bishop Berkeley, were once clothed with a "brief
authority; 1' but Berkeley ended his metaphysical
theory with a treatise on the healing properties
of tar-water, and Hegel was an inveterate snuff-
taker. The circumlocution and cold categories of
Kant fail to improve the conditions of mortals,
morally, spiritually, or physically. Such mis-
called metaphysical systems are reeds shaken by
the wind. Compared with the inspired wisdom and
infinite meaning of the Word of Truth, they are
as moonbeams to the sun, or as Stygian night to
the kindling dawn. 8
This statement is not made in Mrs. Eddy* s main work, Science
and Health, but in one of her smaller writings, and should
therefore not be weighed too heavily against the central points
of her teachings. Mrs. Eddy had such strong evidence of the
spiritualizing effects of a knowledge of metaphysics that a
mere theoretical consideration of metaphysics seemed to her
to be words without works, - as ineffectual as moonbeams. It
also appears that Mrs. Eddy had never had a systematic intro-
duction into philosophy and its history, which might have led
her to a better appreciation of the work of the philosophers
who have contributed to the advancement of human culture.
7. Tomlinson, TYE, 43
8. Eddy, No, 22:4-14.
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If she had been thoroughly acquainted with their work she
would, for instance, have had reason to appreciate the efforts
of Bishop Berkeley to reconcile the Christian doctrine with
the standpoint of reason, and she might have recognized the
enormous value of Kant’s formalism for a M zukunftige Meta-
physik, die als Wissenschaft wird auftreten konnen”® (the
subtitle to the Prolegomena ) * If we realize that Kant has
given the Protestant church a backbone of coherent metaphysics
which it previously lacked and that he, together with Hegel,
were the main weapons of the British neo-idealists in com-
also
batting the secularized thought of their country, and/that
in the United States they had a similar invigorating effect
in favor of the religious life of the country, we cannot
agree that these writers deserve to be compared with moonbeams.
The fact that Mrs. Eddy declares the Bible to have been
her only textbook makes a philosophical investigation of the
doctrine of Christian Science still more pertinent. Mrs.
Eddy developed her metaphysics as a religious system. It will
be the subject of this dissertation to present it as a philo-
sophical system.
From the few data on Christian Science, mentioned so far,
this school of thought would appear to have a dualistic char-
9. Future metaphysics, which can be considered as science.
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acter. On one side there is a doctrine, a theory, and on the
other practical results, and the two together promise to give
a high degree of certainty as to the correctness of the
doctrine.^ However, there is also a monistic aspect. The
doctrine must in itself be a coherent whole, a self-sufficient
system of thought, which in this case obviously is of a meta^
physical nature. For a classification of the doctrine of
Christian 8cience we are therefore led towards idealism, and
our task is reduced to the investigation of the specific
position of the doctrine of Christian Science among systems
of idealistic philosophy.
Professor Brightman in his A Philosophy of Ideals
characterizes idealism as holding "that ideals and values
are not merely human standards and human experiences, but
that they reveal the objective structure, or, perhaps, the
conscious purpose of the universe, just as human sense ex-
perience and human standards of scientific method reveal the
laws of nature." The metaphysical doctrine whose constant
is love may well be compared with Brightman* s objective
\
structure of ideals and values, which, in order to be of
interest to human experience must serve as its standard.
Brightman* s definition of idealism thus becomes an acceptable
10. Of. John Dewey, QFC.
11. Brightman, POI, 89.
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measuring rod in our investigation, and it is our concern to
discover whether the doctrine of Christian Science really
introduces new aspects to the discussion of idealism or is
only a new name for an old type of philosophy.
In the book just mentioned Brightman defines idealism
in contrast to positivistic naturalism, and in introducing
Christian Science into this controversy we may quote the fol-
lowing passage from the same book:
Nature is not utterly hostile and ideals are
not utterly weak. That ideals exist at all - that
they grow again and again even when trampled on -
shows that nature at least tolerates them. Nay more,
they spring from the same soil as do our bodies and
all living creatures. Hence the universe is not
understood until ideals are understood; and it is
to be understood by means of ideals. On* view of
things must be such as to explain both nature and
ideals and also the fact that nature is known through
ideals, ^rhile ideals are imperfectly realized in
nature.
If Christian Science is really a scientific system, we
can expect from it an explanation of both nature and ideals.
The testimonies of healing already cited suggest that Christian
Science really has new propositions to make, and the fact that
its name links it with the Christian tradition even promises
that Christianity in its substance contains the material to
solve the philosophical problem. In the statement of the
12. Brightman, POI, 94
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Christ, "I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh
unto the Father, but by me, 11
^3 can be seen the claim that
the Christ alone contains the solution to the problem. Can
Christian Science coherently explain and justify that claim?
That is a further problem with which we shall be concerned in
this dissertation.
13. John 14:6.
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CHAPTER I
ONTOLOGY OF THE DOCTRINE OF CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
w To grasp the reality and order of being in its Science,
you must begin by reckoning God as the divine Principle of all
that really is.®^ This quotation from Science and Health sets
the foundation of an ontological study of the doctrine of
Christian Science. The definition of God in accordance with
this quotation will be our first concern. It is the basis on
which a definition of man and the universe depends.
To start this philosophical investigation with a chapter
on ontology is not an arbitrary choice. Every Christian Science
treatment, the mental correction of a claim of disorder, has
to start out with a statement equivalent to the introductory
quotation. The Christian Science practitioner must become
conscious of the metaphysical facts in order to distinguish and
discard what is at variance with a consistent system of metaphysic
The ontological approach is not a textbook approach. In-
struction has the purpose of leading the student from a rudi-
mentary grasp of the subject to a fuller understanding, and the
ontology iefthe final aim of such an instruction. This should
be borne in mind when we approach the Christian Science textbook;
1. Eddy, 8&H, 275:10-12.
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it speaks to different levels of understanding, and conse-
quently requires a diversity of definitions. For instance,
God is called Father-Mother, - an anthropomorphic concept
of God which suggests a loving patronage over mankind. But
God is also referred to as “the divine Principle of all that
really is," - a definition which seems to be at variance
with the first one
.
A philosophical investigation concerned with determin-
ing whether the doctrine of Christian Science is a philosoph-
ical system requires absolute definitions, and once these are
established, the religious opinions of less advanced students
of Christian Science can be evaluated without confusion.
1. God
Let us begin our study of the Christian Science concept
of God by referring to three basic definitions.
The first is found in the Chapter on Recapitulation in
2the Christian Science textbook, in the form of three questions
and answers:
Question.- What is God?
Answer.- God is incorporeal, divine, supreme,
infinite Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth,
Love.
2. This chapter contains the basic definitions and according
to the Church Manual (Art. XXVII, Sec. 3) is the basis for all
Christian Science class teaching. It is a revision of Mrs.
Eddy* s earliest publication on Christian Science, originally
named The 8cience of Man.
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Question.- Are these terms synonymous?
Answer.- They are. They refer to one absolute
God. They are also intended to express the nature,
essence, and wholeness of Deity. The attributes of
God axe justice, mercy, wisdom, goodness, and so on.
Question.- Is there more than one God or Principle?
Answer.- There is not. Principle and its idea is
one, and this one is God, omnipotent, omniscient, and
omnipresent Being, and His reflection is man and the
universe. Omni is adopted from the Latin adjective
signifying allT Hence God combines all-power or
potency, all- science or true knowledge, all-presence.
The varied manifestations of Christian Science indicate
Mind, never matter, and have one Principle.
3
The second definition to be mentioned here is in the
Glossary of Science and Health and reads:
GOD. The great I AM; the all-knowing, all-seeing,
all-acting, all-wise, all-loving, and eternal; Principle;
Mind; Soul; Spirit; Life; Truth; Love; all substance;
intelligence .*
The third is found at the end of the chapter, Science of
Being , which begins what Mrs. Eddy has called the Christian
Science Platform. It reads:
(Marginal note: The deific supremacy.)
I. God is infinite, the only Life, substance,
Spirit, or Soul, the only intelligence of the universe,
including man. Eye hath neither seen God nor His
image and likeness. Neither God nor the perfect man
3. Eddy, S&H, 465:7-466:6.
4. Ibid., 587:5-8.
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can be discerned, by the material senses. The individ-
uality of Spirit, or the infinite, is unknown, and
thus a knowledge of it is left either to human con-
jecture or to the revelation of divine Science.
(Marginal note: The deific definitions.)
II. God is what the Scriptures declare Him to be,-
Life, Truth, Love. Spirit is divine Principle, and
divine Principle is Love, and Love is Mind, and Mind
is not both good and bad, for God is Mind; therefore
there is in reality one Mind only, because there is
one God.
5
These definitions are not based on erudition but are
those of a Christian mystic, who feels himself moved by a
divine impetus, briefly explained as an all-inclusive sense
of love. It is a sense of the sublime which is difficult to
render in words, and that ie/the reason why these three defini-
tions, although different in verbal expression, represent a
circumscription of one and the same subject of discourse. We
mentioned in the Introduction to Part 1^ that this all-inclusive
sense of love can be considered as the constant essence of all
Christian teachings, and that in early Christianity the more
primitive human concept of this constant was of a personal
character, while in a more advanced understanding it is seen
rather as principle.
However, a definition of God which is restricted to a
concept of love is too abstract to afford man sufficient
5. Eddy, S&H, 330:11-34.
S. Page 48
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coherence on "which to abandon reliance on a common sense naive
realism. 7 It may be sufficient for an exceptionally religious
person, but it is not enough for the elucidation of a meta-
physical science. An analysis of Mrs. Eddy’s definitions of
God offers a basis for such a metaphysical system.
In the first of the three answers mentioned as a first
definition of Deity, God is defined by seven capitalized nouns -
Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, Love - preceded by
four adjectives: incorporeal, divine, supreme and infinite.
The answer to the second question declares these seven nouns
synonymous terms, intended to express the nature, essence and
wholeness of Deity. This answer adds to these nouns further
attributes. As a third point God is explained as the onl}'
principle of existence. This would exclude any popular belief
in a devil, which Mrs. Eddy impersonalizes as evil, a lie and
error. 8 However, she declares Principle and its idea to be
one as omnipotent, omnipresent and omniscient Being, and man and
the universe its reflection. This raises the problem of pantheism
and the relationship of man and the universe to God, which will
be dealt with later in this chapter.
In the second definition we again find the seven capital-
ized synonyms, complemented by substance and intelligence (these
terms are never capitalized in Mrs. Eddy’s writings), and "the
7. The term "common sense naive realism" is used here to denote,
less accurately put, the materialistic a posteriori view. In
more recent times the term empirical has been found inadequate
for expressing the materialistic point of view, because empeiria
'' r
'
i
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great I AM, H referring to God as I AM THAT I AM as indicated in
Exodus 3:14. In this definition it is suggested that all the
activities which we generally associate with man are attributes
of God. It is God that knows, sees, acts, has wisdom, and loves.
In the third definition we find the statement that both
God and man, as God* s image and likeness, transcend the reason-
ing capacity of a mortal human being. A knowledge of God and
the metaphysical man is therefore left to philosophical spec-
ulation or to the revealed understanding of the metaphysical
order of being, which is called here divine Science. The
second part of this third definition is an attempt to show
the interconnection between some of the capitalized nouns which
Mrs. Eddy declares to be synonyms.
What is of particular interest in the second part of this
third definition is Mrs. Eddy*s use of the three nouns Life, Truth
and Love. They are three of the seven synonyms, and she finds
that they represent in themselves such a completeness that it is
not necessary at every statement of the nature of God to men-
tion all the seven synonyms. Life, Truth and Love represent a
trinity which Mrs. Eddy puts in the place of the traditional
Trinity of God, Son and Holy Ghost, though the traditional
was found to be equal to consciousness, and therefore the desig-
nation of the objective materialistic view as empirical (as
the British Empiricists use the term) has become misleading.
Naive realism, however, is a term that needs little explanation.
It is the universe as the human senses behold it, and common
sense means a state of mind which accepts the testimony of
naive realism without questioning its veracity.
8. Eddy, S&H, 584:17.
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trinity is not abandoned altogether. The second tenet of
The Mother Church reads:
We acknowledge and adore one supreme and infinite
G6d. We acknowledge His Son, one Christ; the Holy
Ghost, or divine Comforter; and man in God's image
and likeness.
9
In this second article of the tenets, man as God's image
and likeness is mentioned outside of the trinity, while a state-
ment in the Christian Science Platform rather points to an
identity between the Christ and man as God's image and likeness.
This passage reads:
(Marginal note: Divine trinity.)
VII. Life, Truth, and Love constitute the triune
Person called God,- that is, the triply divine Principle,
Love. They represent a trinity in unity, three in one,-
the same in essence, though multiform in office: God
the Father-Mother; Christ the spiritual ideafof sonship;
divine Science or the Holy Comforter. These three
express in divine Science the threefold, essential nature
of the infinite. They also indicate the divine Prin-
ciple of scientific being, the intelligent relation of
God to man and the universe. ^0
This quotation shows that a discussion of God according
to the doctrine of Christian Science cannot be wholly separated
from a consideration of the other components of its ontology.
God, mn and the universe also suggest a trinity.
Mrs. Eddy tried to lift the view of her students above
9. Eddy, S&H, 497:5-3, and Man., 15.
10. Eddy, S&H, 331:26-332:3.
<
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the traditional dogma of the Trinity. As a mystic she is con-
cerned with the spirit of Christianity and her verbal expression
has the sole purpose of imparting that spirit to her readers.
She says: M If the letter of Christian Science appears inconsistent*
they /the opponents of divine Sciencey should gain the spiritual
meaning of Christian Science, and then the ambiguity will
vanish. ,, **
This leads us to the following systematic elaboration of
Mrs, Eddy*s concept of Love.
The basic concept of God is Love. The capitalization
of this noun has the purpose to distinguish it from the lower
animal love.*2 Actually the two concepts of love have only a
superficial similarity. Their realizations create a sense of
bliss, but while the lower love is only a physiological phenom-
enon, divine Love represents the essence of goodness.
Although no person or creature can live without that
divine quality of Love, it is hard to define. It may be more
concrete for conceptual thinking if we see it as sympathy,
affection or charity, but by thus making it more concrete we
lose its all-inclusiveness. For conceptual thinking an all-
inclusive term can only be abstract, and being abstract it ceases
to be a conceptual*2 term, and becomes only a feeling, although
11. Eddy, S&H, 354:31-355:2.
12. The distinction between Loveand love is comparable to the
Greek distinction between the Aphrodite Uranus and pandemus.
13. Conceptual is used here as equivalent to intellectual. But
because the Christian Science concept of mortal mind is not
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that feeling may be indispensable for a harmonious life.
Enlarging the concept of God as Love by the further
capitalized attributes of Truth and Life, the concept of God
appears to gain in concreteness. Certainly we associate with
truth other qualities than those we associate with love. Love
is represented by affection and sympathy, while truth is rep-
resented by correctness. If capitalization of the term truth
suggests a sublimation similar to that of love we must test
14
such an absolute concept of Truth. What can it mean?
The submergence of the sense of right and morality under
the Nazi regime in Germany has forcefully brought to the at-
tention of all that without a metaphysical concept of right
no human society can exist. We may also find that he who
denies metaphysical truth really believes in metaphysical truth
in spite of his argumentation against it. A chemist, for in-
stance, does not believe in the correctness of his formulas
only because they are keys to lucrative business, but because
a correctness-in- it self gives a sense of satisfaction and
assurance whose source is not mere expediency.
Thus we may arrive at the admission of a metaphysical-
introduced until the next chapter and the intellect is a func-
tion of mortal mind, the terms conceptual and conceptual think-
ing are used in this chapter.
14. In a similar fashion in Plato* s Republic the virtue of justice
is taken out of its ordinary meaning by making it the synoptic
virtue, or even the symbol of the self-sufficient harmony as
the essence of metaphysical existence.
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ethical quality which we call Truth, hut what has this concept
of Truth to do with Love? Starting with experience, we can
arrive by a posteriori reasoning at a metaphysical concept of
Truth, but again we must reluctantly call it a concept, because
such a metaphysical Truth is entirely abstract. Within a realm
of abstracts one entity may be made to equal another, Truth
may be equaled to Love, as is suggested by calling these terms
synonyms. But what does this accomplish?
With the study of the concept of Live we encounter the
same difficulties. The word life is so commonly used that in
ordinary usage it is almost equivalent to experience. At the
same time it is that abstract entity - 6lan vital - which is
presuppossed for physiology and biology. Life is the axiom of
these disciplines, somewhat like the axioms of Euclidean geom-
etry: a self-evident presupposition which cannot be explained
but only demonstrated.
Because life is an entirely abstract term, there is no
formal objection to giving the word a metaphysical connotation
by capitalizing it and introducing it into a concept of God
as a third abstractum . However, some synoptic philosophical
considerations throw light on the relation between metaphysical
Life and phenomenal vitalism. 15 jjo organ io life can be con-
ceived without a metaphysical formalism. Organic life is
finite and is an experienced phenomenon, yet man believes in
the indestructibility of life; he believes that although his
15. See Bowne, Met
.
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material body will die, his mental existence will survive.
By joining Love, Truth and Life together in lieu of
the traditional concept of Trinity, Mrs. Eddy suggests the
essential unity of three different qualities, and she there-
fore calls these qualities synonymous. For conceptual
thought such a unity of Life, Truth and Love is transcend-
ent; for human experience, on the other hand, it is a pre-
16
supposition, an 6lan vital .
We have dealt so far with a concept of God which
includes the qualities of Love, Truth and Life, while in a
larger concept of God Mrs. Eddy includes Mind, Spirit, Soul,
and Principle as well.
To introduce Mind as a divine concept is nothing un-
common for either Western or Eastern philosophical tradition.
As difficult as the word mind is to translate into any
modern European tongue, the Greek word nous is close to it.
This establishes a relation to Greek thought which is highly
16. Bergson in his Essai sur les donn^es immediate de la
conscience makes a study of the difficulty of expressing
experiences of intensity in terms of extensity, qualita-
tive experiences in terms of quantity, for the extensive
quantitative expression is unequal to its task. This also
explains that analysis and description distort our feelings
(132 of English translation). "On the surface our conscious
states obey the laws of association, deeper down they inter-
penetrate and form a part of ourselves." (Marginal note on
p. 134). The erroneous tendency is aided by language and
illustration (160).
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instructive for a philosophical analysis of Christian Science
and which has been little considered by Christian Scientists,
including Mrs. Eddy.
In relating the concept of Mind to Eastern thought,
we are reminded of Brahman mysticism which distinguishes
itself from Christian mysticism by its lack of an ethical
nature.^- 7 Of course a Christian ethical mysticism whose most
intimate substance is Love will never accept an entirely
unloving concept of mind such as Brahman mysticism orig-
inally held to, and the same is the case with the concept
of nous .
But while giving Love such a central position, Christian
thought need not neglect the concept of Mind. How could the
Occidental, generally so much sharper in his conceptual think-
ing than the Oriental, have done so?
By taking Mind as a divine synonym we are first of
all reminded of the idealistic position which considers
that all experience takes place in mind.^® The only pos-
sibility of a coherent understanding of the universe lies
in a synoptic unity. To say that all experience is in mind
means first of all that experience is non-material, but in
order for man to conceive the possibility of such a non-
material experience it must be connected with his spiritual
capacities, admitting that they have superiority over a common
17. Schweitzer, WID. This is the basic idea of that *hole book.
Cf. part I, chapter IV.
18. Bowne, Met
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sense naive realism.
To go consistently to the end of the road with the
conclusion that the universe must be mental again leads
to a situation similar to the one we have already encountered
in connection with Life, Truth and Love; we find a quality
very close to experience but which cannot be defined con-
ceptually.
Spirit as a synonym separate from Mind may be seen
as superfluous. However, we can also see in Spirit its
specific function. Furthermore, admitting the concept of
Spirit to the list of seven synonyms has the purpose of
integrating it into the metaphysical system of Christian
Science. While Mind represents rather the all-inclusiveness
of mental existence, Spirit suggests to this writer a close
association with intelligence as the individual potency of
mental activity. The deified concept of Spirit can be seen
as the matrix of all/intelligence. As we have seen, intel-
ligence is U3ed in the second of the three definitions of
God here mentioned, but the word is not capitalized.
The use of the word Soul in connection with God is
peculiar to the doctrine of Christian Science. We are accus-
tomed to call soul the metaphysical core of a human being, and
because man is seen as entirely separate from God, soul is con-
sidered to be separate from God. According to Genesis 1:27 man is
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God's image and likeness, and Mrs. Eddy uses the term reflection
as equivalent to the Biblical expression. Jesus' saying,
"I an^fmy Father are one," can be taken as intimating as
close a. relationship between Jesus and the Father as between
himself and his soul. Attributing the concept of Soul to
God should bring out the close relationship between God a.nd man.
The acceptance of the concept of principle into the
concept of God is also characteristic for the doctrine of
Christian Science. This does not mean that God had never been
conceived as principle prior to Christian Science - the
Aristoteliah concept of unmoved mover suggests very much a
concept of God as principle - but it is new for a Christian
interpretation of God.
Although we can associate the quality of law and right
with the concent of Truth, which among the seven synonyms
belongs to the trivium Life, Truth and Love, they can also
be envisaged under the concept of urine ipum with its double
meaning of law and beginning. As law we may first of all
think of the logical lav;, which so far has not been mentioned.
Christian Science with its absolutistic concept of God cannot
accept a separation between God and logical law. They belong
together. The logical law is one aspect of God.
Principle as beginning suggests the Aristotelian
actuality, being law to potentiality, that which appears ae
material reality but has not metaphysical total reality. It
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stands for the formal, efficient and final cause of the universe.
It is Mind, hut it is also Love. Modern idealism under the
instigation of Kant's Criticue of Practical Reason looks to
ethical law as the formal basis of a mature concept of religion.
Not because some superhuman being has said so, should man act
ethically, but because such ethical action is required by a
generally valid normative law. Civil laws are established
in order to guarantee justice to all under the law. Law may
be viewed as something rigid and cold, but in the motive of
being just to everyone, we can recognize a spark of love.
Love in relation to principle loses its personal aspect and
becomes more universal and more divine, and principle gains
from love an ethical connotation which is easily overlooked
by the lawbreaker.
We see that the seven synonyms complement each other
to produce a concept of God which is certainly more mature
than an anthropomorphic concept of Deity. Even if description
can never do full justice to what God's actual being is, as
an approximation to the real essence the study of Christian
Science certainly has the capacity of liberating the student
from more primitive notions of Deity. Man can rely entirely
on a spiritual concent of the universe only if his conceptual
thinking is brought as close as possible to the spiritual
essence of being so that its coherence can be grasped. If
feeling is supported by coherent concepts, man can achieve
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detachment from naive realism and conceptual generalizations
based on naive realism (commonly called natural law), and cor-
rections become possible which, according to natural law,
were inconceivable.
Capitalization of the seven synonyms therefore has the
purpose to make clear that the real essence of these qualities
transcends their usual conceptual meaning and that man has to
build his comprehensive understanding of the universe on a
divine essence which the seven synonyms encompass.
The term Father-Mother has also to be seen in this light.
The introduction of the concept of the Fatherhood of God in
the New Testament served to counteract the Jewish emphasis
on the transcendence of God. God was no longer to be con-
ceived of as an Asiatic ruler but as an affectionate father.
Calling God Father-Mother, which is characteristic for
Christian Science, suggests the completeness of the two
genuses and conveys the idea of the completeness of both
masculine and feminine qualities of character in God. Again,
this more anthropomorphic concept of God as Father-Mother is
only a symbol of a metaphysical being which in feeling is very
close to human experience, but in concept is transcendent.
In studying the positions of students of Christian
Science on the doctrinal concept of God, we may find that
first a concept of Father-Mother has much more meaning for
them than more abstract definitions,- abstract again only as
far as conceptual thinking goes. From earlier religious
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training such students are accustomed to the concept of
God as Father and the introduction of God as Father-Mother
is felt as a welcomed completion which their feelings fully
aporove
.
19 It is only little by little that the higher mean-
ings of God are grasped,, growth largely depending on the
student’s correlation of the divine qualities with everyday
life. In other words the ethical growth of the student
enlarges his capacity for an improved conceptual grasp.
This also explains why a student who really lives his religion
can be a more effective practitioner than one who has just an
19. Many conversions of Protestants, in particular intellectual
Protestants, to Roman Catholicism can be explained by their
failure to find sufficient aesthetic satisfaction in a church
whose concept of Divinity lacks womanhood. There are ethical
qualities which are easier to visualize as represented by a
woman than by a masculine being. Aesthetic feeling requires
the inclusion of womanhood in Deity, and although there may
be intellectual reservations about the Catholic doctrine of
the deification of Mary, human feeling requires a Mother
beside a Father and a Son. It is very instructive that Goethe,
a Protestant by early training, ends his Fa„ust with an appeal
to eternal womanhood:
Alles Verglingliche
1st nur ein Gleichnis;
Das Unzullungliche
,
Hier wird’s Ereignis;
Das Unbeschreibliche
,
Hier ist es geta.n;
Das Ewig-Weibliche
Zieht uns hinan.
Christian Science completes the Fatherhood of God by a
declaration of Womanhood without any dogmatic theory. The
completeness of the Father-Mother concent rr epares the thought
of the student for a still higher concept of God, the ethical
concept which has been described here. The acceptance of
womanhood in the Christian Science concept of Deity has also
the consequence of establishing a basis and justification for
complete equality of human rights between the sexes.
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intellectual grasp of the metaphysical system of Christian
Science. The substance of Christian Science cannot be
measured in words.
2. Man
As God’s image and likeness, or reflection, the Chris-
tian Science concept of man must be distinguished from the
empirical concept of man. Mrs. Eddy writes:
Man isjnot matter; he is not made up of brain,
blood, bones, and other material elements. The
Scriptures inform us that man is made in the image
and likeness of God. Matter is not that likeness.
The likeness of Spirit cannot be so unlike Spirit.
The difficulties in the traditional Christian inter-
pretations of man have been that on one side man is declared
in the Bible to be God’s image and likeness, and on the other
side, empirically seen, man is certainly not wholly good. We
may find in every human individual a spark of metaphysical
substance, but this substance is seen to be in conflict with
bad traits of character and physical deficiency. There is also
the evidence of two kinds of mind, a metaphysical substance
and human consciousness, which in sleep is absent from the
body and can be affected by sickness as much as can the body.
Against this empirical concept of man Mrs. Eddy holds:
Man is spiritual and perfect; and because he is
spiritual and perfect, he must be so understood in
Christian Science. Man is idea, the image, of Love;
20. Eddy, S&H, 475:6-11.
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he is not physique. He is the compound idea of
God, including all right ideas; the generic term
for all that reflects God’s image and likeness;
the conscious identity of being as found in Science,
in which man is the reflection of God, or Mind,
and therefore is eternal; that which has no sep-
arate mind from God; that which has not a single
quality underived from Deity; that which possesses
no life, intelligence, nor creative power of his
own, but reflects spiritually all that belongs to
his Maker.
And God said: "Let us make man in our image,
after our likeness; and let them have dominion over
the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air,
and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and
over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the
earth."
Man is incapable of sin, sickness, and death.
The real man cannot depart from holiness, nor can
God, by whom man is evolved, engender the capacity
or freedom to sin. A mortal sinner is not God’s
man. Mortals are the counterfeits of immortals.
They are the children of the wicked one, or the one
evil, which declares that man begins in dust or as
a material embryo. In divine Science, God and the
real man are inseparable as divine Principle and idea. 21
This definition of man separates the metaphysical man
completely from the homo sapiens or Adam concept. Man is
divine reflection and not a coincidence of metaphysical soul
and animal body. According to the passage from Genesis quoted
here, man has dominion over the universe and therefore cannot
be a part of it. Although this passage has always suggested
a human dominion over the animal kingdom, the position of man
was rather seen as a primus inter pares ; man with his superior
mental capacities in comparison to the animals was found to
21. Eddy, S&H, 475:11-476:5.
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have the qualities to subordinate the world to his purposes.
Christian Science, however, suggests that man as "the compound
idea of Cod, including all right ideas" has superiority over
the whole of the universe.
^
Certainly if man is "compound idea of Cod", he is
entirely spiritual, and if he is "spiritual and oerfect," the
word man is used in Christian Science for an entirely different
concent than that designated by ordinary usage. The justifica-
tion for this alienization of the concept of man is that con-
sciousness which experiences itself as man by rights should
identify itself as that spiritual concept of man and not as
homo sapiens
,
and it is this change of identity that explains
the possibility of a Christian Science healing. In the pro-
portion that one alienates himself from the homo sapiens with
his ailments, and identifies himself as Cod’s image and like-
ness, he finds himself free from the limitations of the homo
sapiens and endowed with the harmony and power of spiritual
man.
22 . In the light of Christian Science there need be no reluc-
tance to classify the materialistic concept of man as animal
and place him where he belongs biologically, in the class of
the primates . The dignity of man is by no means touched by
this, because according to Christian Science the a/poearance
of man in animal form is only an erroneous suggestion. This
gives the Christian Scientist an aloofness from any biological
theories such as, for instance, Darwin’s theory of evolution,
which may be highly desirable for their objective consideration
on the basis of their own presuppositions . Of course the
Christian Scientists would question any metaphysica.l validity
which such theories might assume.
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As in the study of God, we here distinguish the ontolog-
ical approach from the aporoach to be used for the instruction
of the student from a lower stage of understanding to a higher
one. Leading the thought of her students to a higher com-
prehension of the concept of man, Mrs. Eddy did not speak in
her writings consistently of man as the "generic term" of the
universe or as "compound idea of God, including all right
ideas," but she often speaks of man as a part of the universe.
As an example of such a statement, the following may be men-
tioned: "The spiritual universe, including individual man,
is a compound idea, reflecting the divine substance of Spirit.""' 3
The fact that this statement, as well as the definition
of man quoted previously, are parts of the chanter Recapitulation
,
the highest authority in the evaluation of the correctness of
a statement on Christian Science, makes it a matter of con-
troversy which only philosophical consistency can decide.
With the basis of Christian Science metaphysics a con-
cept of God as outlined in this chanter and man Its image and
likeness, we must accent man as a oneness,- possibly an organic
or pluralistic oneness, but not one among many similar units.
23. Eddy, 8&H, 468:22-24. The i talics are mine.
24. In Powell’s biography on Mary Baker Eddy we find the follow-
ing statement, based on recollections of George Wendell Adams,
today a member of The Christian Science Board of Directors, who
was a member of Mrs. Eddy’s class of 1898: (18S)
there was but one God, and consequently, there
could be but one full reflection, which of course was
'I
f
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Acceptance of man as a unity encounters the difficulty
that the human being feels he has to give up his individuality.
Paul feels that he has a distinct character, different from
Peter, and he fears that by an identification as generic man
(the term used among Christian Scientists for man as an
organic whole) he will lose his identity. However, his in-
dividuality lies in a reflection of God, and the manifold
individualities of the empirical should rather be seen as a
hint of God*s infinite versatility in manifestation. It is
inconceivable that an increase of the population of the earth
could change anything in the metaphysical status of man, which
would be the case if individual man were a valid position to
be kept distinct from generic man. Such a proposition would
also introduce a quantitative element into metaphysics which
would be inconsistent with a Christian Science ontology as
elucidated in this chapter.
Generic and individual man must, therefore, be the
same. 25 The separation of individual man from generic man
the compound idea, man. She dwelt at length on the
point that there could be but one full or complete
reflection of one God, and that this must be the basis
for all scientific deduction. She indicated that only
as her students grasped this fundamental fact that
one God could have but one full reflection did they
have the right basic sense of Christian Science, and
that there was no other starting point.
25. Bosanquet's The Philosophical Theory of the State, a book
that breathes the spirit of Hegel* s Philo sophie des Rechts
,
makes the following statement: n The whole notion of man as
one among others tends to break down; and we begin to see
something in the one that actually identifies him with the
others, and at the same time tends to make him what he admits
'’
1 .
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is due to an empirical influence, and no a posteriori argument
can be allowed in a priori deduction. A Christian Scientist
who claims an existence separate from generic man thinks of
himself as an individual who knows something about Christian
Science and applies it to his experience. This is a wrong
view of the intrinsic nature of man. Man lives as God*s image
and likeness. God is the Mind, man the effect of Mind. As
quoted in the definition of man, God is Principle, and man
is idea.
Actually, in the monistic metaphysics of Christian Science,
as explained earlier in this chapter, the discernment of duality
as cause and effect, or principle and idea, could be questioned,
particularly because this metaphysics transcends conceptual
thinking. However, we are dealing here with approximations
in terms of concepts, and concepts can only be gained on the
basis of formed logic, by accepting subjects and predicates.
We are trying to come as close as possible to absolute meta-
physics, well aware of the shortcomings of our method of approach.
Mrs. Eddy says emphatically: "Man is not God, and God
is not man. 1' 2® On the other hand we have quoted earlier: "God
is infinite, the only Life, substance, Spirit, or Soul, the
only intelligence of the universe, Including man ." 27 The first
that he ought to be." (95). This passage should prove that a
similar doctrine to that of the Christian Science generic man is
seriously considered by the eminent British neo-idealist Bosanquet.
O *r* “ r*
28. Eddy, S&H, 480:19.
27. Ibid., 330:llrl2. The italics are mine.
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statement is from Recap!tulation , the second from the Christian
Science Platform . There is a discrepancy between the two
statements and it is again left to philosophical consistency
to decide which should be considered valid.
The outspoken denial that man is God is the admission
that man is not causa sui . but is caused by God. This state-
ment should refute any suggestion that the Christian Scientist
boasts himself of a position of divinity which is inappropriate
to the concept of man. It is an enlargement of Jesus* statements:
pp
"I and my Father are one, M ° and “The Son can do nothing of him-
self, but what he seeth the Father do: for what things soever
he doeth, these also doeth the Son likewise.” 29 These two state-
ments appear to contain a similar inconsistency. The first
statement claims a oneness with the Father, the second indicates
that the Christ is not causa sui but is in utter dependence on
God. The explanation ”for what things soever he doeth, these
also doeth the Son likewise,” fits well with the concept of
man as divine reflection.
According to the doctrine of Christian Science, “Christ
presents the indestructible man, whom 8pirit creates, con-
stitutes, and governs. Christ illustrates that blending with
God, his divine Principle, which gives man dominion over all
the earth. The Christ is, therefore, identical with the
28. John 10:30.
29. John 5:19.
30. Eddy, S&H, 316:20-23.
•. .
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metaphysical concept of man, and Jesus the Christ was a
metaphysical mediator in so far as he was sufficiently acquainted
with the metaphysical nature of the real man to live it go n-
sistently.
With the help of the doctrine of Christian Science no
supernatural creed is needed to explain Jesus’s career. He
can be pictured as human as any other mortal, but he knew and
demonstrated the metaphysical identity of man or the Christ.
By this acquaintance he performed many outstanding instantan-
eous healings and even raised the dead. Mrs. Eddy explains
that Jesus would have had the capacity to avert his own
crucifixion and death, but it was a part of his mission to
demonstrate his superiority over death in his own experience.
The end of his earthly career is the ascension which rep-
resents the extinction of the last tinge of his materiality.
What was possible for Jesus is a potentiality for any
human being. Mrs. Eddy explains: "Resurrection from the
dead (that is, from the belief in death) must come to all
sooner or later; and they who have part in this resurrection
are they upon whom the second death has no power. "31 Christ-
ian Science does not teach that immortality follows death.
The human individual does not attain an eternal life by
dying out of a human experience but by identification with
eternal life. As we have seen, this eternal life is Cod, “
31. Eddy, Un.
,
41:11-14.
_.
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Life being a synonym of God, and as far as man is living the
divine Life he is in God, and this should resolve the contra-
diction of conceiving man in God.
Whether conscious of it or not, actually every man is
constantly at one with the divine man, but he who loses himself
in common sense naive realism, loses sight of the metaphysical
facts of his real self. To live in Christ does not mean that
a person should live in another person, but that one should be
aware of his metaphysical identity and by so doing he will
find his experience adjusting itself in accordance with meta-
physical harmony.
He who finds the acceptance of a metaphysical man in-
consistent with the requirement that a science of metaphysics
should be entirely monistic and allow no dualism - while man,
as the effect of a cause or idea of a principle, suggests
dualism - should be reminded of the transcendental*52 nature
of the Christ which we have found to be identical with the
metaphysical man. The philosophical problem which the world
poses is of a dualistic nature. It presents an irrational
experience for which a rational explanation is sought, and it
is hoped that such an explanation can be reached by reference
to a metaphysical subsistence of values, or expressed in a
32. Transcendental is used here as the effect of the meta-
physically transcendent on the phenomenal universe in its
aspect as naive realism.
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more religious way, by reference to God.. The Christ, ident-
ical with the metaphysical concent of man, is the mediator
between metaphysics and naive realism. To naive realistic
human sense Jesus is the highest expression of the Christ
which the world has experienced in a personal form. Mrs.
Eddy refers to Jesus of Nazareth as "the most scientific man
that ever trod the globe. He plunged beneath the material
surface of things, and found the spiritual cause." S3
A world imprisoned by its own limitations could only
be freed by an impartation of the absolute in terms and
categories of that imprisoned world, and that was the mis-
sion of Jesus the Christ. However, if metaphysical ontology
has rather the form of law than person then the earlier im-
partation of the Christ as a person needed to be enlarged to
the understanding of the Christ as manifestation of law.
This impersonal manifestation of the Christ would at the same
time serve as an explanation of the personal manifestation in
Jesus and elucidate the principle on which Jesus acted. This
elucidation Mrs. Eddy understood to be Christian Science as
presented in Science and Health . She claims authorship of
that boo£ only in so far as the preservation of its identity
is concerned, but was under the conviction that Science and
Health had been dictated to her by divine revelation. Mrs.
Eddy did not claim authority as a human person.
33. Eddy, S&H, 313:23-26.
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If man is image and likeness of principle or law, any
concept of man as a physiological organism becomes vague, and
if we conceive man as a generic term any a posteriori concept
of man must be abandoned.
Christian Science claims that metaphysics is not an
eventless monism merely because the spiritual universe is
definitely not what it appears to common sense naive realism.
The doctrine suggests that the events experienced in naive
realism are a distortion of a real metaphysical existence.
If there is a metaphysical law, there must be a metaphysical
manifestation; but that metaphysical manifestation must be
complete and perfect, - conditions which throw out any ex-
perienced concept of teleology and motion as the expression
of imperfection trying to reach perfection.
In such speculation philosophy cannot follow. A philo-
sophical analysis is restricted to conceptual thinking and
in the depiction of a metaphysical universe its capacities
are transcended. However, its warning should be heeded: the
metaphysical universe can not be a copy oi^the naive realistic
universe; the fact of its existence may be accepted, though
what it is we do not know. We have to content ourselves with
the transcendental aspect of metaphysics: metaphysics in its
application and relation to common sense naive realism.
In that transcendental aspect the concept of generic
man or the Christ finds its place. We have abandoned the
consideration of metaphysics as a transcendent monistic system
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and are therefore entering on a dualism in which a separation
of God as Principle from man as its manifestation or idea is
quite in order. This helps the individual human conscious-
ness, befogged in its own limitations, to find its proper
metaphysical classification without assuming a position of
deity which it has no right to claim. However, in accepting
God as the only Mind and subject, the individual consciousness
gives up an erroneous claim to personality separate from God.
The individual must find his way to give up the assumption of
a mind separate from the one Mind, God, and subordinate himself
completely to a metaphysical leadership. As the practice of
Christian Science proves, in so doing the individual does not
lose his individuality, but finds himself with enlarged spir-
itual capacities. That which the individual was afraid of
losing has actually increased by his subordination under the
one metaphysical Mind.
As we found, in the discussion concerning God, that
the divine qualities are closely related to experience, though
transcendent for conceptual thinking, so we find the same
situation with regard to man. While for conceptual thought
a complete subordination under metaphysics seems an undesirable
demand, experience proves otherwise. Through man's subordina-
tion under the one Mind an individual experience is shaped
metaphysically. Things which in naive realism have no relation
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to each other become factors in one purposive system, all
working "together for good to them that love God.'1 Incidents
and coincidents occur which appear astonishing and mirac-
ulous to common sense, but perfectly in line with the uni-
verse of one Mind.
So we really see by experience that man has dominion
over the earth, if he subordinates himself to the metaphysical
Mind, God, and the proof of man as generic term is found by
demonstration.
3. The Universe
A discussion of the concept of man in the doctrin^bf
Christian Science as the “generic term f<r all that reflects
God’s image and likeness” is impossible without a constant
reference to the concept of the universe. Man as ” compound
idea, including all right ideas” or as "generic term for all
that reflects God’s image and likeness” cannot be a single
divin^idea but the totality of all ideas. It follows that
there is nothing in the universe that is not in man, that
there is nothing in the universe over which man has no control.
If we consider God a metaphysical-axiological system
of law with man its reflection , man becomes an ethical agent
which in all cases has superiority over that which appears as
physical law to naive realism - or critical realism as its
purified form.^4 If we call this axiological-ethical law
34. Vergilius Ferm gives the following definition of Critical
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qualitative and the physical law with its close relationship
to mathematics quantitative, we can say that the qualitative
law is always superior to quantitative law. For man to
utilize this recognition requires the establishment of his
metaphysical identity, because according to the common sense
view of man as having a physical body and a dependent mind,
man submits to physical quantitative law. Seeing himself as
such a mortal he loses his dominion over the universe, because
he sees himself as a part of it. He sees himself a tiny speck
in an immense quantitative universe and therefore feels him-
self weak or almost helpless in contrast to overpowering forces
outside of himself, and is constantly afraid that such an
objective universe will annihilate him under conditions over
which he has no control.
An objective student of Christian Science ontology may
readily agree that a metaphysically defined man is not subject
to the hazards of physical life, but he will want to know the
practical consequences of such a theory when an individual
still identifies himself predominantly as a physical person
Realism in Runes* Dictionary of Philosophy (71): HA theory
of knowledge which affirms an objective world independent of
one*s perception or conception of it (hence realistic) but
critical, in the sense of acknowledging the difficulties in
affirming that all in the knowing relation is objective.”
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and only faintly or occasionally as metaphysical man. Specif-
ically, what contribution could such a theory make to solution
of the problem created by the atomic bomb?
As a first point, we have to bear in mind that an error
of concept never creates reality but only seems real to the one
who believes in it. Such erroneous judgment never gains ob-
jective validity. A people like the Japanese which not only
believes in physical reality in general but also in many things
which most Americans would readily classify as superstition,
is exposed to the worst possibility within the frame of that
assumed reality. We have spoken here of the Japanese in
general, well aware that any individual who did not share
in the erroneous judgment causative to the atomic bomb would
have had a possibility of escaping the disaster, even as a
resident of Hiroshima or Nagasaki. It was related recently
from reliable sources that a Christian Scientist who kept
aware of the eternality of life and the consequent absence
of death went through the Pacific campaign without ever
seeing a dead body. This should serve as demonstration of
the fact that man's experience is a function of his thinking.
If we look at a Christian Scientist as a human physical per-
son he certainly does not differ from other persons, a tiny
speck in a huge objective universe, but obviously that
Christian Scientist's experience of meeting an objective
universe was not beyond his control. His whole experience
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adjusted itself in such a way that he did not have to behold
death, while others were constantly faced with it either
subjectively or objectively.
Relating such experiences to the problem of the atomic
bomb, we may say that it depends on an individual’s state
of thought whether he is susceptible to a catastrophe of
war or not.
Merely being a good human person is not enough. An
individual must identify himself metaphysically in order to
enjoy the full protection of metaphysics. Human goodness
is a protection in so far as it represents acceptance of
ideal or metaphysical control, and in the proportion that
one’s thought is metaphysically correct he will experience
protection, but as far as such a person believes in the
inevitability of evil he exposes himself to evil. Mere
morality is treacherous because it places good on a human,
and therefore destructible, basis. According to Christian
Science, the incorrect thinking which makes up the life of a
mortal - however kindly - is the very essence of mortality, -
hence a menace.
It is only by a basic re-identification that the ex-
perience of evil can be avoided. In the proportion that
one identifies himself metaphysically he not only has domin-
ion over all the earth, but he is good, for man is the full
manifestation of the ethical quality of metaphysical Principle.
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There is the question whether metaphysical ontology
requires a mechanistic structure of the universe for its
self-expression. It is on the basis of an extrinsic view
of the universe that a mechanistic causality is arrived at.
The extrinsic view of the universe is the function of con-
ceptual thinking which we hav^found in earlier parts of
this chapter to have only an approximative view of the
metaphysical basis of the universe. It is therefore cor-
rect to conclude that no more than an approximation can
be grasped of the manifestations of that metaphysical
basis.
A mechanistic view of nature is never something
experienced, but is a theory by which experience is ex-
plained. But conceptual, thinking has associated itself so
closely with such mechanistic theories that it took centuries
to become aware that the mechanistic view of the universe
was not really experienced, that it was not empirical. What
is experienced is a feeling or perception in consciousness.
Feeling the warmth of the radiator, I realize that the
radiator is turned on and in a time span the whole mechan-
ism of the heating system goes through my mind substantiat-
ing the reason why the radiator is hot. I am so familiar
with this mechanism that I hardly notice that the only
experience of it had been such sensations of heat, and
perhaps of shoveling coal and such experiences. The uni-
fication of all the data of experience is a construction
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of the mind, which through constant verification by exper-
ience has led to such a high degree of certai nty that any
doubt as to the reality of that mechanic system appears
irrational. 36
However Newton* s physics, which is^he formulation of
such a mechanistic view, has to presuppose an absolute time
and space, a hypothesis which has been widely discussed re-
cently under the influence of research in micro-physics. If
the arguments against absolute space-time are complemented
by an ontology as presented in this chapter, the validity
of a mechanistic view of nature becomes very uncertain. 37
The argument that conceptual thinking is incapable
of grasping metaphysical ontology, while for human exper-
ience God is not at all transcendent, holds good also for
our discussion of the universe. Knowledge of Christian
Science metaphysics has demonstrated that what appears as
an external physical world is responsive to metaphysical
control. Though research and careful investigation have
sufficiently established a theoretical norm for the devel-
opment of certain diseases, which can serve medical practi-
36. Brightman in A Philosophy of Religion distinguishes be-
tween situations experienced and situations believed in (347-
349). A situation experienced is a state of affairs as it
is actually experienced in consciousness, while the situa-
tion believed in is the theory about that state of affairs.
In the illustration just mentioned the sensation of heat fro m
touching the radiator is the situation expe rienced, while the
mechanism of the heating system is the situation believed in.
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tioners as a guide in the treatmen^of such diseases, Christian
Science treatment has often overthrown such theories.
So it is found that mechanical theory directly conflicts
with experience and that in spite of mechanical theory or
even in opposition to it the metaphysical basis of being
has its self-expression. 38 Conceptual thought would like
concrete evidence o^that fact, but finds difficulties in get-
ting such evidence. Testimonie^bf Christian 8cience healings
as well as experienced metaphysical support of less spectacular
nature are never as convincing as the experience itself with
all its minute details. A testimony can never convey the real
experience, but is only, at best, a conceptual approximation
38. F. H. Bradley also shows suspicion towards mechanism when
he writes in A&R, 354:
To speak generally, the mechanical view is in
principle non-sense, because the position of the
laws is quite inconsistent and unintelligible.
This is indeed a defect which belongs necessarily
to every special science (Chap, xi), but in the
sphere of Nature it reaches its lowest extreme.
The identity of physical elements may thus be
said to fall outside their own being, their uni-
versality seems driven into banishment and forced
to reside solely in laws. And, since these laws
on the one hand are not physical, and since on the
other hand they seem essential to Nature, the es-
sence of Nature seems, therefore, made alien to
itself, and to be on either side unnaturally
sundered. However, compulsion from outside is
the one working principle which is taken to hold
in the physical world.
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of it, and. the more such a testimony is reduced to the most
outstanding essentials the more the experience is abstracted
70
and its concreteness therefore lost. ' A written report
of an experienced event loses further in concreteness by the
attempt to conserve the event which happened at a given time
and location. A written report is, therefore, never more
40
than an abstraction or approximation of the real happening.
39.. This statement may be compared with the following statement
from Bradley, A& R, 362:
Truth and error, measured by the Absolute, must
each be subject always to degree. Our judgments, in
a word, can never reach as far as perfect truth, and
must be content merely to enjoy more or less of
Validity .
40. Denn was man schwarz auf weiss besitzt
Kann man getrost nach Hause tragen.
(Goethe, Faust
, I.)
A reference to Hume's copies of impressions , his concept
of idea, may be in place here"! Hume real i ze s thai his ideas
are only pale copies of the actual impressions in perceiving
an event. It has been held against Hume's theory that copies
can be much more vivid in consciousness than a fresh impression.
However, the theory developed here may come to the rescue of
Hume and show the connection between the two theories. The
two theories may be considered identical, with the exception
that for Hume conceptual thinking and experience are not sharply
separated as is possible on the basis of a study of experiences
under the influence of Christian Science metaphysics. The lack
of this separation is the source of difficulties in Hume's
theory of causality,
I shall venture to affirm, as a general proposition,
which admits of no exception, that the knowledge of this
relation is not, in any instance, attained by reasonings
a priori : but arises entirely from experience, when we
find that any particular objects are constantly conjoined
with each other. (Hume, EHU, Sec. IV, Part I.)
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Natural laws are the result of similar abstraction.
Such laws may be reduced to mathematical formulae. They are
gained from observation of experience and are therefore sub-
ject to the limitations of conceptual thinking which can only
convdy an approximation of the fact. 4 -3- This leads to the con-
clusion that the philosophical problems are actually functions
of an epistemological problem, and John Locke, in seeking his
first step towards the solution of philosophical problems in an
investigation of the capacity of the human mind, touched on a
question which we shall have to investigate here, too.
However, before undertaking the study of the epistemo-
logical aspect of the doctrine of Christian Science, we should
give some attention to the relation of Christian Science to
the concept of pantheism.
Wilbur Long in Rimes* Dictionary of Philosophy offers
the following definitions of pantheism:
1. The doctrine that reality comprises a single
being of which all things are modes, moments, members,
appearances or projections.
2. As a religious concept Pantheism is to be
distinguished from Immanent Theism and Deism by
asserting the essential immanence of Cod in the creature.
When Mrs. Eddy refuted the claim that her system of
41. Eddington, PPS, 72: "Theorist and experimenter did not
speak the same language. Relativity theory instituted the
obvious reform, and those happy-go-lucky days are over.”
P. 115: "Whatever we have to apprehend must be apprehended in a
way for which our intellectual equipment has made provision."
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thought was pantheism, she did so because pantheism suggested
to her one thing: that God had created animated matter and
that therefore there was sensation in matter. According to
her analysis of pantheism in her message of 1898, Christian
Science versus Pantheism
,
she bases her argumentation against
pantheism on definitions of Webster* s Standard Dictionary. A
paragraph in this analysis reads:
The Standard Dictionary has it that pantheism
is the doctrine of the deification of natural causes,
conceived as one personified nature, to which the
religious sentiment is directed.
That statement refers to the following dictionary
definition: “The doctrine that the universe, conceived of as
a whole, is God; that there is no God but the combined forces
and laws which are manifested in the existing universe.” 42
The general criticism of pantheism is mainly directed
against a materialistic pantheism. According to this view
the whole universe, including itB good and evil aspects, is
conoeived as being in God. Pantheism suggests the attempt to
relate a materialistic aspect of nature to God without giving
sufficient attention to the formal difficulty involved in so
doing. It is an undiscriminating point of view insofar as it
disregards the incommensurability of spiritual noumena and
material phenomena.
Certainly no serious attempt can be made to classify
the doctrine of Christian Science as materialistic pantheism,
42. Eddy, Pan.. 2:19-512.
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for it denies the validity of an aspect of the universe which
is partly spiritual and partly material. Of the two defin-
itions of pantheism given by Wilbur Long, the second cannot
therefore apply to Christian Science.
If we exclude this fallacious kind of pantheism, we
can still conceive of a spiritual pantheism which holds that
God is all in all. This type of pantheism has a,lso been
called panentheism, meaning that all existence is a part of
God. This is the pantheism which is characterized in Long's
first definition, and as a consistent metaphysical system the
doctrine of Christian. Science could be classified under this
definition.
Christian Science conceives a phenomenal, though
entirely spiritual, universe: "All is infinite Mind and
its infinite manifestation, for God is All-in-all." Man as
"the compound idea of God, including all right ideas" is the
totality of that manifestation, and the right ideas included
in man may be considered as modes, moments, members, appear-
ances or projections, an approach which in the transcendental
application of Christian Science should be considered, having
seen that a transcendent consideration of Christian Science
metaphysic s is impossible for conceptual thinking.
43. Spinoza’s pantheism has a twofold aspect. With his Amor
Dei intellectualis as a spiritual power embracing the whoT<f
universe, he holds to a spiritual pantheism. This subjective
concept of love which just loves v/ithout requiring an object
to love is not far removed, from the Christian Science concept
of Love. Although Spinoza had Jewish background and philo-
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A further distinction has been made between impersonal
and personalistic pantheism, the first being of a deistic,
the second of a theistic nature. The first one remains
agnostic towards the spiritual life-giving force, while the
second holds to a concept of God as spiritual unitas multiplex ,
having all the spiritual characteristics of a person.
It is under this personalistic form of pantheism that
the Hegelian system is to be classified, and that would also
have to be the case for the doctrine of Christian Science.
The unsavory ring which the term pantheism has acquired
is caused by thinking of it as materialistic, and such a pan-
theism only assumes the solution of a philosophical problem
without really solving it. Spiritual and personal pantheism
should not be confused with the first type, because we have
evidence that this latter kind of pantheism is substantiated
by experience.
In thj3 ontological study of the doctrine of Christian
sophical training, his excommunication from the Jewish com-
munity gave him an outstanding opportunity of combining the
best in that tradition with a Christian concept of love, with,
however, the unconventional largeness of a noble heretic. If
this all-embracing love is characterized as pantheism, it
would be a mockery to take offense at such a pantheism.
However, Spinoza alao taught that extension and thought
were the two known attributes of the&ne existing substance,
and he hopes to bridge the Cartesian dualism by this doctrine.
Here we certainly have a case of materialistic pantheism (as
the ordinary pantheism has been called here) which represents
only a fake-solution of the philosophical problem. Here his
doctrine differs obviously from Christian Science.
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Science we 3mve found that a conceptual interpretation of God,
man and the universe can be no more than an approximation to
the actual situation. Our approach has been predominantly
deductive, but the fact that acquaintance with Christian
Science metaphysics has direct effects on one's experience
has induced us to take proper account of the empirical (or
experienced) confirmation. This empirical confirmation,
however, is not equivalent to the conceptual expression.
Conceptual thinking is capable of an approximation not only
with regard to metaphysics, but with regard to the empirical
fact as well. This chapter, therefore, should be an exempli-
fication of the error of combining the empirical and conceptual
position as one and the same. If metaphysics and experience
( emoeiria. ) are left without conceptual thinking, no problem
of inconsistency arises. But, conceptual thinking would
interject, then there would be no observing mind. The answer
is that there is no need for this inconsistency-creating observ-
ing mind, because metaphysics is its own mind. "Mind is its
own interpreter ."44
44. Eddy, 9&H, 577:21.
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CHAPTER II
EPISTEMOLOGY OF THE DOCTRINE OF CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
In the foregoing chapter on the ontology of the doctrine
of Christian Science there was one chief problem of epistemo-
logical nature which particularly arrested our attention. We
found that conceptual thinking is limited not only in its
grasp of metaphysical ontology, but also in its grasp of
experience.
In this chapter we shall be concerned with the cause
of conceptual thinking which Mrs. Eddy called mortal mind and
its capacity to have knowledge of metaphysics and the universe.
One unacquainted with the metaphysical definition of man
according to Christian Science takes the mortal mind point
of view as his own, and it requires education for him to
recognize the problematic nature of that standpoint. In the
previous chapter we dealt with God,man and the universe in
an objective way, while in this chapter we shall be concerned
with the subject and its capacity for a knowledge of God.
In place of a discussion of man we shall investigate dualism
as being characteristic to the mortal mind concept, and in
place of a discussion of the universe we shall be concerned
with an investigation of objective experience and the problem
of evil.
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The Concept of Mortal Mind
Mrs. Eddy gives the following definitions of mortal
mind: w God I called immortal Mind . That which sins, suffers,
and dies, I named mortal mind .” 1
Further we find in a paragraph in her textbook, with
the marginal note, "The genus of error,” the following:
2
As named in Christian Science, animal magnetism
or hypnotism is the specific term for error, or
mortal mind. It iB the false belief that mind is
in matter, and is both evil and good; that evil
is as real as good and more powerful. This belief
has not one quality of Truth. It is either ignorant
or malicious. The malicious form of hypnotism
ultimates in moral idiocy. The truths of immortal
mind sustain man, and they annihilate the fables of
mortal mind, whose flimsy and gaudy pretensions,
like silly moths, singe their own wings and fall
into dust.
It may be of interest to compare this statement of Mrs.
Eddy with a statement by F. H. Bradley in his Ethical Studies : 5
For what in the end is this bad self? It is
nothing but a collective self formally asserted as
an unity. We have come at last, really and in fact,
to the collection which is affirmed as not a col-
lection; but this, we must never forget, is possible
only because it belongs to that which is more than
a collection. The actual unity of the bad self is
a group of centres of bad habits and desires, in
which the self-conscious self has affirmed itself,
and in which the self feels itself in a specific
manner against the good. But the one self is af-
firmed there formally and not really; evil deeds
are acts of the whole self, but if you ask, ’’Where
1. Eddy, Ret., 25:11-12.
2. Eddy, S&H, 103:18-28.
3.
P. 272.
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then in them is the whole self realized?” you can
find it nowhere; and the specific feeling of being
bad, which is common to all the evil, attaches to it
by virtue of its opposition to the one good, not in
virtue of any one common quality that it has in
itself. A specific feeling of contrariness to the
good, this or that more or less solid group of
associated bad habits, the formal and unreal asser-
tion of the whole self therein, and the reflection
on all evil, d.s what by its general opposition to
the good is known as one, this is all the unity of
the bad self. It is an universal in the sense of a
collection of all, not in the sense of being a whole
and an organic system. It is a group of bad tendencies,
adhering by the association of habit into relative
centres, with nothing common to all save the specific
feeling of opposition to the same unity, and by formal
self-consciousness and reflection made for our ap-
prehension into a whole, while in reality nothing
but a heap of particulars.
This statement from Bradley shows that Mrs. Eddy was
not quite alone with her theory of a mortal mind, or whatever
such centers of bad tendencies should be called.
In the doctrine of Christian Science mind is a quality
of God, and in relating the Christian Science concept of Mind
to the Greek nous, we find that the Greeks, too, associated
the nous with a monotheistic conception of deity. So the
problem arises: What are we going to do with that human con-
sciousness which is also considered to be mind? Is the mind
of human consciousness going to be wiped out completely?
The answer which Mrs. Eddy gave was that she allowed
two concepts of mind, one the absolute Mind, the other the
problematic mortal mind. The term mortal mind is purposely
self-contradictory; it is meant to indicate a mind which has
beginning and end, birth and death. That is how mind is ex-
perienced. It is a mind which is dependent on a body for its
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existence, and at the same time is the characteristic of a
living body, the body being dependent on mind.
If mortal mind were not experienced in phenomenal life,
there would be no objection to eliminating this self-contra-
dictory term. B^t a person who bases all his reasoning on a
common sense naive realism has no other evidence of mind,
unless in a state of religious receptivity a feeling for the
real state of being arise. Analytical thinking, however, is
apt to minimize such possibilities and direct thought to a
careful observation of empirical data, which in a synthetic
structure are united into a causal system serving as theory
for the interpretation of nature and its utilization.
It is from this position of mortal mind that all con-
ceptual thinking goes on. We experience man as an individual
among millions of other individuals, some of them more in-
telligent than others. The more gifted assume leadership
over the others and fulfill the more complicated tasks of
social life. The causal system, based on copies of empirical
data, is the instrument for all judgment which consists in a
comparison of the cauBal system as theory to specific empir-
ical observations.
There is no ground for doubting the real existence of
a human person as he appears, as long as there is no concep-
tion of a metaphysical ontology to give a reason for such
doubt. For a coherent unity of a rational universe that mortal
mind position must be excluded. As we have seen, Bradley, in-
dependent of Christian Science, holding to a coherent whole -
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a block universe, as William James called it - has come to
views resembling those of Mrs. Eddy. But instead of mortal mind ,
he called his subject of objection H centre of bad tendencies.”
Mrs. Eddy holds animal magnetism or hypnotism as the
specific term for error or mortal mind. All four terms are
phases and parts of one and the same deception which man mis-
takenly associates with his ego. Man experiences himself as
consciousness; he should like to know the origin of this con-
sciousness, and finding himself as a part of a material-mental
universe, he associates himself with this universe. He recog-
nizes himself as both consciousness and body, and it is only
by the experience of the difficulties and inconsistencies of
this seemingly obvious identification that doubts as to its
correctness arise. First man finds himself to have rational
desires for which this conceptual universe does not account,
but without which the universe cannot exist. Then a need for
an ethical norm is felt, a postulate of freedom, which, however,
has no place in a deterministic physical universe. In short,
this conceptual universe becomes a contradiction in itself.
As a matter of fact, we find this physico-mental universe
a circulus in probando : I experience a world outside of me and
by that world outside I explain my own existence. As long as
we hold such a system to be the basis of reality, anything
inconsistent with it may be rejected as invalid, but once we
recognize the fallacious nature of that standpoint we can no
more value its conclusions than we would trust the moral judg-
ment of an immoral person.
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As we have seen in the last chapter, the way out of this
vicious circle is the identification of man as divine reflection.
In the measure that one identifies himself metaphysically does
he become detached from identification as a physical pe rson.
The more the rationality of the metaphysical universe is recog-
nized and the effect of thinking and acting according to meta-
physical principle is experienced in greater harmony, the more
can reliance on a physical view of the universe be abandoned
and theposition of mortal mind studied objectively.
Certainly there is this difficulty to face: One who
identifies himself as metaphysical man cannot at the same time
be involved in conceptual thinking, because conceptual think-
ing is a function of mortal mind. That makes it clear that
at present we are in a transitory state. The old position is
not completely abandoned and the new one not completely ap-
propriated. While we are headed for a spiritual identifica-
tion, we are still too much bound by the mortal mind standpoint
and its categories to abandon mortal mind completely from one
moment to the other. Certainly if metaphysical identification
is the only correct identification, then spiritual existence
cannot have been interrupted at any time; it is only that the
individual was under the illusion that he had another kind of
existence as a physical person. Like other doctrines that
teach the unreality of the physical world, Christian Science
explains the physical experience as a dream state and Mrs.
Eddy makes a statement to that effect when she says that
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"the dream and the dreamer are one.” 3
Still partly believing himself to be physical, the in-
dividual will experience as though physical the metaphysical
influences on his experience, which we call here Christian
Science demonstrations. A person recovers from sickness, a
businessman at the verge of bankruptcy finds his business
improved, or a person becomes more attractive by the dis-
appearance of bad traits of character. Thus there is an im-
provement from a worse to a better belief. As Mrs. Eddy says,
"An improved belief is one step out of error, and aids in tak-
ing the next step and in understanding the situation in
Christian Science." 4
Use of the word belief for a discordant physical condi-
tion is characteristic for Christian Science. The justifica-
tion for this term can be seen in thiB: Real existence is
understood to be metaphysical, but its realization is only
faint and identification as a physical person is still strong.
However, it is recognized that naive realism is an objectifica-
tion of self-deception which has not yet been completely dis-
illusioned.
Thismakes the mortal min^position an assumed position.
It is called animal magnetism, because a man is deceived in
the assumption of having an animal body and being restricted
to animal life with its limitations. Hypnotism is
3. Eddy, S&H, 530:28.
4. Ibid., 296:28-30.
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a specific form of animal magnetism: Man sees himself in a
frame of experience which has no actual reality. He sees
himself a part of an experience in a three-dimensional space,
which is never the case for the metaphysical man. As a
fictitious suggestion, it represents an erroneous judgment or
a misconception. Hence the justification for the Christian
Science usage of the term error.
What appears as an existential problem is actually an
epistemological one. Mortal mind is a point of view comparable
to the Ptolemaic stellar system. With the assumption that
the Earth was the center of the stellar universe, astronomy
developed the theory of the paths of the planets describing
epicycles, a view which caused difficulties in calculation as
well as in comprehension. Actually these mistakes were caused
by a false assumption that the Earth was at rest in the center
of the universe, while actually the observation post had
always been a function of a solar planet.
The mortal mind point of view assumes a similar posi-
tion - that of a detached observer of the universe. We know
the concept of man from the last chapter as divine reflection.
In the God-man relation God is the cause or subject, and man
the effect or object. In the mortal mind position mortal man
is the subject and all the rest of the universe is object.
In correct interpretation man, even under the illusion of being
a mortal, -is always divine reflection, just as the Ptolemaic
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observer, believing the universe circled around him, was
actually at all times a part of the solar system and subject
to its laws.
This eliminates from mortal mind any claim of a real
entity. Existence is metaphysical. It is God and man as the
totality of divine manifestation. Mortal mind is only a
hypothetical point of view. The deception of calling it
existential is the essence of animal magnetism, suggesting a
plausible existence by an assumed change of identity as the
highest of all animals. Only as the inconsistencies of this
position are shown up by a coherent understanding of the whole
of experience is the flaw detected; and only by .the mediation
of the Christ does the mortal find his way to abandonment of
his mental reliance on this supposed physical existence.
3. The Knowledge of the Divine
How can man, identifyin^iimself as a mortal, find his
way to correct metaphysical identification and experience its
fruition? How can man be saved? is the same question, put in
traditional Christian terminology.
To attack this question as an epistemological problem
brings it into a more philosophical perspective. In the light
of the doctrine of Christian Science, salvation is not a
special favor of a personal mediator to a mortal as a person,
but represents the grasping of an ontological fact- This fact
may be recognized on one side by its coherence, and on the
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other by the satis factory results in human experience of
taking thi ^metaphysical coherence as the principle of action.
This leads to the difficulty that conceptual thought
is supposed to acknowledge the consistency of a metaphysical
ontology in which, as a specific type of expression of
mortal mind, it has no part, for it is through complete
elimination of mortal mind that a coherent metaphysical
system is arrived air. To express this situation mathemat-
ically, we may say that the coherence ofjthe system of divine
Mind is reciprocal to the system of mortal mind. For one of
the two to be completely recognized, the other must be zero.
In the last chapter we stressed the recognition that
conceptual thought is capable only of approximation to meta-
physical ontology, and we found the same to be the case with
the conceptual approach to experience. Conceptual thought
has its categories5 by which it constructs a coherent system
on the basis of its own data. But if these data are only
approximations, its whole system can never be more than an
approximation to factual existence. If space and time are
taken as data, - being the necessary presuppositions for
the explanation of a universe as perceived by the human
senses, - the result is a construction in the nature of
classical physica, which, since the research in micro-physics,
5. Categories according to Kant are reine Verstandesbegriffe
(pure concepts of the intellect).
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has been found inadequate. Classical physics has not been totally
discarded, but has been found to be only a special case of a
much finer approximation to what the universe in its essence
must be.®
In the field of metaphysics we have found the need for
conceptual thinking to establish the most consistent and co-
herent view of what the universe in its essence appears to be,
and these attempts have led to philosophical speculation.
Steps in this direction have been vague and uncertain on
account of the appearance that the solution would lie in an
absolute, which can be reached only by a total abstraction
of all categories of conceptual thought.
In this search for a metaphysical science the exper-
ience which we call Christian Science demonstration is a new
factor. It allows an a posteriori approach beside the ac-
customed a priori of a rational metaphysical system. It
affords an opportunity to establish a correlation between
metaphysics and experience, to both of which, however, con-
ceptual thought has only an approximative approach. Such a
correlation may be found to be lfa.it accompli , but the nature
of its operation still remains a mystery. There ig, however,
a further field of investigation open for conceptual thought,
and that is the determination of the real meaning and value
of religious faith as the gnosis of the divine.
6. Wekmeister, POS, Chaps. Ill, IV, V, VIII.
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Although the fallacious nature of mortal mind has been
explained, it is an obvious fact that the student of Christian
Science gets acquainted with metaphysics fromthe point of
view of mortal mind. He is advised to study the Christian
Science textbook, the Bible and other Christian Science liter-
ature and he goes through an educational process. This means
that conceptual thought is used for a comprehension of meta-
physics. He is introduced to the definitions of God which
we have consid ered in the last chapter. He hears how through
capitalization of the seven synonyms these qualities can be
detached from a less metaphysica.1 use of the words- There
is the Christian Science lesson sermon which the Christian
Scientist is advised to study daily during the week before it
is read from the desk at the church service on Sunday. All
this represents an educational program, but it is only
imperfect mortal mind which can be educated or improved. The
divine Mind as metaphysical entity must be acknowledged to
be complete and perfect, needing no instruction.
In Recapitulation in Science and Health Mrs. Eddy
answers the question: "How can I progress most rapidly in
the understanding of Christian Science? 1 ’ The answer is:
Study thoroughly the letter and imbibe the
spirit. Adhere to the divine Principle of Christian
Science and follow the behests of God, abiding
steadfastly in wisdom, Truth, and Love.
We all must learn that Life is God. Ask yourself:
Am I living the life that approaches the supreme good?
Am I demonstrating the healing power of Truth and Love?
.p
.
.
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If so, then the way will grow brighter "unto the
perfect day." Your fruits will nrove what the
understanding of God brings to rnan. Hold per-
netual] y this thought, — that it is the spiritual
idea, the Holy Ghost and Christ, which enables you
to demonstrate, with scientific certainty, the
rule of healing, based uoon its divine Principle_,
Love, underlying, overlying, and encompassing all
true being/'
7
The admonition to study the letter and imbibe the spirit,
translated into our terminology, means that studies on a con-
ceptual basis should be made, but one should never lose si gat
of the fact that concepts are only approximations, while the
essence of the subject-matter is beyond the reach of concepts.
He who has the spirit only, is restricted by a lack of the
letter, while the letter without the spirit is devoid of power.
Mrs. Eddy explains this with regard to earlier religious healers;
It is a question to-day, whether the ancient
inspired healers understood the Science of Christian
healing, or whether they caught its sweet tones, as
the natural musician catches the tones of harmony,
without being able to explain them. So divinely
imbued were they with the spirit of Science, fcnat
the lack of the' letter could not hinder their work;
and that letter, without the spirit, would have made
void their practice.®
With regard to the spiritual meaning of the Bible, she
says:
Take away the spiritual signification of Scripture,
and that compilation can do no more fgr mortals than
can moonbeams to melt a river of ice.-'
7. Eddy, 3&H, 495:27-31; 4S6: 9-19.
8. Ibid., 144:30-145:7.
9. Ibid., 241:14-17.
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The letter of Christian Science or of the Bible has no
magic power, but the letter can lead one's thought so far in
the right direction that the essence can be grasped. The
letter has power in so far as it is a closer approximation
to the spirit of metaphysical reality than statements of no
metaphysical significance. The letter that strikes a meta-
physical note has back of it the resonance of metaphysical
reality. The following statement may make this clearer:
The substance, Life, intelligence, Truth, and
Love, which constitute Deity, are reflected by His
creation; and when we subordinate the false testi-
mony of the corporeal senses to the facts of Science,
we shall see this true likeness and reflection every-
where.^-^
Of course no conceptual thinking can do much for a
person who has no experience of truth and love and all the
ethical qualities which these terms imply. Mrs. Eddy explains
church as "the structure of Truth and Love; whatever rests
upon and proceeds from divine Principle."" 1 The grasp of
this concept of church as an ethical structure in place of
the material concept of a gathering of people, is the prere-
quisite of the fruition and purpose of church:
The Church is that institution, which affords proof
of its utility and is found elevating the race, rous-
ing the dormant understanding from material beliefs
to the apprehension of spiritual ideas and the demon-
stration of divine Science, thereby casting out devils,
or error, and healing the sick.^2
10. Eddy, S&H, 516:4-8.
11. Ibid., 583.
12. Ibid., 583:14-19.
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So as the letter is only a mortal mind approximation
to the essence of metaphysical ontology, in the same way the
visible church is only the evidence of the spiritual concept
of church Understood and lived. As the structure of Truth
and Love, it is to elevate the race to the apprehension of
spiritual ideas and thereby to the demonstration of an
ethical ontology.
Because Truth and Love are the essence of Mind and
Spirit, no widening of knowledge as the function of Mind is
1possible without ethical growth. The capacity to know the
Truth depends not only on one's intellectual capacity, but
on his ethical position as well.
We have found that Mrs. Eddy mentions intelligence as
a divine attribute, and in her definition of intelligence,
she calls it H omniscience, omnipresence, and omnipotence .....
the primal and eternal quality of infinite Mind, of the triune
14
Principle, - Life, Truth and Love, - named God.”
It would certainly be wrong to deny that real meta-
physical intelligence can express itself in a human being,
but insofar as a material point of view prevails in that
individual's thought, the metaphysical intelligence expressed
in him will be restricted to conceptual limitations. Thought
without an intelligent cause is inconceivable, but the con-
13. We are reminded here of Socrates and Plato who believed
goodness and knowledge to be essentially the same metaphysical
substance
.
14. Eddy, 8&H, 469:8-11
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ceptual grasp of a mortal can never be the whole nor the
purity of intelligence. A person appears to have a practical
and a theoretical sphere of action, of which the theoretical
can be called conceptual or intellectual; Kant recognizes
this in his distinction between Verstand and Vernunft . Further-
more, according to Kant the Ver stand presupposes Vernunft as
1 *5
the capacity of conception under metaphysical principles.
When we realize that the conceptual, intellectual
function or Verstandestlitigkeit presupposes a metaphysical
substance of intelligence which cannot be submitted to con-
ceptual analysis, our problem of knowledge of the divine
loses its magic aspect and we enter here on an epistemological
discussion freed from any air of the supernatural.
In Christian Science the term spiritual understanding
is peferred to religious faith, because faith may adhere to
the unknown, while this is impossible with understanding.
The concept of spiritual understanding may be compared to
Kant*s Vernunftgebrauch . It conveys the relationship between
metaphysical principle and intellectual concept. It may mean
the reaching out for the metaphysical principle as well as
15. Kant, KrV, B 169, B 355 ff, specifically B 359: "Der
Verstand mag ein Verm&gen der Einheit der Erscheinungep ver-
mittel8t der Regeln sein, so ist die Vernunft das Vermogen der
Einheit der Verstandesregeln unter Prinzipien. 11 For the prac-
tical side of Vernunft see B 825 ff.
The terminology for the differentiation between con-
ceptual-intellectual capacity, as the mortal mind aspect of
Mind-function, and intelligence as the full metaphysical Mind-
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the subsumption of concepts under it.
In conceptual terminology a person* s reaching out beyond
his conceptual capacity and identifying himself with the divine
metaphysical being has been called mysticism. Christian
mysticism is characterized by seeing in the divine an ethical
norm, or in its more primitive form a personal God giving
function, is influenced not only by Kant and Mrs. Eddy, but by
Bergson as well.
Hegel* s influence, however, is mainly restricted to the
recognition of the nature of a concept . In order to have a con-
cept a thesis has to be compared to an antithesis, and it is
only by comparison with other propositions or objects that we
gain more knowledge about the character of the thesis. Bergson
distinguishes four different kinds of mind- functions: instinct
.
intellect , intelligence and intuition . All four are expressions
of the elan vital
,
the metaphysical power which moves the uni-
verse. Instinct is the intelligent action of nature as ex-
pressed in an individual creature, performing a function whose
significance the individual creature does not grasp. Intelli-
gence is the capacity of an individual to think independently
and to create ways and means to attain its own purposes. In-
tellect is that function of intelligence which is capable of
conceptual thinking but has as its characteristic that it can
only account for a universe at rest. To account for a moving
universe it requires the illustration of the cinematographic
method of dividing motion into infinitesimals, where the moving
film can be divided into individual still piotures. Intuition
represents metaphysical Inspiration as the direct impartation
of the elan vital to the thought of the individual.
Of this terminology we are mainly interested in intelli-
gence and intellect. They are related to Kant*s Vernunft and
Verstand, concepts with which Bergson was well acquainted. Con-
ceptual thought, intellect and Verstand mean in thL8 treatment
one and the same thing, while intelligence and Vernunft go to-
gether, although this second term is hard to separate from
Bergson* s intuition .
See Hegel, EPW, I, Logik; BergBon, EC, mainly Chaps. II
and III; Kant, KrV, Transzendentale Logik; Eisler, KL.
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commandment s to his people concerning their conduct. In point-
ing earlier to love as the constant in the Christian doctrine,
the form of this ethical noumenon was considered only of secon-
dary importance while the ethical quality was taken as the es-
sential characteristic.
For the mystic the atonement with the divine is not
supernatural, but, on the contrary, he feels this to be his
natural state of being. Being a person who puts more em-
phasis on his feeling than on his concepts, he is aware of
no divine transcendence, and from that divine state of being
a new conceptual interpretation of the universe appears just-
ified. Such a mystic will stress the wholeness and coherence
of the universe and is likely to underestimate the importance
of the conflict between metaphysical and conceptual thinking,
deciding the whole issue in favor of the metaphysical stand-
point. Such a metaphysical absolutist therefore naturally
tends towards pantheism, and unless the unreality of evil
can be demonstrated, he commits himself easily to formal
fallacies.-*-®
16. This criticism may be applied to Spinoza despite his rigid
conceptualism as expressed in the geometrical method which
he uses in his Ethica . It can be observed that rigid concept-
ualism and mysticism can go together in one person, and this
seems to be characteristic for the seventeenth century (see
Royce, CMP, Chap. III). Rigid conceptualism maybe carried
through to a certain point where it is seen that the finite
cannot reach the infinite, which is needed as a coherent whole
or principle of the universe. The philosophical solution is
found in a free flow of feelings, for which there is no con-
ceptual criterion. Pascal’s H Le coeur a des raisons que la
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The doctrine of Christian Science can be classified as
mysticism, but it is a mysticism which gives clear account of
its justification. As typical for Christian mysticism, it is
ethical and an affirmation of life, in contrast to the Asiatic
super-ethical and life-denying forms of mysticism. It affirms
metaphysical reality as the only absolute reality, but since
the mortal mind position cannot be abandoned faster than the
metaphysical-ethical nature of absolute being is understood,
it promulgates an idealism which subordinates physical action
to the metaphysicat-ethical norm.
The reluctance to accept mysticism as a valid stand-
point has hinged on the reference to revealed truth. Conceptual
thought is inclined to refute the validity of any standpoint
transcendent to its own capacity.
Any argument in favor of revelation and the claim of
divine inspiration or speaking with tongues which is counter-
raison ne connait pas,” is the most outspoken of that seventeenth
century mysticism-conceptualism. Spinoza* s fallacy was that he
tried to explore les raisons du coeur by conceptual method, an
attempt which is comparable to Bentham*s pleasure-pain calculus.
(See footnote $, Introduction, Part I). Spinoza* s Amor intellec-
tualis Dei is a raj son du coeur which can mean two things: It
can mean Love as Principle, and in this case Spinoza would
coincide with Christian Science, or it can mean Love as concept,
and then it is an impossibility. The fact that Spinoza Bees
thought and e«tension as the two known attributes of God makes
it difficult to decide which kind of intellectual Love he means.
I am inclined to think that Spinoza was conscious of both and he
would not like to have missed either part. (The capitalization
of Love is in accordance with Spinoza’s original capitalization
of Amor) .
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rational deserves be rnet with reserve. However, if we
have made clear the limitation of conceptual thought and have
seen that it is only the limited concept of dimensions vhich
appearance cannot convey, it is rational to assume the pos-
sibility that the metaphysical capacity of intelligence can
have ways of expression which are not conceptually tenable. 18
What we are particularly interested in here is the ques-
tion of the possibility of inspired writings, and specifically,
whether it is reasonable to consider Mrs. Eddy's writings in-
spired.
It is a matter of experience that religious worship in
17. Ecstacy as an expression of mysticism is not stressed in
Christian Science. It is true that the elimination of a
physical difficulty may occur in an instantaneous experience
of exuberant joy, but often difficulties disappear without the
patient’s being aware when he actually ceased to be a patient.
It seems coherent to associa/te the need for ecstacy
rather with Indian super-ethical mysticism, where a Yogin tries
to reach the oneness with Brahma by a self-willed and unnatural
renunciation of the experienced world. People who live under
unnatural circumstances certainly are open to hallucinations
and a Christian Scientist is apt to share the psychologist's
skepticism with regard to ecstacy.
See Shri Purohit Swami, AIM.
18. In correlation to Rudolf Otto's Das Heilige, explaining the
experience of the holy as a synthesis of the numinous , a kind
of experienced ecstacy, and the transcendent spiritual, it is
possible to conceive that the real spiritual instigation can be
distorted by mortal mind concepts. Such an instigation may be
seen as the vision of the Virgin Mother, a pe rsonal appearance
of Jesus, or the God Datatreya, as in Swami Shri Purohit » s^case.
How far such visions have a metaphysical basis is difficult to
decide for lack of sufficient psychologic introspection into
the actual experience.
Also compare Bergson, SMR, the distinction between static
and dynamic religion, the first representing only a social
convention, the second having metaphysical substance.
c-
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the j-orm c± prayer, meditation and the voicing of metaphysical
truths has a sobering and clarifying influence on one*s think-
^.ng, and it is well^conceivable tnat under the influence of a
metaphysical truth a person's experience realizes adjustments
which in the absence of this influence are not realized. If
man submits hirnself to the divine as God 1 s image and likeness,
as Jesus did, man seeks the control of the divine Mind and
keeps the self-contradictory position of mortal mind in sub-
ordination. The more completely man submits himself to the
divine Mind, the more immediately and completely does he ex-
perience the coherence of divine Mind. Nobody submitted
himself more completely to this divine leadership than did
Jesus, hence his extraordinary healing power and his right to
be called the Master of Christianity. Mrs. Eddy has called
him 11 the most scientific man that ever trod the globe. 1 ’
Like Jesus, every Christian healer must seek that divine
leadership
,
ior it is the divine power itself which heals.
Every healing is a fuller realization of divine ontology. It
is the absolute Lif e itself that is manifested. Man as 11 the
compound idea of God, including all right ideas'* is that
manifestation, and it would be unnatural if man, thus identified,
suould be less than whole and perfect.
19. Eddy, S&K, 313:23-24.
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- ir s • Eddy mai-ces the following statement:
\ e correctly know of Spirit comes from Goddivine Principle, and is learned through Christ and*Cnrxstian Science. If this Science has been thor-
-earned and properly digested, we can know
uhe truth more accurately than the astronomer can
read the stare or calculate an eclipse. This Mind-
reading is the opposite of clairvoyance. It is theillumination of the spiritual understanding whichdemonstrates the capacity of Soul, not of material
sense. This Soul-sense comes to the human mind when
one lauter yields to the divine Mind.^O
This explains man's receptivity of divine leadership as
something natural. It explains man's inclination for rational
guidance, as well as the imperative to act according to
ethical norm.
This should also settle the problem of the inspired
word. its inspiration is in proportion to its metaphysical
correctness. It is possible to write a book by inspiration and
fxnd later the need for revision. Words as the function of
conceptual thinking are always approximations only, and further
revelation may bring about a gradual clarification. We must
not let ourselves be confused by the "and the Lord spake" of
tne Old Testament. Mrs- Eddy allegorizes inspired thoughts by
angels, as spiritual ideas that light the path.^
Let us consider here a statement of Mrs. Eddy's on the
writing of her main work:
20. Eddy, S&H, 84:28-85:6.
21. Eddy, Misc., 306:28.
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liy first wriuingsjbn Christian Science began with
notes on the Scriptures. i consulted no other authors
ana read no other book but the Bible for about threeyears. ..nat I wrote had a strange coincidence or
relationship with the light of revelation and solar
could not write these notes after sunset.All tnoughts in the line of Scriptural interpretation
would leave me until the rising of the sun. Then theinflux of divine interpretation would pour in uoon
my spiritual sense as gloriously as the sunlight on the
material senses, it was not myself but the divine
cower of Truth and Love, infinitely above me, whichdictated " Science and Health witl&ey to the Scriptures. 1 '
I have been learning the higher meaning of this book
since writing it.
Is i"k 000 muon to say that this book is leaveningthe whole lump of human thought? You can trace its
teachings, in ea.cn step of mental and spiritual progressfrom pulpit and press, in religion and ethics, and find’tnese progressive steps either written or indicated in
ohe book. It has mounted thought on the swift and
rty chariot of divine Love, which to—day is circlingthe whole world. &
... J should blush to write of "Science and Healthwith Key. to the Scriptures" as I have, were it ofhuman origin, and were I, apart from God, its author.
^Ub, as i was only a scribe echoing the harmonies ofheaven in divine metaphysics, I cannot be super-
modest in my estimate of the Christian Science text-bo ok.^
TiThetrier thoughts are spiritual and inspired is seen
*£-,1 tv-, w- nsif.
Gomru ring the. first edition of Science and Health with the
urrent one, we find between them a very considerable change.Altnough the subject-matter is the same, it had to crystallizein Mrs. Eddy's thought. The first edition has highly' en-lightening, strong statements which in the revisions were
tuned doiyn; on the other hand it also has deficiencies of
etyie which were corrected in later editions. The order ofthe book has been thoroughly changed.
_
VTe can understand that wi th the growing mastery of the
subject rs. Eddy felt the need for changes in her main work,-
not that her inspiration had lacked completeness, but further
experience taught her that absolute statements could not begrasped without stepping-stones.
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rather by their permanent effects than by emotion. A piece
of art that grows on one’s thought the more it is assimilated,
has something of the atmosphere of the inspired. All that is
alive and brings about an animation of spirit has the air of
the inspired, a quality of attraction which we distinctly
feel but are unable to define conceptually.
Man’s spiritual experience is so much richer than the
strait jacket of conceptual thought would allow, that it is
empirically justified to doubt the legitimacy of conceptual
thought as the accurate judge of the universe. Here, again,
we find experience a confirmation of metaphysical postulates.
Experience presents such an abundance of variations of life
and expressions of spirit, which conceptual thought is wholly
inadequate to grasp in their full scope.
The knowledge of the divine is therefore in no way as
obscure and uncertain as the conceptual thinker is liable to
claim. If the divine Mind is the only mind that really exists,
and we have evidence that this is the case, - the claim of
another mind becomes impossible. The educational program of
Christian Science has as its final purpose to lay bare to
mortal mind its self-contradictory claim to existence, and, as
the practice of Christian Science proves, as it is found that
the spiritual man is already complete and perfect, this means
the complete elimination of that standpoint which is instru-
mental to a person’s claim for a need of healing.
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3. Dualism as a Function of Mortal Mind.
In the treatment of the concept of man in the last
chapter2 3 We studied the possibility of a dualism of the
nature of God - man. Principle - idea, cause - effect, as
permissible in an ontological system. Our conclusion was/that for
conceptual thought a. spiritual-metaphysical ontology is trans-
cendent, and by identifying the spiritual concept of man as
M the compound idea of God, including all right ideas" with
the Christ, we found therein the mediator to a consistent meta-
physical system, of which man is representative.
To ask conceptual thought to be monistic is to ask it
to be other than itself. All modes of expressing conceptual
thought are dualist 1c and the imagination of a monistic meta-
physics can only be an approximation expressed in dualistic
terms. Further, whether such a monistic metaphysics is
attractive or not is a matter impossible to decide. What we
know is only what we know from experience. Experience under
the control of metaphysics expresses a harmony which con-
ceptual thought cannot bring about. Its essence can be ex-
pressed only in some such allegorical terms as the following:
Unfathomable Mind is expressed. The depth,
breadth, height, might, majesty, and glory of
infinite Love fill all space. That is enough!
Human language can repeat only an infinitesimal
part of what exists. The absolute ideal, man, is
no more seen nor comprehended by mortals, than is
23. Pages 63-75.
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his infinite Principle, Love. Principle and its
io.ea, man
,
are coexistent and eternal. The numerals
o x infinity, called seven days
, can never be reckoned
according to the calendar of time. These days will
appear as mortality disappears, and they will reveal
eternity, newness of Life, in which all sense of
error forever disanoears and thought accents the div-ine infinite cs.lculus
Such a statement nas the purpose of expanding conven-
tional proportions to a point where something of the unfathom-
able is realized, just as for Kant the starry sky inspired a
sublime feeling of the unlimited.
If Mrs. Eddy in some statements as, for instance, in
t,he all-important "scientific statement of being," the center
of the doctrine of Christian Science, 25 says, "All is in-
finite Mind and its/infinite manifestation, for God is All-in-
all," she suggests at the same time monism and dualism. God
as All-in-all suggests monism; infinite Mind and its infinite
manif e s i,a uion suggests dualism. This paralogism is in accord
witn the paradoxical situation described in the previous
section oj. tnis chapter, that metaphysical ontology must be
taught to conceptual thought, which, however, has to give
itself up in order for coherence to be established.
It is the essence of the Christ to be mediator, and if ' •
the Christ in the person of Jesus and as science are the same
in essence, then the Christ Science would also have to be
24. Eddy, S&H, 520:3-15.
25. Ibid., 468:9-15.
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essentially mediatory- The writer of the Gosoel of John
declares:
And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us,
(and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only
begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth.
Whether a person or a science, the Christ must be perceptible
to mortals, and he can be so only if the human intellect can
create concepts of the Christ. Therefore a Christ Science
must use dualistic terms to describe something that is con-
ceptually monistic.
The dualistic character of mortal mind has already been
explained by an analogy to the Ptolemaic stellar system, which
assumes that the observer is in the center of the universe
while actually the Earth rotate ^around the sun and is a function
thereof. In a similar fashion, mortal mind assumes the posi-
tion of an objective observer of the universe including its
metaphysical basis, while actually man is determined by
metaphysical principle. Mortal mind, experiencing itself as
a mortal man, looks out on an objective universe, distinguish-
ing itself as consciousness from anything not a oart of that
consciousness. This is the position of epistemological dualism.
Epistemological dualism appears as the most fundamental
form of dualism, if mortal mind is recognized as only an
illegitimately assumed position. But dualism can have an
26. John 1:14.
-.
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innumerable variety of forms, among which metaphysical dualism
is perhaps the most prominent. 27 it is the assumption that
there are two kinds of universe, one metaphysical, and the
other physical, one spiritual and the other material.
In the history of philosophy this metaphysical dualism
has been much more important than the concept of epistemolog-
ical dualism. This is due to the opinion generally held up
to recent times, that the physical/and empirical universe are
one and the same. By taking the conceptual abstraction of
experience as the existing universe, an inevitable dis-
crepancy from the metaphysical first principles is manifest.
A lynthesis of experience and conceptual reasoning necessarily
must include the characteristics of these two components, and
this means that the characteristic of approximation to the
subject of discourse of conceptual reasoning is also repre-
sented in this so-called empirical universe.
Under the influence of Kantian philosophy a proper
evaluation of the relation between the metaphysical and the
physical universe has been a major subject of philosophical
a
discussion. With the aid of/formal concept received from
mathematics, metaphysics has been seen as a formal prerequisite
27. Other forms of dualism: theory and practice, of formalism
and practical application; thesis and antithesis are needed to
create concepts, for if we cannot compare our thesis with
something- else, we cannot determine what our thesis actually
is; good and evil are an ethical form of dualism; the list of
contraries and contradictories can be extended indefinitely.
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for the physical universe which, similar to a geometrical series
of figures, would approximate the formal metaphysical prere-
quisite. As in Kant metaphysical principle had the nature of
totality, so in later idealistic systems it was called the
Absolute or a coherent whole, -terms used to designate an all-
inclusiveness of all that is experienced. The physical uni-
verse, - 01/a.B we may more accurately call it now, the conceptual-
empirical universe, - thus received a formal prerequisite, a
kind of mathematics of infinite dimensions, dealing with all
propositions of the experienced universe with the reservation
of the as if . In other words, all inductive logic includes a
petitio principii : because a certain number of cases of a given
phenomenon have been examined and have coincided on the factor
under research, it is assumed that in all experiences of the
same kind that factor will be present. From a definite number
of cases an inference to all possible cases is made, and in
this way are established the generalizations called natural
or physical laws.
The recognition that metaphysical dualism, or its formal
aberration, is produced by an epistemological dualism, reduced
the whole assumption of a physical existence to an epistemolog-
ical problem.
Resting on Berkeley’s assumption that the only reality of
objects lies in their being perceived by consciousness, the terms
epistemological, monism and dualism have been used in a somewhat
different sense than in this dissertation. Because Locke had
called sensation ideas
,
Berkeley, trying to modify Locke’s
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philosophy so as to eliminate its problems, called the objects
perceived by consciousness ideas . Epistemological monism there-
fore is the view that all there is to physical objects is the
perception of them - “ esse is percipi
.
11 while epistemological
dualism holds that the perception of a physical object and its
oo
existence are separate.
However, epistemological dualism, as used here, distin-
guishes between a perceiving subject and a perceived object.
Epistemological monism, as used here, is the .view that all ex-
perience is subjective, whereas epistemological dualism requires
an objective world outside the subject in which a conscious
subject may or may not take part.
4. Experience and the Problem of Evil
While in metaphysical dualism the physical universe has
existence and reality, the reduction of metaphysical dualism
*
to epistemological dualism also reduces that physical universe
to a mere aspect. The physical universe has been seen as a
synthesis of conceptual thought and experience, while accord-
ing to the point of view developed here it is a copy of the
impression which mortal mind has of experience.
This leaves the possibility wide open to establish a cor-
relation between metaphysics and experience, of which mortal mind
receives only a partial picture. In this partial picture a dual-
ism of good and evil is seen and it is this picture of an evil
reality which Royce, as a conscientious dualist, was unable to
dissolve and which left his philosophical system a torso.
However, a correlation between metaphysics and experience
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mortal mind can attain only by inference. Having only an
aspect of experience, it has no way of telling what experience-
in-itself may be. In view of the monistic nature of metaphysical
ontology, experience-in-itself possibly is a part of that meta-
physical system and what mortal mind sees may be nothing but
a dualistic distortion. In view of the Christian Science demon-
stration, which shows a direct influence of metaphysics on
experience, the mortal mind aspect of experience appears as
a battle ground between divine Mind and mortal mind. It is
quite possible that what to mortal mind looks like an improve-
ment of a situation is an increased realization of actual
experience as metaphysical.
The reduction of evil to error is not a confusion of
a state of being with a judgment, but is the logical conse-
quence of the reduction of metaphysical to epistemological
dualism. The physical universe is an aspect which may be
correct or erroneous. If there is only a metaphysical exist-
ence, and that existence has necessarily to be perfect and
complete, if there is to be any existence at all, then evil
is its contradiction; and if a proposition of evil is the
result/of a dubious epistemological dualism, the proposition
must be false.
The denial of the actual existence of mortal mind with
its function of an experienced relative good and evil can
hardly be criticized in view of metaphysical ontology, partic-
ularly if this denial, together with the affirmation of meta-
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physical being, has a destructive effect on the experienced
sensation of evil. Christian Science is not only claiming a
logically correct position, but has a pragmatic proof of that
position
.
This may sound quite coherent as long as these matters
are discussed in general terms, but when we go to specific
experiences the argument against Christian S cience seems to
become overwhelming. The danger of losing the great lines
in too many details is not restricted to a discussion of
Christian Sc ience, but is a general risk. However, it does
bring to our attention that dealing with error merely in
general terms may not be enough to destroy the belief in error.
a
The Christian S c ience treatment is/philosophical treat-
ment. It consists in relating a specific case to the whole.
To deal with experience only in general terms means that we
are not really going down to the specific concrete experience
which i s so much richer than the mortal mind aspect. Insofar
as the Christian Science treatment is conceptual, it is a
denial of what the Christian Scientist has learned to be in
contrast to metaphysical existence. The major Dart of the
treatment is a metaphysical communion, prayer in its highest
form, and it is from this mystical side of the treatment that
the inspiration comes which eliminates the aspect of evil
in whatever form it may present itself. It is a common
experience for the Christian Scientist to find present in his
_r 'll *'
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consciousness as the result of such communion just that thought
which is needed to counteract the erroneous suggestion of
mortal mind. Such an uplifting of thought is possible with-
out the slightest strain. The ideal is that the Christian
Scientist be constantly conscious of divine metaphysics as a
praying without ceasing, being aware of himself as "the com-
pound idea of God, including all right ideas," and in this
state of spiritual alertness he does not need to reach out
for the right spiritual inspiration and the right ideas, but
spontaneously expresses them. It is this consciousness of
divine completeness which prevents mortal mind suggestions from
becoming established in thought, thus exemplifying the pro-
phylactic aspect of Christian Science, and it is the same state
of mind which is able to outroot them, if they are already
established.
The constituent factor in all evil is fear. Fear is the
obvious reaction to the accepted epistemological dualism. If
man is a tiny speck in a huge universe and is surrounced by
objects on which he appears to have only partial influence or
none at all, he is constantly in danger of being impeded in
his sphere of action or even annihilated. If mortal mind's
dualism is in its essence epistemological, it is conceivable
that mortal mind creates its own emotions in which fear plays
an important part. Christian Science practice leads not only
to inferences about the destruction of evil, but about its
creation as well. Mrs. Eddy relates: "I have discerned disease
.,
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in the human mind, and recognized the patient’s fear of it,
months before the so-called disease made its appearance in
the body." 2^ The mental destruction of evil aUso points to
its origin as mental. It is not necessarily moral deficiency
that leads to disease and hardship. The mere mental acceptance
that such happenings are possible is enough to expose an
individual to such exneriences
.
The basic assumption is that man is a mortal nerson.
A person must first believe in the reality of a material body
with all its organs to experience the disorder of these organs.
This does not necessitate the conclusion that because man
has no material body, he has no body at all. Existence as
itself is not denied in Christian Science, but only a material
form of existence. Existence can only be an embodiment of
the divine qualitie s, which in their nature of ethical t)henomena
cannot be subject to the evils of a material body.
It would a.lso be incorrect to hold individuals responsible
for the origin of all ethical evil. The individual mortal is
a part of a larger wrong proposition. Mrs. Eddy writes:
Sin existed as a false claim before the human
concept of sin was formed; hence one’s concent of
error is not the whole of error. The human thought
does not constitute sin, but vice versa , sin con-
stitutes the human or physical concept. 00
29. Eddy, S&H, 168:24-26.
30. Eddy, Ret., 67:1-5.
.-
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Individual consciousness has not sought material existence; it
finds itself faced by it. The dogma of hereditary sin is no
part of the doctrine of Christian Science, since that dogma is
incongruous with a doctrine of spiritual manhood. Adam is
not taken as anihis tori cal nerson, but as an allegorical figure,
the prototype of th§ mortal. How that aspect of material
existence ever could arise, is not answered in Christian
Science. It explains only that it cannot have real existence.
Ho philosophy has ever been able to answer this question co-
herently and Christian Science is only able to explain why
it is impossible.
The full consciousness of metaphysical ontology ex-
cludes any consciousness of its/unlikeness. As we have seen,
divine Mfnd and mortal mind are in a reciprocal relationship.
The Christ position v?e have seen as a mediation between monism
and dualism. While the Christ itself is metaphysical, it
confronts the erroneous dualistic position and thereby cor-
rects it. It is the total absence of evil which corrects the
erroneous state of mind. If one claims spiritual manhood,
he claims oneness with the Christ, and that Christ-consciousness
represents the complete absence of anything material or evil.
All that can be said about the mortal mind position is
that it is God's unlikeness, that it has no justification or
validity, and is only a suggestion, while man has existence
only as God's image and likeness. Man has never lost this
state of being and therefore need not regain it. The suggestion
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of imperfect existence can have, a hold on consciousness only
if it identifies itself with a human body, a.nimal in nature,
just as a person might take part in a dream experience.
What is understood by animal magnetism is just this sug-
gestion of identifying oneself as a material person with an
animal body and seeing oneself as a subject in an objective
universe.
The doctrine of Christian Science refutes the proposi-
tion that man has ever lost his perfection. On this point
Mrs. Eddy writes:
If man has lost perfection, then he has lost
his perfect Principle, the divine Mind. If man
ever existed without this perfect Principle or
Mind, then man’s existence was a myth. 31
The effect of this metaphysical reasoning on the exper-
ience of mortal mind suggests that experience in its final
essence is identical with a rational metaphysical being. For
the mortal mind point of view that which is experienced appears
to be something outside itself, while according to the doctrine
of Christian Science the object experienced is only an ob-
jectification of some event which is entirely subjective in
the consciousness of mortal man. Inevitably thinking in terms
of dualism, and endeavoring to reach perfection in view of its
own imperfection, this mortal mind consciousness differentiates
31. Eddy, 3&H, 470:28-31.
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between good and bad, good being the concept nearest perfection,
and bad its opposite, and between this maximum and minimum of
good there are all shades of differentiations.
Mortal mind is utterly dependent on the absolute meta-
physical Mind, and still it claims independence. That inde-
pendence appears to be substantiated by assuming that what
we have recognized as only a point of view, is existence.
Mortal mind, assumes the capacity of knowledge, though in its
final analysis it is found to have no concept of absolute
certainly. 32 jt is a contradiction in itself.
nevertheless, in spite of our recognition of the spurious
nature of mortal mind, a philosophical analysis must confine
itself to the limits of this spurious existence. Philosoph-
ical thinking is conceptual thinking in its largest proportions,
and has a tendency to go beyond its own capacity, either by
losing its own concepts in reaching abstraction, or by losing
itself in a conceptual formalism such as the squaring of a
circle represents.
Philosophy has to remain within the limits of mortal
mind. It can question its raison d'etre but it cannot leave
its ground. The situation of the ohilosopte r is somewhat
similar to that of the physicist. The relativity of classical
32. Dewey, QFC.
Plato, Theaetetus
,
Sophist
,
Phaedo .
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physics and three-dimensional spa.ce is today common knowledge,
yet we still need these concepts because they convey the
coherent understanding of an objective universe as perceived
with the human senses. Bv the use of instruments it has been
possible greatly to expand the human knowledge of such an
objective universe, but in one way or other phenomena have
to be transposed to classical physics and Euclidean geometry
in order to be perceived by the human senses.
In attempting to integrate a philosophy on the basis of
the doctrine of Christian Science into a general synopsis of
philosophical thinking, we must do so on the basis of con-
ceptual thought. This is the basis on which the beginner in
Christian Science stands when he seeks an acquaintance with
this doctrine, and this is also the basis on which any explana-
tion of the coherence of the doctrine must be made.
In this treatment we have so far had • the opportunity to
study the relation of mortal mind to divine Mind or Cod, as well
as the relation between mortal mind and experience. In the next
chapter we shall be concerned with the relation between divine
Mind and experience, and this represents the doctrine of
Christian Science as an objective philosophical system.
Sf''"v #gi *
'
CHAPTER III
AN ETHICAL UNIVERSE
In the Introduction to our investigation of the doc-
trine of Christian Science as a metaphysical system we under-
took to place Christian Science in the class of idealistic
philosophy. Idealism is generally found in close relation-
ship to metaphysical dualism, because it is through the
absence of ideals in a mechanistic view of the universe
that the demand for an ideal control of the universe arises.
In our study of the doctrine of Christian Science we
have arrived at a similar correlation between metaphysical
ontology and experience. Experience, taken to be something
outside of mortal mind, is the familiar concept of the
physical universe which can only be correlated to metaphysics
as an approximation. These aspects give the familiar dis-
tinction of empirical potentiality and ontological actuality
serving as formal, efficient and final cause for the experienced
universe with its potential character. The only difference
which our theory would make in this metaphysical dualism
would be the splitting of the experienced universe into the
actual existence of this experience and its conceptual mortal
mind aspect which would reach actual experience only by
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approximation.
Such a solution would actually only create the new
difficulty of accounting for an experience which is de-
tached from mortal mind as well as from metaphysics. If
we detach experience from mortal mind, we have to connect
it with metaphysics, which according to Christian Science
and other metaphysical concepts is also mind, but this
time not a spurious mortal mind, rather divine Mind.
We have already said that metaphysical existence
and experience might be one and the same, though it does
not appear so to mortal mind, and that is the only point
of view of which philosophy is capable. If we integrate
epistemology as a philosophical discipline, it is for the
purpose of studying the capacity of conceptual thinking,
and not the knowledge of which divine Mind is capable.
It is because of this restriction of a theory of knowledge
to mortal mind*s capacity, that the philosopher is not
quite satisfied with the results of a theory of knowledge
and feels drawn to a study of metaphysics in which he
hopes to find the answers to all his problems.
Investigation of the relation between metaphysics
and experience is therefore no longer solely of an epistem-
ological character. Conclusions can be reached only by
inference in which a theory of knowledge has a function,
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but it is no more the sole factor to be considered. Another
factor is feeling, which can be a distinct percept, but very
vague concept. Pleasure and pain can be distinctly perceived,
but how can such feelings be put into words? Words are only
approximations. Such an indescribable feeling may be that
of sublime happiness and joy. The intellectually trained
mortal mind may find coherent counter-arguments against the
existence of such feelings, but can it ever deny such ex-
periences with absolute certainty? There _i_s no absolute
certainty for that mind. It is capable only of approxima-
tive certainty.^- This leaves open the possibility of a
direct relationship between metaphysics and experience.
Further, if we consider the essence of life, correct-
ness, love, and mind to be Deity itself, nobody can deny
having an intimately close relationship to such a Deity. I
cannot live without life; I experience myself as living and
it is useless to try to find a counter-argument, because
that very search for a counter-argument is evidenoe of a
living process. With correctness it is a little different.
I seem to get along fairly well for a time without the need
for correctness of action, either morally or formally, but
we have today the example of Nazi-Germany to prove that no
social life can be permanent without the observance of
1. Dewey, QFC.
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metaphysical norms. It is a similar case with love. We
think to get along without love, but we soon find that it
is as vital to man as his physical needs. Mind also
appears to be detachable from a metaphysical substance of
mind, but we know that we are alive because we are thinking
and there is no more a conceptual answer to the search
for the origin of mental activity than for the experience
of life.
Therefore if God is Life, Truth, Love, Principle,
Mind, Spirit and Soul, God is not a creator remote froqj
man, but He is his very being. The separation of God and
experience thus becomes artificial. By assinning a position
outside the metaphysical system of being, mortal mind sees
everything objectively and outside itself and so comes to
a self- contradictory point of view.
The answer from that mortal mind point of view,
however, has to be that it actually sees everything outside
itself, that this is the only experience it has, and that
therefore metaphysics and experience must be two and not
one.
This can give us the answer to the problem of a
Christian Science healing, namely that through a metaphys-
ical statement or the correction of an ethical defect a physical
change can take place. In actuality there is only one incident
to be considered and that is the correction of a misconception of
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metaphysics. • The obstruction which a mortal mind misconceo-
tion oroduces to fts own experience of metaphysical harmony
is, according to the dualistic nature of mortal mind, ex-
perienced as something outside itself. The correction of
the misconception therefore is not only experienced as a
mental correction, but its secondary product of a physical
disorder disappears. The situation is very much like removing
some obstruction to the sunlight which casts a, shadow. By
its removal the sun* s ray can reach the ground.
The Christian Science practice therefore introduces a
new element into philosophy. It establishes evidence of a
new, definite kind of correlation of metaphysics and exper-
ience. Experience is seen as something outside itself by
mortal mind, and therefore metaphysical influences on exper-
ience are seen as something outside, as a discordant physical
condition healed, or another person changing his attitude.
As explained by Christian Science, the heal, ing is only the
evidence of increased receptivity of a correct understanding .
of the universe. To mortal mind, again, it looks like mortal
mind losing some of its false concepts, although that can
only be an approximative view of the monistic aspect of
which we can have no concept here. V/e cannot say that such
a happening represents an increased metaphysical emanation,
because we cannot accept that that emanation had ever been
decreased. Neither can we very well speak of emanation,
because then we are thinking in terms of space, seeing God as
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a kind of sun, emanating its rays. Of such a monistic meta-
physical universe we can have no concept at all, because all
conceptual thinking is dualistic.
The only evidence of being is our own existence, and
even this is subject to doubt. Does a person's birth or
death have a metaphysical significance? Can man be measured
quantitatively? Was the European continent with a popula-
tion of 200 million inhabitants metaphysically different from
a Europe with 450 millions? The metaphysical term man cer-
tainly cannot experience changes by quantitative variations.
But if that is the case, then is my own existence forfeited
if no criterion of quantity is to enter into the judgment of
the metaphysical man?
The answer of the doctrine of Christian Science is
in the negative. Man has never been anything but metaphysical.
Mrs. Eddy writes in the definition of man:
God is the Principle of man, and man is the
idea of God. Hence man is not mortal nor material.
Mortals will disappear, and immortals, or the
children of God, will appear as the only and eternal
verities of man. Mortals are not fallen children
of God. They never had a perfect state of being
which may subsequently be regained. They were, from
the beginning of mortal history, "conceived in sin
and brought forth in iniquity." Mortality is finally
swallowed up in immortality. Sin, sickness, and death
must disappear to give place to the facts which belong
to immortal man.
2. Eddy, S&H, 476:9-20.
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Mrs. Eddy speaks here of the children of God and sug-
gests a multitude of spiritual persons. This is a concession
to the student*s limitations, because earlier in the same
definition she explains man to be "the compound idea of God,
including all right ideas. The natural mortal mind reaction
to such a monistic interpretation of man as compound idea of
one Mind is that it must be entirely eventless and therefore
undesirable
.
Experience shows it to be otherwise. The mortal is
attracted to spirituality. He likes the experience of life,
as activity, of truth as correctness, and of love as affec-
tion. The reason why a Deity of Life, Truth and Love ap-
pears eventless and unattractive to conceptual thought is
because it has no concepts of such a God and therefore finds
it entirely abstract. We have to leave the problem, because
our approach, too, must be conceptual and as a consequence
can lead to no answer. But we have the experience of the
metaphysically divine and its effect on our lives, and that
experience is not unattractive.
In the kind of idealism which the doctrine of Christian
Science presents, the concept of idea relates to man. Man is
“the compound idea of God, including all right ideas.” Any-
thing below that concept of idea is considered to have no
real existence. Nevertheless, the Christian Science practice
3. Eddy, S&H, 475:14-15
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makes it appear that Christian Science also has its dualistic
aspect of theory and practice, holding the practice below
real metaphysical existence. A Christian Science practitioner
cannot', however, look at his practice in that light, because the
successful practice consists in maintaining the metaphysically
correct standpoint; and knowing from experience the effect
which this has on the physical asoect, he expects improvement
as a natural consequence.
It will be the subject of the second part of this study
to investigate more closely the practice of Christian Science.
Here we shall be engaged in a presentation of a consistent
metaphysical system of the doctrine of Christian Science, and
we shall have to consider the possible changes in philosophical
concepts which such a system may require.
1. The Axiological Cod
Explaining Cod as Life, Truth, Love, Principle, Mind,
Snirit and Soul gives Cod the character of a unification of
rational, ethical and vital values. These qualities cs.n be
called values because they are absolutely vital to human
existence. 4 However, as rational a they anpear to be, they
4
. The nouns used as the seven synonyms have been characterized
also as attributes, qualities, as well now as vnlues. Speaking
of the qualities of God in terms of attributes, we are reminded
of Spinoza's use of the term. The divine attributes are not
necessarily restricted to the seven synonyms. The term quality
refers to Bergson's distinction between extensity and quantity,
and intensity and quality, as used in D&S. The term value is
discussed here.
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actually can only be reached through experience. They are
experienced.
In an earlier discussion of these seven synonyms we
considered the possibilities of associating one or the
other spiritual quality, as for instance logical correct-
ness, with one of these divine attributes, Truth or Prin-
ciple. This does not disturb the general deistic concept,
because the seven synonyms are intended only to express
different aspects of one and the same God.
To define God as the essence of all value eliminates
His transcendence, for God becomes the essence of life, its
ethical norm and the standard of all formal correctness.
Such a God recalls the Aristotelian concept. Although
we are accustomed to think of this Aristotelian concept of God
as the unmoved mover, this does not seem to be correct in an
absolute sense. God is conceived by Aristotle as actuality
and the absolutely good, but this unmoved mover could only
have this characteristic for potential imperfect existence,
while actuality has its own perfect life and mental existence.
Actuality is law to potentiality, and has a similar relation-
ship of the mortal mind aspect of the universe to the actual
metaphysical universe as is held in Christian Science. 5
5. The difference between the philosophical problem which con-
fronted Thomas Aquinas and the one confronting us in a phil-
osophical analysis of the doctrine of Christian Science may be
seen in the attitude towards Aristotle* s metaphysics.
Thomas* problem was a unification of the church dogma
.*
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As such an ethical law Christian Science can be brought
into relation to Kant’s Critiques. Kant writes:
Pure reason in itself is practical only and
gives (to man) a general law which we call the
ethical law.
S'
Kant had come to the conclusion that morality was reg-
on metaphysics with the somewhat pantheistic concept of God
as it had been held in the Arabian interpretation of Aristotle.
Aristotle was used for the organization of the theologia
natural i
s
as the greatest known authority i r/that field. The
fact that Aristotle was briefer in his comments about a trans-
cendent metaphysics than was Plato, made Aristotle more ac-
ceptable for the later medieval church. Aristotle would not,
therefore, interfere with the dogma of the church on trans-
cendent metaphysics and the salvation of man. The theologia
revelata was considered beyond the capacity of human reason
and therefore had to be accepted by faith. However, Thomas
was convinced that the two theologies together would give a
coherent oneness of the universe.
In this analysis we have not accepted any metaphysical
concept without considering its coherence in relation to the
whole of the universe. In other words, we have not accepted
transcendent metaphysics by faith, but have analyzed it as
far as human reason can go, and by letting transcendent meta-
physics go beyond conceptual approximation we have done so
fully aware of the issue and recognizing the justification
for such transcendence.
Thomas Aquinas presented as rational a philosophy as
was possible in the thirteenth century. In the twentieth
century, however, under pressure of the data produced by
natural science and the greater maturity of intellectual
thought, we must investigate all, fields and abandon none as
reserved for church dogma.
The Christian Science concept of God comes closer to
Aristotle than to the dogma of the Catholic Church.
'6- Kant, KPV, Sec. 7: 11 Folgerung . Reine Vernunft ist fur sich
allein praktisch und gibt (dem Menschen) ein allgemeines Ge-
setz, welches wir das Sittengeset
z
nennen."
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ulated by a moral law which applied to the whole 'universe. He
saw behind this moral law an ethical law and connected it with
the end of all teleology experienced in a. phenomenal universe.
The two were related to the religious concept of God as the
principle of the universe.7
This ethical theology leads out of an anthropomorphic
concept of God to a concept of ethical principle. It suggests,
as does the Christian Science concept of God, that God is at
the same time mental, ethical and logical cause of the universe,
and such a. religious concept renders salvation on a personal
basis impossible. If God is seen as ethico-metaphysical
principle, the only salvation possible in such a universe
lies in the recognition of this principle and the consequent
abandonment of all action in violation of it.
Such an ethico-metaphysical principle, if it is seen as
defined by the seven synonyms - Life, Truth, Love, Principle,
Mind, Spirit and Soul - has sufficient concreteness for con-
ceptual thought that it can associate with it the ultimate of
all values.
God thus becomes the ideal value, or simply the Ideal,
-
a term which Kant used for God. Harold H&ffding, a philosopher
who built largely on the basis of Kant, saw in the preservation
of values the essence of all religious problems. He says:
"The estimation of the religious feeling finds its place in
7. Kant, KU, Sec. 86.
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ethical philosophy of religion." 8
Hoffding calls God the principle of preservation of values.
He tries to reach the essence of God from the empirical side,
and still he sees the need for man to anticipate for all religious
thinking a value norm. He writes:
It is particularly interesting to note that the
ideal form of the axiom of the conservation of value
presents an analogy with the highest ethical principle
and may even be regarded as a kind of extension of it.
The ethical ideal - where this is based on universal
sympathy - appears in the guise of a kingdom of human-
ity in which every particular personality appears as
an end and never merely as a. means, i.e. always as
possessing immediate value, never mediate or potential
value only.®
This statement relates axiology to ethics. By feeling
we closely associate the concept of value and ethics, consid-
ering the intrinsic values as the ideals or laws of ethics.
However, we may feel somewhat reluctant to associate all values
with ethics, distinguishing the dianoetical from the ethical
virtues. With Kent’s concept of the pr imacy of practical over
it
theoretical reason, however, the dianoetical virtues become
subordinate to the ethical virtues, and in Christian Science
Mind and Spirit are synonymous with Truth and Love. This
leaves one unified concept of an ethical universe, of which
God, as the only ego, is the prototype of all values.
Ha.ving found that also according to the doctrine of
8. Hoffding, RPH, German ed.
,
Secs. 55, 149: "Die Wertsch&tzung
des religiosen Gefbhls findet ihren Platz in der ethischen
Religionsphilosophie . " Secs. 54 and 55 are missing in the
English translation.
9.. Hoffding, RPH, English translation, 217.
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Christian Science we reach God rather by experience than by
concept, we see an interesting relation to H&ffding' s stand-
point, when he writes: " Our concept of value is empirical, while
our concept of reality /wirklichkeitsbegriffj is ideal.
This statement means that experience points to an ideal
rational reality, which is certainly confirmed by the
Christian Science demonstration.
Further IlBffding writes:
Could the principle of the unity of existence
coincide with the religious concept of God, a re-
conciliation between religion and scientific thought
would at once become possible. The development of
the scientific concept of cause would then be de-
manded in the interest of the highest concept of
religion, and religious explanation and scientific
explanation would no longer be mutually exclusive.
The intellectual habit of mind which has developed
under the influence of modern empirical science would
itself acquire religious signif ics,nce
;
all questions,
problems, and tasks would centre round the attempt to
gain a clearer insight into the great thought in
which science and religion meet. The view, which
must always be inimical to peace, that religious
truths find their best shelter within the lacuna of
science, and the consequent terror of these lacunae
being filled up, would disappear. Goethe's words,
" Ihm ziemt's die Welt im Innern zu bewegen," would
be fulfilled. This thought must be the lode-star of
every serious attempt to discuss the religious problem.^
Hiiffding mentions here the condition under which religion
and science can be unified. Does not the doctrine of Christian
Science fulfill these requirements?
10 . Hoffding, RPH, English translation, £53 (German, 233)
.
11 . Ibid., English translation, 39-40.
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Christian Science represents a unified system of meta-
physics and demonstrates the relationship between metaphysics
and experience. The difficulty does not lie on the side of
the unified system of metaphysics, but on the side of science
which depends on conceptual thinking and therefore can reach
the metaphysical-empirical system only by approximation- The
scientific standpoint, which had the appearance of being much
more secure than the metaphysical-religious standpoint, is
found wanting in its capacity to grasp the experience of meta-
physics.
Nevertheless, science unquestionably has its merits
not only with regard to the utilization of nature for man’s
purposes, but in the study of metaphysics as well. Science
has roused the dormant human capacity to think and has devel-
oped this thinking to a precision where itqfown limit can be
grasped. We have found conceptual thinking of great importance
in the study of Christian Science. "Study thoroughly the
letter and imbibe the spirit, was the counsel of Mrs. Eddy.
Conceptual thought, when under the leadership of metaphysical
reason (Vernunft ) has the capacity to expose the self-contra-
dictory nature of mortal mind and leads to correct metaphysical
identification of man. The elimination of the self-imposed
limitations of mortal mind is not accomplished by thinking less,
but more. Mrs. Eddy says: "We welcome the increase of knowledge
12 . Eddy, S&H, 495:27-28.
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and the end of error," and "Academics of the right sort are
requisite. Observation, invention, study, and original thought
are expansive and should promote the growth of mortal mind out
of itself, out of all that is mortal."! 4
Scientific endeavor, the urge for exact thinking, cer-
tainly has had an important influence on the growing maturity
of religious concepts. An ethical religion would not be possible
without the growing desire for accurate knowledge. Relief from
religious superstition, which such an ethical concept of religion
brings, would not be possible if people had not become accus-
tomed to think more in terms of principle and law instead of
expecting all wisdom from the mouth of a sage.
If we find in the Christian Science demonstration a
meeting of metaphysics and experience, the significance of
such a demonstration must be exploited by conceptual or sci-
entific thought. The same general methods used in natural
scientific re sear
c
fought to be applied for the verification
of such demonstrations. Difficulties such as the lack of
sufficient introspection into the event of the experience may
reduce the effectiveness of such check-ups, but out of the abund-
ant material available it should be possible to establish a
sufficient degree of certainty as to the character of the
Christian Science demonstration.
13. Eddy
,
S&H, 95:19-20.
14.. Ibid.
,
195:19-22.
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2. Man as Idea
When we find that the metaphysical universe is in its
essence ethical, we also understand that the ethical and moral
status of a person has an influence on his capacity for accurate
knowledge. If God can be viewed as ethical norm, the spiritual
concept of man is norm, too. Man is defined as “the compound
idea of God including all right ideas.” What is man's place
in such an ethical universe?
In speaking here of an ethical universe, we must be
aware that we are concerned rather with a transcendental than
a transcendent philosophy. We have found metaphysics to be a
self-sufficient monistic system. It is transcendent not be-
cause it is not experienced, but because it cannot be con-
ceptually grasped on the basis of dualism. What we are here
concerned with is a point of view which considers God as
absolute value on one side and mortal mind experience on the
other, and we should like to know what influence a better
knowledge of God has on the experience of mortal mind.
In conceiving a metaphysical system of being, conceptual
thought must for its own sake accept a dualistic position,
and therefore sees in such a metaphysical universe an effect
as well as a cause aspect: God and His manifestation,
equalizing the totality of manifestation with the spiritual
concept of man. Further, a distinction is made between prin-
ciple and idea, and it is asserted that all phenomen^of the
spiritual universe are ideas withoul/the imperfection of
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physicality.
Seeing man as compound idea of God is an important
stepping stone in the direction of a universe of values with-
out disvalues. Ideas, particularly as seen in the Platonic
sense, represent the perfect image, hut on the other hand the
Platonic Idea has the meaning of ideal, the idea to be applied
in ordinary life.
All we can know about idea is what we know on the basis
of experience. It is a fact that a person seeking spiritual
guidance finds himself receiving the ideas needed to deal
intelligently with his affairs. A person who has ethico-
metaphysical religious ideals finds in them a norm for his
choice of action and receives from it a stability of char-
acter and inner poise which he would otherwise not have.
some
Having less occasion than/others to worry over moral mistakes
and having heeded the admonition to love his neighbor, he
enjoys a freedom in discussing advanced speculative ideas
which may surpass that of a rebellious free thinker, who
by his renunciation of such ethi co-metaphysical ideals lacks
the same inner stability.
So we see mortal man expand in his spiritual capacities
under the stimulus of Spirit, and even if he does not oome
to that point of clear conceptual thinking where the differ-
ence between divine Mind and mortal mind becomes evident, so
that a clear-cut analysis becomes possible, by intuition and
-.
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feeling he may find a sound relationship between religious
desire and intellectual ability. This balance is probably
what most people mean by common sense
,
and their objection
to strong emphasis on intellectuality is an instinctive
safeguard for that balance. 15
The recognition that the spiritual man is one, "the
generic term for all that reflects God's image and likeness, 11
may also be an explanation of the gregarious nature of the
human race. Josiah Royce, as well as British neo-idealists
such as Bernard Bosanquet, were concerned with this aspect of
mankind, and we find the root of such trends in German ideal-
ism, as expressed by Kant and Hegel. Kant held to man as
generic term in his concept of Henschhelt
,
and in Hegel the
state represents a conceptually crystallized organic whole,
15.. Common sense may be defined as an intuitive balance between
a religious universality and everyday life. It is based on
intuition and feeling, but not on conceptual reasoning. If
the metaphysical conditions for a harmonious life are fulfilled,
a person can live a happy life without having an explanation
for his equinimity. Such a person is a natural mystic; he
accepts religion by feeling, but is not much concerned about
its forms, as long as he can satisfy his religious cravings.
With regard to nature he is inclined towards pantheism, seeing
the trace of God in the beauty of nature, but being little con-
cerned about the problem of relating his concept of nhysical
nature to metaphysical origin.
If some thinkers express more confidence in common sense
than in uncompromising logical conclusions, this amounts to
philosophical capitulation. But we cannot capitulate philosoph-
ically. Han has to rise again and again in order to find the
ra.tiona.1 structure of the universe which explains his life and
makes it worth living. The common sense attitude may be a
desirable initial stage of healthy-mindednes^which should ad-
vance to a more clearly conceived universe, but the end product
of such conceptual efforts never should be a return to common
sense, as we find it in Everett W. Ball's essa;/on Metaphysics
(Runes, TCP, 184-185).
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an idea which was further developed by Bosanquet. For
Royce it was the fact that men can intercommunicate which
aroused his interest, and he concluded that all men must have
a common basis which makes intercommunication possible.
The most important statement of this feeling for the
whole we find in Kant’s ethicalfphilo sophy. "Act so that the
maxim of thy will can always at the same time hold good as
a principle of universal legislation."^ This is the moral
evidence of his ethical law. He realizes that everybody feels
16. It may be noticed that the influence of German idealism,
particularly Kant-Lotze on one hand and Hegel on the other,
has been more on the side of wholeness in Great Britain and
more on the atomic side in the United States. Under the lead-
ership of F. H. Bradley the concept of wholeness, which is
more prominently expressed in Hegel than in the Kantian tradi-
tion, has turned under British influence into a coherence
theory, attempting to embrace the whole universe in one coher-
ent wholeness. In America the Per sonalistic trend was more
stressed. Making Person, as a spiritual unitas multiplex, the
center of interests, the coherence of the universe was reached
in such a concept of Person, combining v.rith the coherent whole
the experience of physical life, but by so doing creating the
problem of the relationship of many Persons to one perfect
Person as God.
Bosanquet's enthusiasm for Hegel's Philosophy of Right
and the British sense of wholeness may find a larger following
in a monarchy than in a republic, where the multiplicity is
more stressed. Having the concept of wholeness stressed in
the doctrine of Christian Science where man is compound, idea,
it is interesting to notice that the acceptance of that doc-
trine in higher society is more pronounced in Great Britain
than it is in the United States. Generally speaking, the
British seem to have understood the concept of wholeness more
thoroughly than the Americans. Still, American Personalism
may be preferable as far as it is more concrete, British
absolutism having the tendency to be abstract.
17. Kant, KoV, Sec. 7.
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in himself the categorical imperative of the ethical law,
indicating by feeling how a person ought to act.
With the doctrine of Christian Science this ought i
s
easy to explain. It is the spiritual concept of man which is,
from a metaphysical standpoint, the only correct identifica-
tion of any human person, and which this person experiences
as a moral obligation. Whatever a human pe rson believes him-
self to be, his real identity iB calling. 18 in a transcend-
ental philosophy this moral law is merely regulative, because
the mortal experiences himself as being at liberty to act ac-
cording to this inner calling or not. A person’s urge for free-
dom is just the desire to be free from error as experienced by
the mortal. The desire to be free from the moral law is
animal propensity, unnatural to man’s metaphysical existence.
Spiritual man is the mediator between the absolute
monistic system of metaphysics and the dualism of mortal mind.
Spiritual man has the characteristic of a metaphysical agent,
a stepping-stone to complete spiritualization of human con-
sciousness. Compound idea, including all right ideas, can
convey the imagination of an entirely spiritual universe, but
the concept of idea calls for a realization for which a
universe of ideas does not account. As already mentioned
earlier, the statement “all is infinite Mind and its infinite
18. Cf. Plato's anamnesis theory.
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manifestation, for God is All-in-all,” 19 is dualist ic and
monistic at the same time. If we distinguish between Mind
and His manifestation, we have dualism. The statement,
however, can only mean that in the final analysis God is
All-in-all, or the metaphysical universe is monistic. That
makes spiritual man or Christ a transcendental term, whose
identity is not lost in absolute metaphysical identification,
but in its transcendental meaning it appears to be an entity
beside God.
3. Space-Time and the Categories
An integration in an ethical universe of our customary
views concerning an objective physical world recuires a con-
sideration of the formal presuppositions of such a physical
world as we find them in the concepts of space, time and the
categories
.
The basic study of the prerequisites of a physical
universe, as developed in Newton’s physics, was done by Kant
in his Critique of Pure Reason . Newton’s physics in its
modified form of classical physics has been the valid system
of physics up to the beginning of the twentieth century, when
with studies of micro-physics and Einstein’s theory of rela-
tivity the relativity of classical physics was recognized.
This did not, however, result in the discarding of classical
19.Eddy, S&H, 468:10-11.
‘.
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physics altogether, but in its being used with the mental
reservation that its description of an objective physical
world merely corresponds to what is perceived by the huipan
senses. Similarly, Kant*s Critique of Pure Reason has not
become completely invalidated, although its concepts have
to be subjected to modification.
The results of our investigation of the doctrine of
Christian Science coincide with the findings of micro-physics,
non-Euclidean geometry and the theory of relativity, indicating
that a universe objective to mortal mind and obeying the
classical laws of physics, has become a highly problematic
proposition. Hone of the four criticisms denies that there is
existence, but it is the nature of existence which has become
problematic, and it is certain that the sensory view of a phys-
ical universe does not give the correct aspect of that existence.
The correction which we can expect from a new philosoph-
ical theory must not be an unqualified elimination of the
formal prerequisite of an objective universe. The transcend-
ence of metaphysical ontology has been avoided in this exposi-
tion of the doctrine of Christian Science by approaching
metaphysics from the side of experience. But the experience
of mortal mind with which we have to start our reasoning, is
projected into am objective physical universe and that
experience of an objective physical universe cannot be de-
clared invalid, unless we find adequate reason for doing so.
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The result of the chapter on the ontology of the doc-
trine of Christian Science has been the separation of the con-
cent of experience from experience itself. The concent was
found to have only approximative character, and we may add
that the result of mathematical-physical research has led to
a general degradation of the sensory view of the physical
universe as being only relative.
However, there are reasons to make a distinction be-
tween the scientific and the philosophical approach to the
problem. Mathematics has no need to treat space and time
as incommensurable, while philosophy must make a clear dis-
tinction between the two. If we discard space from experience,
that does not eliminate altogether the experience which takes
place in consciousness. However, if we eliminate time or
the concept of duration, no activity can be conceived, and
without activity experience remains a mere word with no
meaning whatsoever.
Just as duality is a prerequisite of conceptual thought,
so is time. For mortal mind experience is a process, and the
concent of process as a form of activity requires time in
which it can move; it requires a past and a future, while the
present is a constantly moving dividing line between past and
future
.
In the light of a metaphysical dualism space and time
can be viewed as the forms for experience of physical entities
.
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as being in a process, regulated by a metaphysical reality.
In the light of Aristotelian terminology it is actuality
( energeia , entelecheia )being regulative to potentiality
( dynami
s
) . Mathematicians tend towards a more formal dual-
ism, as represented by Leibniz’s monadologv with a pre-
established harmony a.nd monads (a sort of mental atoms)
which move and develop in accordance with their pre-established
harmony . ^
^
Metaphysical dualism has been explained in the last
chapter as being derived from an epistemological dualism
which is inherent in the mortal mind position. In the light
of our investigation it woulcjfbe wrong to try to dissolve
metaphysical dualism by eliminating its forms, space and time.
It is only by removing the cause of the phenomenon that the
phenomenon can be eliminated. However, having found mortal
mind to be a self-contradictory proposition, we have reason
for comparing the mortal mind experienced point of viewfr/ith
a deduction from the metaphysical ontology discussed in the
last chapter.
20. Such metaphysica^views atrpear to have their background in
the theory of the limit. Monads are like geometrical series
approaching a limit - a limit being an infinite totality -
in the Leibnizian system represented by the pre-established
harmony. The philosophy of organism by Whitehead this writer
classifies as an elaboration and modification of Leibniz’s
Konadology, taking into account the most recent developments
in mathematics and physics.
..
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In mortal mind experience a physical universe is the
object of experience, and to that experience space and time
concepts as well as a system of fundamental concept, calle d
categories, are instrumental. These formal prerequisites
are entirely mentaiL. Once the mortal mind concepts he.ve
sufficiently matured that experience is seen actually to be
in consciousness and not in an objective physical universe,
we feel inclined to eliminate this objective universe; however,
in so doing we encounter the difficulties already briefly
mentioned with regard to space and time.
Even though the relativity of space and time are demon-
strated by way of a theory of relativity, this cannot change
our philosophical position. Mathematics and physics can fall
back on a more abstract form such as the velocity of light,
found to be a constant and capable of solving problems in-
soluble on the bs.sis of space and time in the classical sense.
There is, however, no guaranty that in the further progress
of research the velocity of light may not also become an
inadequate form and a still more abstract form have to be found.
We have made it clear earlier that it is in the nature
of conceptual thought to be approximative. The unit of finity
has to move in a concent of infinity which at the same time
must be a totality or oneness. This totality, as far as
mathematical relations are concerned, is constitutive and
represents a system of causality excluding any indeterminacy.
Beside this conceptual formal system there is a.n ethical system
.r
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which has an absolute in the form of a normative law and
therefore is only normative for man’s will. Kant has sub-
ordinated the system of the constitutive principle of pure
intellectual concepts ( reine Verstandesbegriff
e
) to the reg-
ulative principle of reason ( reine Vernunf t sbegriffe )^land has
thereby done much for a coherent understanding of the rela-
tion between the indeterminism of mortal life and the determinism
of formal concepts. He has made it clear that a mechanistic
view of nature is instrumental to a. moral view, that' man can
freely anply his mechanistic understanding of nature wherever
it serves his purposes. If the specific subject of concern
in that mechanistic apprehension of nature involves the atomic
bomb, t>js moral indeterminism makes it apparent that man can
male use of his knowledge or not, according to his judgment.
In that materialistic experience the Christian Science
demonstration is seen, too, as an event in space and time,
and as such it is conceived as something definitely outside
I
metaphysics. It is seen as a process,- a sick person getting
healed. It may be an instantaneous healing, or ^gradual im-
a
provement. It may be /tumor disappearing or another iraoerfection
being corrected. However, our ontological approach has shown
that metaphysics and experience cannot be separated. Man
directly experiences the divine values. He cannot live without
Life, there is no affection without the concent of Love, and
an absolute concept of correctness must be presupposed for
judgment of everyday problems.
21
• Kant, KrV, B 537.
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By separating the conceptual view from experience the
obstacle to an understanding of the direct relationship of
metaphysics to experience has been eliminated, and the fact of
specific events in the nature of Christian Science demonstra-
tion give evidence for the relation between metaphysics and
experience. What are the conclusions to be drawn from such
demonstration for the purposes of our immediate investigation?
One difficulty unsolved in the Critique of Pure Reason
is the relation of the oneness of mind to the plurality of
minds as experienced in the mortal mind concept of the universe.
According to Kant, the ego experiences itself as self-
consciousness (der innere Sinn lRand a relationship to a
denknotwendige metaphysical divine being is established. 2 3 if
the Critique of Pure Reason represents an investigation into
the relation of each individual to the metaphysical one Mind,
with the thought that this Mind in the final analysis is the
only mind, coherence is established. That is the view which
is admissible according to Christian Science.
Further, we may investigate the relation between
Vernunftbegriff
e
(concepts of reason) andr Verstandesbegriffe
(concepts of the intellect). Verstandesbegriffe . according to
Kant, are constitutive to human experience, while Vernunf t-
begrlffe are regulative. 2^
2 R
The Verstandesbegriffg are the categories'1 of which Kant
22. Kant, KrV, B 131 ff; Eisler, KL.
23. Kant, KrV, B 632, B 669.
24. Eisler, KL, Idee (transzendentale)
.
25. Kant, KrV, B 95-109.
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had. the definite number of twelve as derived from formal logic.
The doctrine of the categories is generally considered the
weakest part of Kant’s philosophy, but that is due principally
to his belief in the perfect arrangement of categories into
four groups of three categories each, and his finding in this
table of categories the formal basis for the explanation of
the whole universe. How can Kant be so definite about the
number of categories which are concepts gained from experience?
How can such a definite statement be made about the appearance
of a substance which in its actuality has metaphysical nature?^®
I
The Vernunf tsbe griff
e
,
derived from the table of categories,
has a similar arbitrary nature. They are three (freedom, God,
immortality). There is, however, no need to agree with Kant
on these details in order to see the importance of his general
conception. What is valuable is the recognition that mortal
mind needs a set of concepts beside space and time which are
constitutive to mortal mind thinking. However, that mental
capacity must be governed by a metaphysb al mental order which
is regulative to the mortal mind function. If we had to divide
between a metaphysical and a physical universe, it would have
to be between Ye rnunft and Ver stand , but that is impossible
26. The neat andbolished table of categories, as presented by
Kant, has the great practical merit that its sharp conceptual
form is more easily discussed than less definite statements
about categories. Kant’s great merit in the study of mete-
physics is the system and structure he has brought into these
studies. We may disagree withjhis solutions, but we must not
overlook the achievement of having made possible decisions
by laying the necessary conceptual groundwork and defining
the problems.
I-
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because Vernunf
t
is experienced too, and so is the ethical
law, and ideal control. Experience, therefore, prevents us
from separating a phenomenal mortal mind from metaphysical
mental order.
Here we reach, on the subjective side of the epistemo-
logical dualism presented by mortal mind, the same conclusion
which we discussed for the objective side: no definite separa-
tion between metaphysics and experience can be made. Each
person has to establish a direct relation to a metaphysical
mental cause, which ac cording to Kant is denkno twendig (neces-
sary for a coherent conclusion).
We find metaphysical experience as much subjectively
as objectively. The metaphysical responsiveness of an individ-
ual in the form of an ethical ought may be strongly overshadowed
by bad traits of character, but it can never be entirely
lacking.
By establishing the relation between metaphysics and
experience subjectively as well as objectively, we come to
Question the justification of a separation between subject
and object. Here, too, though, we can refer to experience:
subject and object is experienced. This leads to the conclusion
that from a mortal mind point of view a triangular relationship
is apparent between metaphysics and mortal mind as subject and
between metaphysics and the mortal mind object, beside the
obvious relation between subject and object. All three rela-
tionships are accepted on the basis of experience.

IBS'
This may remind one of the geometrical forms in the
Timaeus
,
although the similarity is superficial. Plato wa,s
concerned with building up on the basis of metaphysical
dualism a cosmology which in it ^rational structure should
symbolise real metaphysical existence, while we have been
interested here in a reduction of the physical universe to
its root in an epistemological dualism, based on a hypo-
thetical point of view outside the cause of the universe.
Our receptacle^ 7 is not a space-time form, but is
this hypothetical mortal mind position. Expressing this
point of view in Plato’s terms, it is not a being but a
becoming,^® which suggests an evolution from nothing to a
complete realization. Its knowledge is not episteme but
only doxa (opinion), which in its highest approximation to
episteme is only an almost-knowledge (true opinion).
It is this true opinion which a philosophical analysis
can establish. It is this highest recognition from the mortal
mind point of view which uncovers the irrational nature of
that mortal mind position and finds rationality to be a sub-
stance beyond it. So it philosophizes about s. monistic meta-
physical universe in terms of dualism. It expresses itself
in symbols, being aware that any figure of speech is only
approximation to the metaphysical substance.
27, Of. Plato, Tim
. ,
49A.
28, Plato, Tim., 27E.
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Plato se.w the irrational factor in a receptacle of a
space-time matrix, an ^indefinable prerequisite to physical
experience- We have added the categories to space-time as
prerequisites for a material experience, hut we are reluc-
tant to associate with such a receptacle the instruments of
human reasoning. In Plato the concept of categories was not
yet formed, hut that does not prevent him from dealing with the
orohlem. In order to define his position against the sophists,
Plato saw himself forced to adapt his theory of Ideas to
conceptual thinking and this we.s done hy changing his system
of Ideas into what amounts to a table of categories, con-
sisting of a concept of Being (existence, reality) and the
two pairs of Rest and Motion
,
and Sameness and Difference
^
Further, Plato prefers the limited concept to the unlimited,3°
hut how does he account for limited concepts and forms which
later would have been called categories?
Here are difficulties which a metaphysical dualism
cannot resolve. Kant’s separation of Verstandesbegriff
e
from
Vernunftshegriff
e
helps clarify the problem, but even in Kant
the separation of the one and the many minds finds no satis-
factory solution.
In the light of Christian Science the intellect with
its concepts has the appearance of a limited view of intelli-
gence, which we have found to be a divine attribute. Snace
39 . Plato, Soohist
,
254D-259B, also Cornford, PTK, 268-298.
30
, Plato, Philebus
,
265E.
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is a mental disposition to experience an objective universe
in a coherent way. Time is another, more intimate, pre-
requisite for the experience of a universe both subjective
and objective. Everything is measured by time or duration.
No action is possible without time or duration in which an
entity is allowed to move. Without time we cannot even have
a concept of eternity, because this concept, too, is seen as
duration, - unlimited deration.
Seeing the velocity of light being used as a constant,
which on the basis of classical physics is a process in time,
we can imagine that a metaphysical view of human expe rience
might be a similar static constant. However, such a concept
would be too abstract to have much meaning. It is perfectly
possible to use concepts as abstracts from experience for in-
tellectual constructions, but a play with abstract concepts is
not metaphysics. Formalism is not metaphysics. It has its value
in relation to experience, but it has no intrinsic value.
Intrinsic value we have found to be of an ethical nature.
It is the regulative principle as far as a mortal mind aspect
of experience is concerned. It is the episteme or knowledge
of which Plato spoke, but it is divine, not human, knowledge.
So we face the dilemma that knowledge without concepts is
impossible, while metaphysical knowledge does not need mortal mind
to express itself. While on one hand episteme requires metaphysi-
cal character, Plato sees himself forced to reduce it again to the
:
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level of conceptual thinking which has the character of true
opinion
.
This leaves us with the pcpblem whether intelligence,
which in Christian Sciemce has metaphysical connotation, does
not need the intellect - the highest capa.citv of mortal mind -
for its self-expression.
That is certainly the case as long as we think in
dualistic terms of Cod and non-Cod to which Cod has to be
explained. The same is the case if there is a person ex-
plaining the right concept of God to another person needing
education
.
These difficulties should make it clear that any half-
way solution is no solution at all. Conceptually we cannot
imagine an intelligence in a monistic universe, yet experience
indicates that all ultimate value is metaphysical. Since no
logical solution can be reached on a dualistic basis, con-
ceptual thinking -has to give up, however reluctantly, its
own dualistic position, and this is only possible by a
re-identification of man as Cod's image and likeness. In so
doing, mortal mind reasoning is not abandoned, as it would
appea.r to human sense, but at least it is consciously sub-
ordinated to metaphysics. In distinguishing man as manifesta-
tion of the divine ego, there still remains a dualism of God
and manifestation, though it is no longer in full contrast to
the declaration that God is All-in-all. But what is this
manifestation of God? If God is Love, His manifestation is
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the expression of Love, or the experience of loving. How
can the expression of Love be distinguished from the essence
of Love? Formally they are not the same, but actually they
are. Thus experience renders logical formalism superfluous.
In the identification of man as the expression or experience
of Love, anything in opposition to divine metaphysics can be
abandoned and everything can be vie?red as part of one ethical
universe
.
We have spoken here of an ethical universe, because a
metaphysical view of metaphysics is conceptually impossible.
The term ethical is dualistic in so far as it refers to the
effect of spiritual values. But this dualism is only formal,
for the expression of value cannot be separated from the es-
sence of value.
What enables human consciousness to go beyond conceptual
thinking is acquaintance through experience with the absolute
values. It is by loving and by expressing sincerity that the
divine values of Love and Truth become apparent, and by a
growing manifestation of these qualities their true character
is found. One who knows the divine qualities by manifesting
them and relying on their efficacy in the solution of problems
where others would use conceptual means, detects their super-
iority over a mere conceptual approach. The reaching of minor
solutions by relying on this ethical power leads to confidence
in it for more serious problems, and so reliance on the efficacy
of divine Mind, with no need of an intermediary, grows and
..
*
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reliance on the means created by human intellect grows
weaker, till it can finally be completely abandoned. With
the abandoning of that conceptual position, however, no
abandonment of mental capacity has taken Place. It is
rather that by reference to the absolute source of all mental
capacity the help of the intellect has been found unnecessary,
and a much more perfect solution to the problem has been
achieved without it.
It is by experiencing the superiority of achievement of
divine mental power over the intellect that the whole potential
universe, the universe of mortal mind, can be abandoned.
It is also by this reliance on divine power that the
moral standard of a person grows, and by that growth the spir-
itual capacities of the individual develop, because mortal
mind has no metaphysical power of its own. What appears as
the spiritual growth of the individual is really a lessening
of opposition to divine Mind, and because there is no limit
to such development, it is possible to conceive of a stage
where that mortal mind position will be entirely abandoned.
A Christian Science healing represents a transcendence
over mortal mind in individual cases, where the misconception
evidencing itself in a discordant situation is wiped out.
All such demonstrations, however, are actually only partial
evidences of one great demonstration of the omnipotence of
divine power. It is therefore conceivable that the moment
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will come when the whole mortal mind aspect will completely
disappear, although this is hardly to be expected in the
immediate future.
In this investigation of the doctrine of Christian
Science we are interested in the aspects which affect our
present period. In such a philosophical analysis we have
to take into account the ^'’7hole significance of this position,
but in its application we should like to know how it affects
existing
our/social problems. It will be the subject of the second
part of this investigation to deal with Christian Science as
a science.

CHAPTER IV
A COMPARISON OF THE DOCTRINE OF CHRISTIAN SCIENCE WITH SOME
OTHER RELIGIOUS PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEMS
To identify any metaphysical system correctly one must
not only define its essence but clearly show the points at
which it differs from other systems holding, in some respects,
similar views. In the foregoing chapter the essence of the
doctrine of Christian Science as a metaphysical system was
presented. Other metaphysical systems were referred to in
footnotes, and important parts of Kant*s Critique of Pure
Reason were cited. It now seems appropriate to differentiate
the doctrine of Christian Science from certain other schools
of thought of a religious philosophical nature with which
it might otherwise be confused.
This chapter, therefore, represents an appendix to
Part I. As such no attempt is made to review the whole history
of thought in special reference to the doctrine here discussed.
That would go beyond the scope of this dissertation. Only
three types of religious-philosophical systems have been
chosen for a discussion: Indian philosophy, the philosophy
of Hegel, and Personalism. A comparison to Indian thought,
to Brahmanism in particular, is pertinent on account of the
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Christian Science concept of God devoid of an anthropomorphic
personalism to which the Christian tradition has held until
recent times and to which a great many Christians still adhere.
A comparison to Hegel is called for because attempts have been
made to establish a relation between Hegel and Mrs. Eddy. The
comparison is interesting not only with regard to specific
treatments, but as a general theoretical problem. A comparison
to Personalism is of particular interest because this school
of thought appears to come very close to the standpoint of
the doctrine of Christian Science. Personalism is a modern
philosophical school which defends a theistic standpoint
against positivism. It defends idealism, and although not
every idealist calls himself a Personalist, an idealist can
hardly hold a standpoint far removed from the position of
Personalism. And, again, comparison of the doctrine under
consideration with Personalism is of particular interest to
the writer because of his intimate relations, as a student
during a number of years, with Boston University, one of the
strongholds of Personalism*
1. The Philosophies of India
To characterize Christian Science as mysticism makes
imperative a comparison of this doctrine with the religious
thought of the country of mysticism, - India. Is not the
Christian Science concept of God comparable with Brahma or
even with Nirvana? Is not the Christian Scientist rejecting
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the whole physical experience of man as Maya or trying to
escape the physical world whose substance is pain, as does
the Buddhist? Is Christian Science a syncretism of Christian
and Indian thought?
The first question, - whether the Christian Science
concept of God can be compared with that of Brahma or Nirvana, -
is likely to be raised by a Christian defender of an anthro-
pomorphic God. If God is considered to be Life, Truth, Love,
Principle, Mind, Spirit and Soul, then ( he will say) God may
be explained as Brahma or Atman, the spiritual substance of
all existence. How should we think of God, as He or _It? Is
God a neutrum, - more like Brahma than like the Christian God?
These are certainly delicate questions which oannot be
lightly brushed aside, and unless we take into account the
basic difference between Indian and Occidental thought, we
may have difficult y in classifying Christian Science as gen-
uinely Christian and not Indian.
The basic difference is that Christian mysticism is a
mysticism of love, while a Vedanta-mysticism (at least in its
earlier forms) is a non-ethical attempt/to reach oneness with
a spiritual substance of being, essentially supra-ethical.^
We have characterized love as the constant substance of the
1. This author follows largely the interpretation of Indian phil-
osophy by Sohweitzer in WID. Schweitzer does not deny that there
is a cult of love in India, but he defends the theory that Brahman-
ism in its essence is non-ethical and anti- social, while the nat-
ural feeling of man created life-affirming Hinduism and throughout
the centuries forced more and more concessions on Brahmanism, as
evidenced in Ramanuja (Avinashananda, CHI, 558-571). Schweitzer
warns against reading an ethical attitude into the Upani shads, and
even of the Bhagavad-Ghita he says that it has a sphinx-like
character (WID, 153).
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Christian doctrine, both in its early stage and in its more
scientific concept of today. Love represents the supreme
value of life, - a law of action. The Westerner is affirman
tive with regard to life, and if he is a mystic, he seeks,
in a oneness with his ethical Deity, new strength and direc-
tion for action. The Indian, on the other hand, is a fugitive
in this world, his mysticism an escape. In persistent effort
and partly unnatural self-torturqfhe tries to kill his natural
inclinations and to find in a state of ecstacy a blissful
experience which he believes a oneness with Brahma must be.
Because, according to the Brahman religion, an individual
does not naturally grow into a state of higher spirituality
by acquaintance with a higher ethics, the mortal seeks his
spiritual elevation by bringing himself into a state of mind
where ecstacy is possible, and although the Brahman has a
moral oode, admonishing honesty and other desirable qualities,
his code and his acts have the one purpose: to free himself
as an individual from material existence ,-not, however, through
overcoming ethical indifference by the expression of a meta-
physical ethics.
Buddhism has its dogma of pity for the world. But the
Buddhist, too, is a fugitive from the world, and if he is
admonished to express kindness towards others it is in order
to alleviate the hardships of their life and not to create a
better life.
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Therefore, although love is not altogether missing in
Indian thought, the Christian concept of love appears to be
something basically different from the fundamental concepts
of these Indian religions. Schwdtzer interprets the whole
history of Indian thought as a battle between an unnatural
non-ethical and life-denying mysticism and a life-affirmative
ethics of love as expressed in Hinduism, and he claims that
.the existence today of ethical quality in Indian thought is
due to the Christian influence.
Schweitzer sees as the danger in Western thought the
tendency to be superficially concerned with the things of life
and to neglect consideration of metaphysical essence, - the
exact opposite of the Indian tendency. As the ideal solution
he sees a balance of the two, and the question may be con-
sidered here how far a doctrine of Christian Science represents
such a happy medium.
The ethical character of Christian Science cannot be
questioned. Its concept of God includes the metaphysical
qualities of a Brahma as Mind, Spirit. A comparison of the
Christian Science concept of God with Nirvana finds difficulty
in the divergence of opinions over the actual meaning of
Nirvana. If Nirvana is a metaphysical being devoid of any
mortal mind conception of physicality but with an indescribable
substance, that substance might be an axiological God, trans-
cendent to conceptual thought but nob to ethical experience.
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The neutrality of the Brahma concept is a quality which
the West, with its anthropomorphic interpretation of God, has
neglected for centuries, - hence the attraction of Indian
philosophy for many Westerners. A universal concept of Christ-
ianity must include the positive substance of Eastern as well
as Western religion, and if, therefore, a more universal con-
cept of Christianity embraces worthy religious elements which
are better represented in Asia than in the Occident, this is
not to its discredit. A concept of God which includes Principle
must include the quality of neutrality as non-partiality. How
far such a concept of God can still be regarded as person is
a question to be answered in the third part of this chapter.
It is hardly exact, however, to assume that a particular
concept of neutral Deity is uniform for all Indian thought, since
the Hindu concept of God is more personal. Within the Vedanta
philosophy there is the interpretation of Sankara (ninth century
A.D. ) in his esoteric Advaita doctrine holding to an impersonal
concept of Deity, while in Ramanuja (eleventh century A.D.)
under the influence of Hinduism we find a much more personal and
ethical concept of Deity. Certainly there are elements of
great resemblance between these two philosophers and the doctrine
of Christian Science. A determination where to place Christian
Science between the two would vary according to one's inter-
pretation of Christian Science, and in dealing with the concept
of God the investigation takes on a more religious than phil-
osophical character.
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However, religious doctrines can have theoretically
great similarity and be very different in practice. Christian
Sbience distinguishes sharply between a mental positive (divine
Mind) and a mental negative (mortal mind, mental practice on
the basis of will-power) and classifies and denounces all forms
of animal magnetism (mesmerism, hypnotism, occultism) as mental
negative, following the admonition of the Bible against sooth-
sayers, diviners, and consulters with familiar spirits.
In a comparison of the Christian Science concept of
mortal mind and the Indian Maya, we again face the difficulty
that Maya can be interpreted in many ways. T»hat makes a clear
distinction between Christian Science and other teachings is
that evil is declared unreal, while other teachings may still
give some sort of reality to the irrational factor.
The question whether the Christian Scientists denial
of physical existence is comparable to the Asiatic world-
flight brings us to the investigation of the Christian Scientists
attitude towards asceticism.
To judge from the style of life of Christian Scientists,
they are not ascetics, at least as far as the legitimate needs
for a reasonably comfortable life go. Jesus did not make any
demands on life, but he was not an ascetic, and his example
is the pattern for the life of the Christian Scientist. The
fact that the Christian Scientist does not drink nor smoke
cannot be considered an evidence of asceticism.
But is the Christian Scientist a mental ascetic? That
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question is more difficult to answer.' Certain experiences are
“error" to him and therefore illegitimate. Mrs. Eddy writes:
“Academics of the right sort are requisite," but what does
that "right sort" mean? Does it bar certain fields from the
curriculum of a university student who is a Christian Scientist?
Mrs. Eddy leaves it to the individual to interpret that state-
ment. The statement quoted suggests that some fields of study
are helpful to the discernment of metaphysical existence and that
others are rather a hindrance. A Christian Scientist is a
member of society and as such he, too, must fulfill certain
requirements. A student of Christian Science who cures dis-
ease by an understanding of the principle of health is quite
naturally disinclined to study pathology, knowingthat the
more a knowledge of disease is established in his thought the
2
more he will lose sight of the principle of health. To keep
out of thought as much as possible images of abnormality, he
practices a spiritual hygiene which Christian Science shows to
2. Eddy, S&H, 443:1-13 reads:
When the discoverer of Christian Science is con-
sulted by her followers as to the propriety, advantage,
and consistency of systematic medical study, she tries
to show them that under ordinary circumstances a resort
to faith in corporeal means tends to deter those, who
make such a compromise, from entire confidence in
omnipotent Mind sis really possessing all power. While
a course of medical studyls at times severely condemned
by some Scientists, she feels, as she always has felt,
that all are privileged to work out their own salvation
according to their light, and that our motto should be
the Master's counsel, "Judge not, that ye be not judged."
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be more important than a merely external hygiene. The more
an imagefof disease and its claimed inevitability become es-
tablished in one's thought, the more likely is that individual
to become a sufferer from that disease himself.
It is as natural for a Christian Scientist to seek to
practice a spiritual hygiene as for a mother to advocate a
moral hygiene for her children. If the spiritual hygiene of
Christian Scientists appears unnatural to many observers, as
noted, for instance, in The Christian Science Monitor 's
avoidance of news of crime and disease, it is partly because
the motive of Christian Scientists is not sufficiently under-
stood and appreciated, and partly because some Christian
Scientists may take an unreasonable attitude. Progress in
the study of Christian Science generally produces growing
tolerance toward opinions and modes of life deviating from
one's own, - evidence of a better integration of Christian
8cience in relation to the student's thought and habits. The
spiritual hygiene of the Christian Scientist should not, there-
fore, be regarded as a flight from the world but as the demand
for an understanding of metaphysical law in the adjustment of
human experience.
In answer to the question, whether Christian Science
represents a syncretism between Christian #nd Indian philosophy,
it should be brought out that Mrs. Eddy's writings show that
her thoughts were far removed from any such syncretism and
that she was not more familiar with Oriental than with Occidental
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philosophy. Her doctrine grew out of the Bible, and her
relative ignorance of other philosophical systems confirms
the writer’s view that the Christian doctrine, interpreted
on an impersonal basis, contains lines of thought which are
stressed in India but which have not been recognized by
earlier interpreters of the Christian doctrine.
A theory of metempsychosis and reincarnation is quite
foreign to the doctrine of Christian Science. Like other
Christians, the Christian Scientist believes in immortality
for the individual, accepting it to be true that the individ-
ual consciousness has the basis of its existence in Cod. How
the distinct characteristics of one person are maintained
without the limits of intellectual concepts, cannot be answered,
but experience -proves the existence of spiritual talents and
the more freedom there is from mortal mind concepts, the more
freely do those talents develop. Judging from experience,
intelligence as a divine attribute does not suffer by keeping
it uncontaminated from mortal mind concepts. It has its own
law of action whose operation and essence are inconceivable
for mortal mind, but whose effects can be perceived. Such a
spiritual existence appears to be unaffected by the concept of
a finite life. It does not need matter in order to be ex-
pressed. According to Christian Science matter is not the
principle of individuation. Spirit does not need reincarnation;
it is self-sufficient. Reincarnation is the theory of a mortal
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who cannot imagine existence without material support.
The doctrine of Christian Science should be recognized
as a further unfoldment of the Christian doctrine with less
emphasis on person than on principle. It is Christian ethical
religion and as such fits into the tradition of Occidental
culture. It gives the Christian doctrine a universality
which goes beyond its earlier concepts.
2.
Hegel
A comparison of the doctrine of Christian Science with
Hegel is pertinent in view of attempts which have been made
to prove that the doctrine of Mrs. Eddy is a modification of
Hegelian philosophy. 3
Christian Science has in common with Hegel the
religious synoptic approach; both systems are concerned
with viewing the universe as a whole and God as its cause,
and Hegel resembles Christian Science by conceiving the
phenomenal material universe rather as a reflection than as
a universe with primary qualities, as did John Locke. For
Hegel matter is an abstraction. It is a construction of
abstracts of experience to a wholeness which is called a
thing. 4
3. Haushalter, EPH. Schon, DU.
4. Hegel, EFW, I, Logik , Sec. 40, Jub. Ausgabe, Vol. 8, 123:
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The physical universe is, therefore, for Hegel an
appearance. He expresses himself against a formal dualism and
an attempt to consider formalism a metaphysical standpoint.^
He detaches himself somewhat from a metaphysical dualism by
considering the whole universe as an evolution of spirit to its
full conceptual realization!. God is for him the self-conscious
idea (die sich selbst denkende Idee ) and he explains the evolu-
tion of the universe as the emancipation of the idea of spiritual
freedom to its full expression. He finds freedom possible only
if the coordination of a harmonious universe is grasped as
exemplified in the modern monarchistic state. The citizen
can be free only if he accepts the order of a state delin-
eating his rights towards other citizens as well as toward
the whole state. The state is, so to speak
,
the symbol of
the evolution of the self-conscious idea, which, in a mere
Die Benkbestiramupgen Oder Verstandesbegriffe
machen die Objektivitat der Erfahrungserkenntnisse aus.
Sec. 127 can be summarized to mean that matter is the abstract
and unidentified reflection in something else, oi/ie reflection
identified in itself. A thing is a superficial external con-
nection of parts of matter. Secs. 130, 297:
Das Ding als diese Totalit&t 1st der Widerspruch,
nach seiner negativen Einheit die Form zu seyn, in der
die Materie bestimmt und zu Eigenschaften herabgesetzt
ist. - Das Ding ist so die wesentliche Existenz als
eine sich in sich selbst aufhebende zu seyn, ist
Erscheinung.
5. Hegel takes issue with Kantian formalistic philosophy. Hegel
underestimates Kant's merits as a formalist.
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existence without relation to other forms of existence would
lack self-identity. It is only by establishing a relation to
other forms of being that identification becomes possible.
This is the substance of his dialectical method: the form of
being in itself is the thesis, the other with which it is
compared is the antithesis, and the synthesis is the result
of the operation, the concent. A monistic universe is ex-
plained by Hegel as the idea of God being grasped by this
method and God in His full expression is the conceptual idea,
the self-conscious idea.
The Christian Scientist as a critic of Hegel will find
that Hegel does not distinguish adequately between divine Hind
and mortal mind. Hegel starts out as an absolutist, seeing
God - Mind or idea - as the causal substance of the universe.
However, when he sees the need for evolution of the concept
of idea in a thesis-antithesis-synthesis process, he shifts
to a mortal mind point of view. There is no doubt that for
mortal mind a concept is a product gained by a process, but
it is in contradiction to the completeness and perfection of
divine being to believe that God is involved in such a
process. Only an imperfect mortal mind concept of God can
evolve to higher perfection. According to Christian Science
God does not need the antithesis of a physical world. But
for Hegel the physical world is an antithesis, although only
an appearance. In Christian Science, God is His own full
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expression of Mind, Spirit or intelligence without the need for
mortal mind conceptual thinking or anything unlike Himself.
Hegel reaches out for a position which the doctrine of
Christian Science takes consistently. We can see in his system
an attempt to break down a metaphysical dualism by conceiving
the physical universe on the basis of an epistemological
dualism, only as the object of appoint of view, with evil only an
aspect. 5 He also tries to explain the objective by subjective
experience,
6
and finally he sees finite existence elevated
(aufgehoben ) to the synthesis of a monism of the infinite.
?
Hegel suggests a metaphysics based on experience. By
studying the human mental activity he outlines a logic which
is at the same time e. metaphysics. That isflike elevating
mortal mind with its apperceptions to a pattern of meta.physical
5. Hegel, EFW, I, Logik, Sec. 35, 111: "Betrachten wir das
Bose als ein Festes fur sich, das nicht das Cute ist, so ist
dies insofern ganz richtig und der Gegensatz anzuerkennen, als
dessen Scheinbarkei t und Relativit&t nicht so genommen vrerden
darf, als seyen B&ses und Gutes im Absoluten Bines, wie man
denn wohl neuerdings gesagt hat, boses werde etwas erst durch
unsere Ansicht. Das Falsche aber ist, dass man das Bttse als
ein festes Positives ansieht, w&hrend es das negative ist
welches kein Bestehen ftir sich hat, sondern nur f&r sich seyn
will und in der That nur der absolute Schein der Negativit&t
in sich ist."
6. Hegel, EFW, I, Logik, Sec. 140. Sec. 167: Definition of a
judgment: "Alle Dinge sind ein Urtheil, d.h. sie sind Einzelne,
welche eine Allgemeinheit oder innere Natur in sich sind; oder
ein allgemeines, das vereinzelt ist; die Allgemeinheit und
Einzelnheit unterscheidet sich in ihnen, aber ist zugleich
identisch.
"
7. Ibid., Sec. 204: "Der Zweck ist der in freie Fxistenz getretene,
f&r-sich-seyende Begriff vermitteltst der Negation der unmittel-
baren Ob j ectivit&t .
"
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existence. On the other hand, the evolutionary character of
his system is true as being experienced find his procedure for a
conceptual empiricism appears to give him justification for
combining his empirical evolutionary phenomenology with a
noumenology. Hegel proceeds more like an artist than a
formalist. He feels his way to a coherent answer, never losing
sight of the wholeness of the universe, and it is the relation
to the whole that determines the coherence of the part. His
combination of rationality with obscurity, his enormous wealth
of ideas and knowledge, together with a difficult language,
give him that suggestiveness and authority which his followers
cherish and which also demands the esteem of those readers
who do not like to be marked as Hegelians.
However, Hegel lacked the authority to establish his
metaphysical system' which the Christian Science healing gives
to the doctrine of Christian Science. Once we can observe
specifically the effect of an ethical universe on human ex-
perience, we are also better able to judge an empirical-
metaphysical system such as Hegel’s. We may even find in
Hegel many interesting suggestions and integrate them as
valid in a Christian Science metaphysics. For instance, a
concept of matter as a constructed wholeness of abstracts is
valuable for the Christian Scientist as a further elucidation
of statements which he finds in the authorized Christian
Science literature.
This does not mean that Hegelian philosophy could replace
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the teachings of Mrs. Eddy or that Mrs. Eddy depends on Hegel,
because the most vital part of Christian Science, its practical
application, is not to be found in Hegel.
This section on Hegel should not be closed without
paying tribute to followers of Hegel such as Bradley, Bosanquet
and other idealistic philosophers who in some issues have come
so close in their conclusions to the point of view of Christian
Science that they can serve as confirmation of views wh ich
Mrs. Eddy held on the basis of a different background. Hegel
is food for a thinker. Such a thinker majr partly agree,
partly disagree, but a reader of Hegel can hardly help picking
up valuable suggestions which may be processed into an inde-
pendent point of view. However, Hegel's concept of wholeness
and integration of a person' s experience under that wholeness
generally remain the framework of the system of such followers
of Hegel. Such a rational monism les,ds to a distrust of whatever
stands in the way of a coherent integration of phenomena into
one whole, and a consecuent doubt of the reality of evil.
3. Personalism
In our attempt to find a definition of God according to
the doctrine of Christian Science, we have been more concerned
in presenting the concept of God as ethical law than as person-
That was due to a prevailing anthropomorphic concept of God
which for a scientific Christian doctrine has to be rejected.
However, if the concept of person is taken with the connotation
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given it by the philo sopiiical school of Personalism, the situa-
tion is quite different. Mrs. Eddy writes: "If the term person-
ality, as applied to God, means infinite personality, then God
is infinite Person
.
- in the sense of infinite personality, but
not in the lower sense.” 8 She also writes: ”God is Love. He is
Q
therefore the divine, infinite Principle, called Person or God.”^
While we are tempted in an absolutism of Hegelian char-
acter to accept an impersonal concept of God, Kantian philos-
ophy supports a personalistic concept of God as an essence of
being. The concept of God certainly is not lost in Hegel, but
it is possible to hold in principle to a Hegelian monism by
interpreting the self-conscious idea as a coherence theory
rather than a personal God. Similarly, a Kantian ethical law
may lead to agnosticism, as was the case, for instance, with
Hoffding, but on the other hand an American Personalist like
Borden Parker Bowne is, as a student of Hermann Lotze, more
directly influenced by Kant than by Hegel.
Bowne* s basic thought is that all experience takes place
in mind. 10 This mind belongs to a Person,H an entirely non-
material being who, however, has the characteristics and in-
dividuality which we associate with a person. Personalism takes
8. Eddy, S&H, 116:27-30.
9. Ibid., 302:25-26. See also 331:26-332:3 as quoted on page 52
10. Bowne, Met., 423-
11. Person is here capitalized, when it is used as by the School
of Personalism. Bowne, Per., Brightman, POR, chapter 11.
Brightman, ITP, 207-211.
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issue with a proposition of the existence of thoughts without
a thinking subject. Man is such a thinking subject, though
he is not the perfect Person which is the universal and mental
cause of all existence. That concept is reserved to God. But
as far as the concept of Person applies also to man, he 3s de-
pendent on God, although with an individuality which gives him
freedom of action. God is the absolute of an intelligent
activity, of which nothing can be predicated except its neces-
sary existence for a coherent understanding of the universe,
and man is a metaphysical agent, metaphysioal as a spiritual
entity, though having phenomenal experience. The problem of
the relation between metaphysical noumenon and physical pheno-
menon is solved by the explanation of a Person as having an
absolute reality, while the phenomenal experience has a
subordinate reality; however, the two spheres are incommen-
surable.
Person as a metaphysical agent has phenomenal experience
and it is in the consciousness of a Person that this experience
takes place. The naturalistic proposition that the experienced
objects have an entity independent of mind is rejected. A
Person is an unitas multiplex
,
a unity for many experiences,
and as such is able to ionite a plurality of an experienced
univeree into a synoptic view necessary for a coherent concept
of the universe.
The doctrine of Christian Science certainly agrees with
the basic position of Idealistic Personalism, that all experience
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is in mind, and that the objects in a phenomenal material
experience have no entity separate from mind. The main point
of possible disagreement is in the relationship of God to man.
However, we have been discussing so far Bowne*s standpoint
in particular, while as a school of thought Personalism has
to allow for variations of opinion which different members
of that school may hold.
The school of Personalism can be defined as an ideal-
istic philosophy with a principle of unification of phenomenal
experience in a Person - a spiritual individuality - in contrast
to the pantheistic view of the universe asfilled with particles
of spiritual energy, - spiritual objects without a unifying
subject. Whether the concept of Person should be associated
with God or man, or both, can be left to the judgment of
individual members of that school.
However, if the personalistic nature of metaphysics is
kept subordinate to a logical absolutism, Professor Knud son
is inclined to exclude this type of Personalistic absolutism^
from the varieties of Personalism in its stricter sense. He
feels it essential for that school to grant man individuality
separate from the absolute.
If we accept Professor Knudson* s restriction, Personalism
would represent a school of philosophy which considers that all
12. Knudson, TPP, 34
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phenomenal experience takes place in consciousness and that that
consciousness belongs to a person of metaphysical character;
that there is God as the perfect Person and man as imperfect
Person, depending on God but having distinct individuality
from God. Such a definition would exclude the doctrine of
Christian Science as holding that God is the only Person and
that man is image and likeness of that Person. This point of
view can be characterized as Personalistic absolutism, and if
Professor Knudson prefers to have it excluded as not being
Personalistic in the strict sense, he must feel that this
standpoint does not fit into the theological opinion of the
members of the school of Personalism.
This exclusion is not to be regretted by Christian
Scientists who see in their movement an essentially new devel-
opment in the history of religion and philosophy, and this view
is justified by the practical consequences of the doctrine of
Christian Science in the healing of disease and other diffi-
culties which Personalism would regard beyond the reach of
religion and philosophy. Nevertheless, religious healings are
also conceivable for a Personal ist, holding that all experience
is in mind, only for him this proposition has not been explored
to the same extent as is the case with the student of Christian
Science.
There is, therefore, no need for antagonism between the
school of Personalism and the doctrine of Christian Science.
If Personalism is understood as the formalistic framework of
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an idealistic philosophy holding to the view that all phenomenal
experience takes place in mind and that this mind belongs to
a Person - while the exact definition of Person is left to
individual opinion - the doctrine of Christian Science rep-
resents that form of Personalism in which the concept of
Person is reserved to God. This standpoint has its justifi-
cation in an analysis of religious experience whose study we
shall take up in the second part of this dissertation.
J
PART II
THE DOCTRINE OF CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
AS A SCIENCE

INTRODUCTION TO PART II
The first part of this philosophical investigation of
the doctrine of Christian Science was devoted to a presenta-
tion of Christian Science as a philosophical system. In this
part we shall deal with Christian Science as a science.
Mrs. Eddy called her discovery a science because heal-
ings resulting from prayer were experienced facts which she
saw as related to a common law. With a basis on which these
happenings could be explained, she felt that she had as much
right to call her system a science, as has a natural scientist
who relates experienced facts to a theory which serves as a
generalization of experienced phenomena and their interpretation.
Mrs. Eddy named her discovery Christian Science because
of her conviction that she had found the law on the basis of
which Jesus of Nazareth healed the sick. She writes about
her research as follows:
I knew the Principle of all harmonious Mind-
action to be God, and that cures were produced in
primitive Christian healing by holy, uplifting
faith; but I must know the Science of this healing,
and I won my way to absolute conclusions through
divine revelation, reason, and demonstration. The
revelation of Truth in the understanding came to
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me gradually and apparently through divine power.
The theoretical exponent of her science Mrs. Eddy found
in the Christian doctrine, the practical exponent in healings
experienced as the result of prayer. The two together formed
a coherent synthesis which she called Christian Science. To
determine the justification for Mrs. Eddy* s giving that name
to her doctrine is one of the purposes of this investigation,
and in this part we shall be mainly occupied with an examina-
tion of this question.
The first step in that direction is an investigation of
typical Christian Science healings and possible conclusions to
be drawn from them. We shall begin with a brief sketch of
Mrs. Eddy’s life before coming to those conclusions which
she elucidated in Science and Health . An acquaintance with
Mrs. Eddy* s character is an important factor in an appraisal
of her motives in presenting Christian Science to the world.
In a study of the practice of Christian Science we
shall start with the examination of some of Mrs. Eddy’s own
healings as leading to a consideration of the Christian
Science healing practice in general and the conclusions which
it allows. While in the first chapter we shall be concerned
with analyzing the Christian Science healing practice in its
positive aspects, in the second chapter we shall deal with it
1. Eddy, S&H, 109:16-24.
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in a more formal way; we shall try to determine the prerequisites
of Christian Science practice and study failures in the practice
and their reasons as well as the successful practice.
With an adequate insight into the practical side of
Christian Science, and the presentation in the first part of
this thesis of the doctrine as a philosophical system, we
have the data on which to consider the justification of
Christian Science as a science. The way is then open to
investigate the possibilities of a scientific theology on the
basis of the doctrine of Christian Science,- the subject of
a third chapter.

CHAPTER I
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE HEALING
Mrs. Eddy called her discovery a science and not a
philosophy because she started out with facts and not with
a theory. She experienced a number of recoveries froi^bick-
ness as the result of prayer and she felt urged to find out
the rational explanation of such occurrences.
The observation of facts, the attempt to interrelate
them in order to gain an interpretation of the observed
phenomena, is certainly the method of most scientific re-
search. Of course, there is also the rational approach
which establishes a theory and then tries to verify it in
practice, and often theoretical and practical research work
so closely together that it is hard to tell which was first,
theory or experimentation.
Mary Baker Eddy, too, had two approaches. By inclina-
tion she was a very religious/person and her family background,
as genuinely New England as possible, had all the elements
to support her religious inclination. Her father was one of
those farmers who did not shorten his prayer in order to
gather his harvest before a storm broke. Mrs. Eddy speaks
with great tenderness of her mother and grandmother, both
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having been religious women of the finest sort.
Mrs. Eddy was also a woman of unusual intellectual
capacity. At the time of her youth women were not received
in the universities, but she certainly was eager for education
and before her discovery of Christian Science she was able
to earn a comfortable income from her contributions to news-
papers and magazines.
Vfe can well understand that a person of her intellectual
keenness was not ready to accept the healing results of prayer
without any thought for their rational explanation. Referring
suppo sedly
to her rapid recovery from a/fata.1 accident in Limn in 1863,
when a fall on ice caused serious internal injuries, she
writes the statement just quoted in the Introduction^ expressing
her desire to understand the law which must underlie religious
healings
.
It was natural for Mrs. Eddy to call her system Christian
Science, because she was under the impression that she had
found the law underlying Christianity. The name Christian
Science appeared to be still the more appropriate by her
declamation that the Bible had been the only textbook of
her discovery.^
Mrs. Eddy was not, however, just a woman with a keen
1. Page B4
,
referring to Eddy, S&H, 109:16-24.
2. Eddy, S&H, 109:11-15.
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intellect. From early childhood she had had a great sense
of love. As a child she could not bear to see anybody
suffer and her mother had to scold her because in her
generosity she repeatedly gave her clothes to needy children.
When married to a Southern planter, Mr. Glover, she attempted
through her writings to rouse the Southerners, during her
brief stay in their midst, to a realization of the unethical
nature of slavery. When her husband died before the birth
of their first child, he left his widow with a comfortable
fortune, but mostly in slaves. She freed her slaves and
went home to New Hampshire, preferring to become dependent
on her family than to own other human beings.
This shows Mrs. Eddy, prior to her discovery of
Christian Science, as a person of high moral sense. It was
as much her sense for social justice and affection for others,
as it was her strongly religious nature which qualified her to
establish a new development in the history of religious life.
With the birth of her only child, George, Mrs. Glover
became the semi-invalid which she remained for years. Having
become dependent on her family, the great tragedy of that
period was that she was separated from her child, partly be-
cause she was too weak to take care of him, partly because
of her sisters unwillingness to take care of both Mrs. Glover
and her son. Her marriage to a relative of her step-mother,
a dentist, Dr. Patterson, who promised that her child could
-.
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have a home with them, turned out very unhappily. He was
not a reliable husband and evaded his promises. His un-
steadiness, later his unfaithfulness and even abandonment
of his wife, finally made her request for a divorce necessary.
It was in the latter part of her marriage to Dr. Patterson
that she made her discovery of Christian Science. 2
During a large part of that marriage she lived a life
of invalidism. Those were the hard preparatory years for
the activity of her later life as organizer of the Christian
Science movement. It is also in this period that she was
in contact with Mr. Quimby, a magnetic healer. In the extremity
of her sickness she heard of his success as a healer, and
went to see him. She had some temporary relief from his
treatments. Attempts have been made to establish a rela-
tionship between Mr. Quimby's magnetism and Mrs. Eddy's
later teachings. However, Mrs. Eddy's contact with Mr.
Quimby had rather the effect to make her recognize the vast
difference between her concept of Christian healing and
Quimby' s magnetism. ^ Quimby served as an antithesis to
her thesis, and she felt later that it was rather through
her own thinking than through Quimby* s treatment that she
had gained temporary relief under his treatment.
It was after the contact with Quimby that Mrs. E^dy
3. Tomlinson, TYE, 37.
4. Ibid., 34:
For some time before 1866, in her vain search for
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had her accident on the ice in the streets of Lynn, and it
is only from that point on that her thoughts concerning
religious healing attained a more mature stage, so that a
cause-effect relationship could be identified. It was after
her healing from the effects of this accident that Mrs.
Eddy made her strides towards a science of religious healing,
publication of
and nine years elapsed between that accident and/the first
edition of Science and Health
,
which la,ter became the
Christian Science textbook. This book was constantly re-
vised until in the seventy-third, edition it received its
final form.
The reason why Mrs. Eddy waited nine years after her
discovery before publishing Science and Health was that she
wanted first to prove in practice what she was to proclaim
in print. Her strong emphasis on empirical evidence is
characteristic for the tradition of Anglo-Saxon thought,
and so is her deeply religious life. Earlier Anglo-Saxons
such as John Locke had not been able to correlate the two
satisfactorily. Was Mrs. Eddy going to solve the incons'ist-
health, Mrs. Eddy (then Mrs. Patterson) had paid several
visits to a magnetic healer named Phineas P. Quimby of
whom she had heard some remarkable stories. Encouraged
by Mr. Quimby to expect a healing, Mrs. Eddy did at
first obtain temporary help, but she soon suffered a
relapse, and later realized that whatever benefit she
received was due more to her own faith in God than in
Mr. Quimby' sforceful assurances and head manipulations.
As a matter of fact, the basis of Mrs. Eddy's lifelong
researches had been along spiritual lines and while
willing to concede only the highest motives to Mr. Quimby,
she came to understand how essentially foreign to his
doctrine were the things that she held sacred. After a
temporary sense of confusion, the Quimby mist vanished and
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encies in his system, which had so greatly worried Berkeley
and Hume?
Her long yes.rs of convalescence and solitude had matured
Mrs. Eddy to preparation for the leadership she was to take in
her later life. Her great sense of love, which had been so
apparent from her youth on, had grown in those trying years,
growth
and that/makes more comprehensible the extraordinary healings
which she produced. But this love was not just a sense of
affection. It was an equanimity which made her capable of
facing fearlessly a threatening situation.
The following incident is an illustration of this
quality of mind:
About the year 1868, as Mrs. Eddy sat alone, quietly
occupied in an outside room opening on a porch and a
garden, the door was suddenly burst open, and an es-
caped maniac dashed into the room. For a moment he
met her quiet, fearless gaze with a wild glare, then
he fiercely seized a chair to hurl at her head. She
spoke to him compassionately and he dropped the chair,
approached her, and pointing upward, exclaimed, "Are
you from there?" The next moment he was kneeling before
this earnestly praying woman with his head pressed hard
into his hands. Very soon the poor fellow looked up
into her fa.ce with the astonishment of sanity, and
declared, "That terrible weight has gone off the top
of my head." When he left her he was in his right mind.
Later this man made a special visit to Mrs. Eddy to
thank her for his healing. 5
although always appreciative of his good intentions,
Mrs. Eddy at length fully perceived the gulf between
teachings based on the human mind sense of government
and spiritual understanding based on the one Mind’s
omnipotence
.
5. Tomlinson, TYE, 49-50.
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This healing reminds one of Jesus 1 cleansing of the
lepers. In Jesus’ case, as in Mrs. Eddy’s, we can observe
a fearless facing of a danger. When Jesus touched the lepers
he did so in opposition to the general fear of the contagious
character of that disease. Mrs. Eddy faced a maniac who was
about to kill her. In the first Epistle of John we read that
perfect love caste th out fear, and it appears that through the
complete absence of fear in the consciousness of love, Mrs.
Eddy was able to bring out an instantaneous healing of insanity.
Mrs. Eddy wrote about Jesus’ healing work as follows:
Jesus beheld in Science the perfect man, who
appeared to him where sinning mortal man appears to
mortals. In this perfect man the Saviour saw God’s
own likeness, and this correct view of man healed
the sick.
6
It was her own healing practice which provided the author-
ity for such a statement. By studying her own experiences she
was able to work out certain rules. So we find an essential
in religious healing to be the quality of fearlessness. It
required fearlessness for Mrs. Eddy to face the raging maniac,
and for Jesus to touch the leper. Jesus’ admonition: "Whoso-
ever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other
also," 7 she interprets: "Fear not that he will smite thee
again for thy forbearance." 8
6. Eddy, S&H, 476:32-477:4.
7. Matthew 5:39.
8. Eddy, S&H, 444:21-22.
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Not only is the moral quality of fearlessness needed
for accomplishing a Christian healing, but the overcoming of
unethical sentiments is also required. In setting the stand-
ard for all healing in the passage just quoted - “Jesus be-
held in Science the perfect man, who appeared to him where
sinning mortal man appears to mortals'1 - Mrs. Eddy knew that
the Christian practitioner has to combat an inner resistance
to see God*s image and likeness where to mortal sense a
morally and physically imperfect mortal presents himself.
The practitioner is not fighting a battle with an objecti-
fied evil, but with his own temptation to admit the para-
doxical proposition that although God is perfect, He has an
imperfect manifestation. Of that situation Mrs. Eddy says:
Like the great Exemplar, the healer should speak
to disease as one having authority over it, leaving
Soul to master the false evidences of the corporeal
senses and to assert its claims over mortality and
disease. 9
It is not the healer* s task to heal a certain objecti-
fied evil; but it is his task to make the correct analysis
according to the doctrine of Christian Science at the risk
of exposing himself to what, according to human sense, may
appear as danger. Of course the danger is not always so
obvious as in the cases cited, but an effort is always re-
9. Eddy, S&H, 395:6-10.
,r
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quired to resist an unethical proposition. In Christian
Science anything that is in opposition to the divine perfect
metaphysics is unethical and it is the Christian Scientists
duty to resist it.
The battle which the practitioner has to right with
himself depends in its fierceness on his spirituality. Jesus
and Mrs. Eddy were so conscious of the divine presence that
it often required no effort on their part to heal instan-
taneously what appeared to be hopeless cases of disease.
This is expressed by Mrs. Eddy in the following statement:
When I have most clearly seen and most sens-
ibly felt that the infinite recognizes no disease,
this has not separated me from God, but has so
bound me to Him as to enable me instantaneously
to heal a cancer which had eaten its way to the
jugular vein. u
But at this point it is also interesting to refer to
the healing of the woman who touched Jesus* garment in a
crowded street.^-1 Jesus made it clear that it was not a
physical sensation he had felt, but that power had gone out
of him. Even for the spiritually-minded Jesus the healing
of the women represented an overcoming of resistance to
Truth which he was perfectly able to meet, but the event
did not remain unnoticed by him, although it was not
10. Eddy, Un.
,
7:8-12.
11. Mark 5:25-34.
.1
.
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apparent to the senses.
Still, it is not the practitioner's effort but the clear
realization of a metaphysical divine ontology which heals the
sick. To the human view it appears that something is going
on between a practitioner and a patient. However, what a
practitioner has to give to his patient is not the influence
of one person on another, but the clear realization of meta-
physical Truth, which is one with all the other synonyms of
God. The spiritual, birthright which the Christian Scientist
claims for himself he can only claim for himself if he claims
it for all mankind, including the person who confronts o.
practitioner with a particular need for healing. A Christian
Science healing is not the effect of human will-power, but
the total elimination thereof.
There is no telepathy in Christian Science. Mortal
mind has been explained as an invalid proposition. The
practitioner refers to " generic man," "the compound ide^of
God, including all right ideas." This Christian Science term
for man is close to the Kantian term Henschheit !-^ It is also
to this wholeness of manhood that F. H. Eradley refers when
he asks the question: "How can the human-divine ideal ever
be my will?" His answer is interesting in connection with
our subject matter. He writes;
12. Manhood, as the pure essence of man.
\*
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The answer is, Your will it never can be as the
will of your private self, so that your private self
should become wholly good. To that self you must
die, and by faith be me.de one with the ideal. You
must resolve to give up your will, as the mere will
of this or that man, and you must put your whole
self, your entire will, into the will of the divine.
That must be your one self, as it is your true self;
that you must hold to both with thought and. will, and
all other you must renounce; you must both refuse to
recognize it as yours, and practically with your
whole self deny it. You must believe that you too
readily are one with the divine, and must act as if
you believe it. In short, you must be justified not
by works but solely by faith. This doctrine, which
Protestantism, to its eternal glory, has made its
own and sealed with its blood, is the very centre of
Christianity; and, where you have not this in one
form or another, there Christianity is nothing but
a name. 13
The Christian Scientist can agree with the essence of
this statement, except that instead of referring to faith he
would rather refer to spiritual understanding, and instead
- of considering death as the way to abandonment of mortal
mind, he sees the spiritual identification of man as the
only way to absolute goodness. But aside from these differ-
ences Bradley expresses the view which is also claimed by
the doctrine of Christian Science.
T/hen we consider man to be an indivisible wholeness
instead of an atomic entity among a mass of other entities,
there is no possibility for telepathy, although to human sense
there are experiences as a result of Christian Science treatment
13. Bradley, ES, 290.
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which look like telepathy. If the correct metaphysical real-
ization is made, those thoughts which a.re needed to meet a
claim are brought forth wherever they are needed. An ex-
perience of my own may serve as an illustration:
A patient tried to reach his Christian Science prac-
titioner by telephone when the practitioner was not at home.
I answered the ce,ll, but had no opportunity to reach the
practitioner. My realisation that there is only one Mind
and that that Mind has full capacity to meet any human need
had the effect, as the practitioner told me afterwards, that
it came to her to handle the claim which had been brought to
my attention, without her having any specific notion that
there was a person reaching out for help.
To human sense such an experience has the appearance
of telepathy. However, I was not giving mental orders to
that practitioner, but made a metaphysical statement and
obviously that statement took care of the need.
In the Gospels-^-' we find a cs.se in which a centurion’s
servant was healed by Jesus without any direct contact, a
thing which, in the light of Christian Science practice, is
not at all extraordinary. The practice confirms the theory
of the oneness of Mind whose reflection man is. Christian
Science not only asserts the oneness of Mind, but also
demonstrates it. Its demonstration serves as the explanation
14. Matthew 8:5-13.
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of a theory, and furnishes the explanation of Biblical events
which had been considered miraculous.
Mrs. Eddy writes:
The "still, small voice" of scientific thought
reaches over continent and ocean to the globe's
remotest bound. The inaudible voice of Truth is,
to the human mind, "as when a lion roareth." It is
heard in the desert and in dark places of fear.
^
5
The operation of truth is not dependent on geographical ex-
tension. Ethical as well as mathematical truth is effective
wherever such a truth is realized. An ethico-metaphysical
statement, according to the doctrine of Christian Science,
is found to be universally valid. Practitioner and patient
do not have to be personally together in order for the treat-
ment to be effectual. They may be thousands of miles apart.
That does not mean that a Christian Science practitioner as a
human person has extraordinary powers, but that anyone who
understands the truth of Being is thereby endowed with spir-
itual power. The more scientifically accurate one's thinking
in relation to the metaphysical absolute, the greater the
power to adjust a discordant experience.
This is seen in a great many testimonies by Christian
Scientists who in World War II served in their countries 1
armed forces. Certainly extraordinary protection from acute
dangers, and guidance in extremely difficult situations have
15. Eddy, S&H, 559:8-12.
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not only been experienced under the ministration of Christian
Science, but can be analyzed, because Christian Science pre-
sents a theory and rational philosophy by which such hap-
penings can be explained. The following testimony is found
1 cin the Christian Science Sentinel of December 15, 1945:
At the outbreak of the recent conflict with the
Japanese I was on duty in the United States Navy Yard
at Cavite, Philippine Islands. I served throughout
the Philippine defense campaign and was led safely from
that theater of war to our forces in Australia. This
deliverance was the culmination of so many proofs of
God*s care that they cannot be told here in detail.
Briefly, I was included in a small party sent
away from Corregidor on a certain mission shortly
before the fall of that fortress in 1942. When I
arrived at ray new station it was possible to cable
my teacher^-' for help in recovering from the effects
of malaria and of diarrhea contracted on Bataan. The
results were immediate, and the healing has been
permanent. Although a long convalescence had been
predicted, I was restored to health and full vigor,
and was assigned to duty in about ten days after
asking for treatment.
When the enemy overran this new station, I was
directed to evacuate my command and myself. Just
before this occurred I sensed that some change was
in the making. I therefore cabled my teacher once
more, making the simple request that work for guid-
ance be done once a week until I was heard from again.
With four companions I made my way from this place, a
point well inside the Philippine Archipelago, to a
group of islands lying southwest of New Guinea, in
all about fifteen himared miles, through enemy-
infested waters.
16. Pp- 1989-1991.
17. Obviously Comdr. Slimmon is a class-taught Christian
Scientist and he cabled his teacher to serve as his practi-
tioner .
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Our vessel was so primitive, with navigational
adjuncts so elementary, that only the guidance of the
one ever-present Mind can explain the fact that on one
leg of the journey we crossed about eight hundred
miles of open sea unmolested in weather well suited to
our needs, and made 8. perfect -landfall. We had neither
charts nor sailing guides, only a page from an atlas.
After three months of adventurous travel replete
with instances of protection, supply, and guidance, we
arrived at a tiny harbor in the group of islands men-
tioned above. At various times we met natives with
v/homjit was not possible to hold any spoken communica-
tion, yet these friendly people contrived to aid us
in many ways and to contribute materially to our safety.
On the morning following our arrival and just
five hours before our scheduled time of departure, an
Allied vessel entered the harbor. I therefore visited
the commanding officer of this new arrival in the hope
that I might obtain information against which to check
the validity of the plans that had been made for the
remainder of our journey to Australia. When this
officer learned our destination, he informed me that
outrigger vessels such as ours could not be sailed in
the waters that lay before us. He then offered us
passage, which I accented gratefully. When we reached
the open sea beyond these islands all of us felt a
deep thankfulness, for it seemed very probable that our
simple craft with only sails for its motive power would
have foundered in the rough seas that characterized
this region.
It is noteworthy that we were three months sailing
to this meeting point; that because of the nee.r pres-
ence of the enemy and the imminence of his advance in
our direction we had resolved to remain only twenty-
four hours; that for the same reasons our rescuer had
orders to depart the same day he arrived, and that no
Allied vessei/had been in this vicinity for several
months. It should be noted eJLso that the projected
visits of our two vessels to this out-of-the-way place
overlapped by just five hours. Thus, divine guidance
and protection were again manifested.
Throughout this experience the one whom I had
asked for help followed the text to be found on page 132
of "The First Church of Christ, Scientist, and Mis-
cellany" by Mary Baker Eddy, which reads, "The Christian
Scientist knows that spiritual faith and understanding
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pass through the waters of Meribah here - bitter waters;
but he also knows they embark for infinity and anchor
in omnipotence."
One of my shipmates remarked to me recently on
the extraordinary nature of our voyage and asked whether
I realized "that no one was ever sick during our trip."
Another, a then self-styled atheist, convinced of a
material universe functioning strictly by chance, de-
clared about our experience afterward, "Too many things
worked out just right to be the result of chance; there
had to be a law of some kind at work." He had indeed
witnessed the operation of divine Principle.
It is a privilege to acknowledge that the concept
of life which I had gained in my youth has been com-
pletely replaced through the study and practice of
Christian Science with one that is bright with hope,
accomplishment, and promise. I have been healed of
addiction to tobacco, of colds and bronchial ailments,
and of fears, wants, and uncertainties best described
as "legion."
These healings, and others, have revealed to me
the infinitely tender qualities of the loving-kindness
of Principle a,nd have taught me to expect a good out-
come in every situation, to enjoy a growing happiness
and assurance, and to know an affluence quite beyond
the material concept of supply. They have opened in
me a well-spring of gratitude for the work and love of
our Master and of our Leader, and for all the faith-
ful ones who serve in the Ce.use of Christian Science.
-
(Comdr.) Alexander R. Slimmon, U.S.N.R.
,
Manila,
Philippine Islands.
Comdr. Slimmon' s testimony is of interest here, because
it shows that the separation of practitioner and patient by
thousands of miles was no obstacle to fine results. The meta-
physical concept of man does not acknowledge separation as a
valid argument. Separation presupposes a time-space concept
which, according to the doctrine of Christian Science, ha,s no
metaphysical validity. According to Christian Science, mortal
mind experiences the objectivation of its own thought. Mrs.
-,
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Eddy says that "when we subordinate the false testimony of
the corporeal senses to the facts of Science, we shall see
this true likeness and reflection everywhere. The sub-
ordination of human experience to divine metaphysics results
in a co-ordination and synchronization, which defy spatial
separateness and lead to an outcome often appearing miraculous
to one unacquainted with Christian Science.
Comdr. Slimmon* s testimony is also of interest here,
because he reportsthat during the expedition described his
crew remained in extraordinarily good physical shape. Of
course we cannot know what would have happened if no Christian
Science practice had been available. This points to one of
the difficulties in the inductive study of Christian Science
with which we shall have to deal in the next chapter. How-
ever, if re consider the many testimonies of Christian Sci-
entists in the Armed Forces who used their knowledge of meta-
physics, sometimes in situations of great danger, and compare
them with the defeatist of so many other service oeople, we
cannot overlook Christian Science a.s a doctrine of oractical
consequence in maintaining morale a.nd health in the Armed
Forces
.
Wartime has also this practical advantage for a critical
study of Christian Science practice, that many Christian
Scientists, contrary to their natural inclination, have to
18. Eddy, §&H, 516:6-8.
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submit to medical inspection. In civilian life the greater
part of Christian Science practice goes unnoticed by those
not interested in Christian Science. A surgeon may be called
in case of a bone fracture which cannot be healed by the
application of Christian Science in a reasonably short time,
or in cases of inadequate application of Christian Science.
-
1*3
The more the Christian Science practice is unobstructed
by a mortal mind point of view, the more successful is the
healing. If a finger is burned, the accident should, according
to Christian Science, be denied as having had any metaphysical
existence and the finger should not be inspected. Insoection
of the finger and the expectation of finding marks of burning
are, according to Christian Science, what produces the familiar
effects of burnings. Divine l Tind and mortal mind work in
opposition to each other.
In the Armed Forces, however, the Christian Scientist
is under obligation to submit to the orders of his medical
officer. Although a medical check-up is a mortal mind check-up
and as such is a. hindrance to a quicck Christian Science healing,
such medical examinations furnish valuable reports on the
healing efficacy of Christian Science practice. The following
testimony is interesting in this respect:
V/hen I embarked for overseas duty I had a slight
19. Y/e shall deal in more detail with unsuccessful Christian
Science practice in the next chapter.
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earache. I thought I was too "busy to do specific
mental work, and passed it off as just water in my
ear from taking a shower hath. After we started
our trip, it began to pain me quite a bit, and I
could not sleep. I tried to solve the problem by
reading and knowing the nothingness of error and
the perfection of man, but I did not seem to be
making any progress. Two of my -friends, who are
not Scientists, told me that I was going to report
to sick caJ.1 if they had to carry me. When the
doctor examined me, he said that I had a broken
eardrum and my ear was draining. He gave me orders
to report back twice a day.
I kept doing my mental work and reading "Science
and Health" by Mary Baker Eddy. I even tried to con-
tact other Scientists through the army chaplain, but
this was of no avail. Finally, toward the end of
the journey, the pain lessened. Just before we
reached our destination I was told that I would never
be able to do any flying and that I was to report to
the authorities when we reached shore and they would
probably put me in limited service.
However, when we reached the Hawaiian Islands,
I contacted the Christian Science Wartime Minister,
who started to work for me. That night the draining
stopped and I slept the whole night. YThen I awoke
in the morning there was no pain and I had a new
sense of freedom. I knew that I was completely
healed. Since that time I have taken part in flights
and proved that no material law is greater than the
law of God.- (S.Sgt.) Richard Mather, Ridgewood, Hew
Jersey.
Another case, checked by physicians, is mentioned in an
editorial of the Christian Science Sentinel of December 8, 1845:^
A young woman had submitted to a medical diagnosis,
including an X-ray examination, and had been told by
20. The Herold of Christian Science
, 44 (Jan. 194S)
,
24-25.
21. P. 1938.
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the physician that all the symptoms of tuberculosis
were present. She was told, to go to bed at once,
and to return in a few days for a blood test. She
then asked for Christian Science help.
However, she returned a few days later for the
blood test. She was so much stronger the doctor
was puzzled, and called in a specialist, who took
another X-ray and declared she was free from any
disease symptoms.
In such cases physicians often declare that a miracle
has happened. But the Christian Scientist does not believe
in miracles, because he has a rational explanation of such
experiences. It was Mrs. Eddy's endeavor to find the law
which must underlie Christian healing, and the vast number
of testimonials of experiences of one's own or of one's
immediate family or friends give evidence that no good is
"supernatural, but supremely natural. It would hardly be
likely that thousands of Christian Science practitioners
would be devoting their full time to that practice (the
condition for advertising in The Christi.an Sci ence Journal ),
if Christ ian Science were guess-work. The Christian Science
movement could not maintain itself without confirmation of
its theories.
There is a general acceptance of the inevitability of
death, and consequently Biblical records of the overcoming of
death appear even more extraordinary than those relating to
healing. Although a complete overcoming of death at the
22. Eddy, S&H, xi:15.
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present time is not claimed by Christian Scientists today,
untimely death has been overcome by Mrs. Eddy and other
Christian Scientists. Two records from Mr. Tomlinson’s
Twelve Years with Mary Baker Eddy may be mentioned here: 1 ’ 0
TThen Mrs. Eddy was living in Eos ton on Columbus
Avenue, she was much interested in a little child
in the neighborhood whom she had often seen in a
baby carriage and whom she had learned to love dearly.
As she missed the child and her mother for several
days, she called at the home to inquire after their
welfare. But the mother met her at the door in
great sorrow, saying that her little one had died
and the doctor had just left. Y/hen Mrs. Eddy said
she would like to see the child, the mother replied
that it was too late - nothing could be done for her.
But as Mrs. Eddy persisted, in her request, the
neighbor reluctantly admitted her to the room where
the dead child lay.
Requesting the mother to leave her alone with
the child, Mrs. Eddy took the lifeless little body
in her arms while her thought went out in earnest
communion with divine Love. Lost in prayer, oblivious
of material surroundings, but wholly absorbed in the
consciousness of infinite Truth, Life, and Love, Mrs.
Eddy was recalled to earth when the child sat upright
in her lap saying, "I want to see my mother." Mrs.
Eddy summoned the mother and placed the child on the
floor saying, "Mow run to your mother," which the
child did with perfect freedom. !7hen in London in
the spring of 1929, my wife and I visited Lady Dunmore
and reminded her of this incident. She then told us
that there was something more of interest in that
wonderful case of healing, for when the child ran to
its mother she said that it was the first time the
child had ever walked.
Mary Baker Eddy’s motto as a Christian Science
oractitioner was semper paratus . She did not have
to prepare herself to heal. §he was already prepared
.
A striking instance was seen in her healing of Mr.
Calvin A. Frye soon after she moved to Chestnut Hill.
23. Po. 57-59.
I
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He was found, "by a member of the household on the night
of November 6, 1S08, unconscious and apps.rent.ly in a
death stupor. Three of us strove to restore him but
he seemed to have passed on.
When Mrs. Eddy was notified, she arose and was
about to dress, but decided there was not time to do
so. She asked that he be brought to her, whereupon
Calvin was lifted into a small rocker and drawn into
the chamber to v.rhich Mrs. Eddy had retired for the
night. Mrs. Eddy, then in her eighty-eighth year,
commanded Mr. Frye, with the voice of authority, to
rouse himself, to awaken from his false dream. At
first she met with no response, but this did not
discourage her. She redoubled her efforts and fairly
shouted to him her command that he awake. In a few
moments he gave evidence of life, partly opened his
eyes, and slightly moved his head. Seeking to rouse
him, Mrs. Eddy seid, "Calvin, don’t commit self-
murder." He replied, "I don’t want to live."
"Disappoint your enemies and live," she commanded.
"Say that you do want to stay and help me."
Then he took his first stand and answered, "Yes,
I will stay." It was now about a half-hour since
Mr. Frye had first been found. Mrs. Eddy told him
to work for himself, and Calvin uttered the words,
"Yes, I will come back." Soon he walked back to his
room unaided. He retired, slept through the night,
and arose the next morning in time to be down for
breakfast at seven o’clock. After breakfast he was
busy going over his accounts, and when I asked him to
cash a check, he readily did so, thus showing his
complete return to normality, /Mr. Frye died in 1917
.
J
So far we have been reviewing physical healings. In the
case of Comdr. Slimmon's testimony we have seen the working of
metaphysical Principle in deliverance from danger in an ex-
perience extending over a long period of time. But of greater
actualimportance are the moral healings through the practice
of Christian Science.
We have seen that a resistance must be overcome by the
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Christian Science practitioner and that moral courage is
needed to do this. Christian Science practice is a demon-
stration of ethical metaphysical law over physical law. The
importance of the doctrine of Christian Science for academic
philosophy is its attendant proof of the superiority of meta-
physical ethics over brute facts, - as physical existence has
been characterized by Brightman. Hie doctrine of the finite
God is a compromise between Christian philosophy and Darwin’s
theory of evolution. It is an inevitable compromise for a
consistent thinker who is not acquainted with the ethical
healing of Christian Science practice.
For the explanation of the ethical nature of Christian
healing the account of Jesus* healing of the palsy is very
24instructive. The first step in that incident was the
forgiveness of the palsied man's sins. Probably a moral heal-
ing had to precede the physical healing in order to make the
latter possible. Such an interpretation is justified in the
light of Christian Science practice, because experience proves
a relation between a person's moral status and his physical
health. Often, when hatred, resentment, or other moral ab-
normalities have been removed, physical disorders yield
simultaneously. The application of Mill’s laws of induction
to a great variety of such cases, successfully/handled by
Christian Scientists, give an adequate certainty of a relation
between a person’s morals and physique.
24. Matthew 9:2-8.
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Jesus' admonition to the man whom he healed at thefaool
l
of Bethesda is significant in this connection: "Behold, thou
art made whole: sin no more, lest 0. worse thing come unto
thee."25 This statement makes it clear that Jesus acknowledged
a relationship between physical disease and morals. The fact
that in a Christian healing a moral resistance has to be
overcome also points to the interconnection between ethics
and physics. The following testimony is interesting in this
direction:
Of the many beautiful healings which I have
had since that time /the writer refers to events
we will not consider here_J I think the following is
one of the most outstanding. It illustrates how,
when we rely upon the Word and realize its truth,
we can overcome every obstacle in our path. One
Wednesday afternoon about four hours before a testi-
mony meeting, I was attacked by a recurrent fever
which had troubled me ever since World War I, and
which usually meant several days in bed with a high
temperature. At once I thought of the meeting a.nd
of letting some one know of my condition so that a
substitute Reader could be appointed.
When I realized that the one approached would
have no time to prepare for the meeting at such
short notice, and would therefore have to give the
readings I had chosen, the thought came to me, "What
is your subject for tonight?" It was woven about
Hr s. Eddy's statement ( Science and Health , p. 494),
"Divine Love always has met and always will meet
every human need." Immediately I found myself saying
audibly: "But how can you ask someone else to read
to the congregation something which you yourself do
not believe? If you believed it yourself, you could
take the service." No other argument was necessary,
and needless to sa.y I took my place at the meeting,
which proved to be one of the most beautiful I had
.
25. John 5:14.
- :<•
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ever experienced, and my healing was complete.
-
Y/iiliam Shaclcle, Christchurch, New Zealand.
In this case, again, we find that a moral decision was
required to bring about the correction of a physical disorder.
The testifier had to become aware that it would be unethical
for him to ask someone to read on his behalf in public some-
thing which he did not believe in. He had to face the possi-
bility that he would be at the Reader's desk as a sick man.
Actually the ethical decision had the effect of dispelling
the fever, and the meeting - as can often be experienced
after the rejection of a temptation - expressed a spiritual
quality and harmony beyond the usual, reminding us of Jesus's
experience after being tempted. ^7
In this chapter we have selected for examination just
a few testimonies of Christian Science healings out of a great
number. The comparison of Christian healings in our own day
with healings recorded in the Bible should suggest that there
is no basic difference between Biblical healings and those
experienced under the ministration of Christian Science. We
have found that sometimes a healing of Jesus and his comments
about it serves as explanation of a Christian Science healing,
and sometimes Christian Science can give an explanation of
healings performed by Jesus and other Biblical characters.
26. The Herald of Christian Science
.
Jan. 194-6, 26,
27. Matthew 4:11.
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We have also studied the ethical nature of Christian
Science healing. It is a demonstration of the superiority of
ethical law over physical law. We have examined specific
cases where it appeared that the welfare of only one or a
few persons was involved. There is, however, no reason why
the effect of the ethical law could not have a much larger
effect than to establish harmony only in individual cases.
As in natural science, specific cases are examined, on which
more general conclusions can be based. If evil can be elim-
inated in individual cases, and such cases are numerous,
then the conclusion is justified that evil can be eliminated
as a whole. And when we come to the question of validity of
propositions, we must confess that evil is no valid claim,
because it vanishes whenever put to an acute test. Evil is
the function of the fallacy of mortal mind. A person’s
moral life and thought creates its relative experience. The
more man identifies himself with a person who is partly
mental, partly physical, the more real all the phenomena of
such an existence become. If man’s existence is entirely
mental, it is easier to understand how occurrences such as
those produced under the influence of magicians and occultists
are possible.
Mrs. Eddy deals with the subject of will-power in the
following way:
Will-power is but a product of belief, and this
belief commits depredations on harmony. Human will
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is an animal propensity, not a faculty of Soul.
Hence it cannot govern man aright. Christian
Science reveals Truth and Love as the motive-
powers df man. Will - blind, stubborn, and
headlong - cooperates with appetite and passion.
From this cooperation arises its evil. Fro* this
also comes its powerlessness, since all power
belongs to God, good. 28
Jesus said: “The Son can do nothing of himself, but
what he seeth the Father do: for what things soever he doeth,
these also doeth the Son likewise.*1 25 Christian Science heal-
ing power is proportional to subordination of the individual
to the one metaphysical creative will - God. H&ny Christian
Scientists are successful in their dealings because they have
learned how to rely on metaphysical guidance and to act in
accordance with the divine will. Their success is a demon-
stration of divine power. 30
According to the doctrine of Christian Science, will-
power is one of the most basic phases of anima^magnetism,
suggesting that man is free to act or not to act according
to metaphysical Principle. When we accept man to be inde-
pendent of God, metaphysics is only a regulative principle
to his act. Accepting mortal man to be mental as the sup-
posed individualization of mortal mind, we can see the possi-
28. Eddy, S&H, 490:3-11.
29. John 5:19.
30. I am well aware that in the circles of Christian Scientists
wealth is not always the result of demonstration of the divine
power and that there is a temptation to call material success
the fruit of one*s religious conviction when business methods
mav have been ethically defective. Here, however, I am concerned
with the sincere demonstration of metaphysical power.
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bility for him to create his own experience. If that is done
consciously, we may call it suggestion, hallucination, hyp-
nosis or whenever name seems appropriate for any form of directed
will-power. If it is unconscious, we may call it fate or surd
evil.
As Christian Science distinguishes between divine Mind
and mortal mind, it distinguishes between a mental positive
and si mental negative. The mental positive is found to have
the power to counteract the mental negative. It is specula-
tion (although a natural inference from the experiences of
Christian Science healing), that the progressive demonstration
of the divine poY/er will finally bring about a complete elim-
ination of any animal magnetism or suggestion that there is
an existence outside the metaphysical being.
Just as in Christian Science no distinct difference
can be made between sin and sickness, so no distinct differ-
ence can be made between voluntary and involuntary evil or
between evil in mental and solid form. Both are phases of
animal magnetism. Mrs. Eddy writes:
Mhtter and mortal mind are but different strata
of human belief. The grosser substratum is named
matter or body; the more ethereal is called mind.
This so-called mind and body is the illusion called
a mortal, a mind in matter. In reality and in
Science, both strata, mortal mind and mortal body,
are false representatives of man. 31
31. Eddy, S&H, 293:6-12.
*
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With the explanations which micro-physics gives, it
is no more so difficult to disbelieve in the insurmountable
obstacle of material bodies. It is common knowledge today
that the universe does not exist as it is perceived by the
human senses. Matter is reduced to an electro-magnetic
activity, but this does not mean that natural science has
found the intrinsic nature of physical existence. Professor
Lenzen writes as follows:
The correct answer to the criticism of the
inhumane utilization of science is that, except in
so far as knowledge is sought for its own sake,
science is an extrinsic value. Natural science,
at least, does not determine the intrinsic value
of ends that are to be achieved by its application. 3^
It is such a utilization of science that brought forth
the atomic bomb. The use of atomic energy does not preolude
the knowledge of its intrinsic nature. So it is with elec-
tricity in general,- we know what it does, but not what it is.
When we read for the first time in Science and Health
.
Electricity is not a vital fluid, but the least
material form of illusive consciousness,- the material
mindlessness, which forms no link between matter and
Mind, and which destroys itself," 33
we may find such a sentence consistent with the doctrine of
Christian Science, but not too concrete an answer to our
32. Runes, TCP, 120.
33. Eddy, S&H, 293:3-6.
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problem. However, if we connect this statement with the
last testimony here mentioned where a Reader of a Christian
Science church applied the lesson prepared for the congregation
to himself and by so doing dispelled a fever, we may get
some definite indications. The above statement classifies
electricity not as a substance, but as "the least material
form of illusive consciousness." Electricity is explained
as a phenomenon of mortal mind consciousness, and if we con-
sider that any physical body is an electromagnetic organism
which in the case of that Reader was influenced by an ethical
decision, we have found a connection which may lead to
further inferences.
An important question we should like to have answered
is, whether man is helplessly exposed to natural or even vol-
untary disasters. Jesus stilled the storm on the Lake of
Gennesaret. Christian Scientists and other Christians and
religious people have been protected from disaster either by
destroying the evil force or by keeping the individual out
of the danger zone. The report of Comdr. Slimmon is an
evidence of that. The eminent Christian Scientist, Bicknell
Young, interprets prophecy34 in an article on this subject
as the capacity to forestall disaster rather than merely to
give a fatalistic prediction of some inevitable future catas-
trophe. A spiritually minded person can recognize latent
34. The Christian Science Journal
,
Vol. 37 (June 1919), 111-115.
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evils in another's thought. Mrs. Eddy writes:
I have discerned disease in the human mind,
and recognized the patient's fear of it, months
before the so-called disease made its appearance
in the body. Disease being a belief, a latent
illusion of mortal mind, the sensation would not
appear if the error of belief was met and destroyed
by truth. 35
A person's acceptance of the existence of a certain kind of
evil exposes him to that evil. The acceptance of accidents
as inevitable facts thus lays a person open to the experience
of accidents.
Sickness may be the effect of moral wrongdoing, but
that is generally not the only cause. The mere acceptance
that a certain disease is a matter of possibility exposes a
person to experience such a disease, just as well as the
denial of its existence protects one from it. However, a
person may become subject to a disease he had never heard of.
As long as he identifies himself as a mortal, he is exposed
to all possible experiences of a mortal. Spiritual hygiene
is found to be of great significance in the light of Christian
Science. Mrs. Eddy writes on that subject as follows:
If you have sound and capacious lungs and want
them to remain so, be always ready with the mental
protest against the opposite belief in heredity.
Discard all notions about lungs, tubercles, inherited
35. Eddy, S&H, 168:24-29.
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consumption, or disease arising from any circum-
stanoe, and you will find that mortal mind, when
instructed by Truth, yields to divine power,
which steers the body into health. 36
Sickness can be the consequence of mere ignorance. The
mortal man is not the original creator of evil. He is an
exhibit of it. It is only by recognition of the metaphysical
nature of man that alertness in refuting evil grows. Before
this realization became established all kinds of evils were
accepted as inevitable facts. A first contact with Christian
Science very often has amazing effects on an individual,
because less deeply rooted evils of which he had not been
too aware are eliminated and such elimination may have
physical effects.
It is a matter of speculation to what extent the fate
of whole nationslias its root in generally established think-
ing in that nation. According to the doctrine of Christian
Science, evil cannot touch us unless we make relative con-
cessions to evil. In a nation where there is more correct
metaphysical thinking, that thinking may affect the whole
atmosphere of the nation. In such hations the opposite of
metaphysical realization is uncovered because there is a
standard by which it can be detected. Advanced legislation
is possible only where there is the advanced thought to
create it. Correct premises lead to correct conclusions.
36. Eddy, S&H, 425:29-426:4.
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Civil laws which are metaphysically correct have the power
of metaphysical Truth behind, them. A nation which has based
its social life on a knowledge of metaphysical Principle
appears to have a rationally explainable asset. Heraclitus
realized that when he wrote: "The people ought to fight in
defence of the law as they do of their city wall." 37 It is
a matter of metaphysical speculation how far the United States
of America and the Swiss Confederation3® are demonstrations
of such a premise.
Is senseless destruction possible if there is sufficient
metaphysical substance to forestall the movements of surd
evil? Certainly a large part of the victims of this war
have suffered just by mere ignorance of the divine rights
of man. But I have also heard of cases where Christian Sci-
entists in Axis countries were spared the fate of the rest
of the nation. I am in possession of a letter from a Christian
Scientist in a much bombed Italian city who writes that while
37. Bakewell, SAP, 31.
38. The comparison of Swiss democracy with Plato’s Republic was
the subject of a Master's thesis by this writer (Plato ' s Re-
public and Swiss Democracy
.
Boston University, 1943)
,
in which
a study was made of the extent to which the preservation of
Switzerland in World War II could be regarded as a manifesta-
tion of the operation of metaphysical Principle. The comparison
with Plato led to the thesis that metaphysics and politics
should not be separated because the two are closely inter-
related. My acquaintance with the doctrine of Christian Science
led to a speculative interpretation of Swiss history as a
metaphysically correct concept enabling emancipation of the most
southern part of Germany from the feudalistic political structure
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the houses on either side of her were demolished, hers was
left intaot. She writes that all the members of the Christian
Science church in her city survived the recent trying years,
that political prisoners with no chance to be set free were
released when Christian Science treatment was given. Other
extraordinary reportshave been received from Christian Sci-
entists in other countries under Axis domination.
If such experiences of protection from disaster were
possible in individual cases, it is certainly of interest to
know whether generalizations can be made. If for all Christian
Science practice there is one basic truth at work, it is in
line with inductive logic to assume the validity of the same
basic truth for the whole of the universe. Mrs. Eddy ex-
presses this as follows:
Christian Science must be accepted at this period
by induction. We admit the whole, because a part is
proved and that part illustrates and proves the
entire Principle. 39
of the Reich. I showed that the successful growth of the country
depended not alone on an equilibrium between a confederacy and
individual states and cities, but that the growth of the Swiss
Confederation had to keep pace with the evolution of Europe as
a whole. In consequence, I interpreted the Napoleonic invasion
of the country as mainly due to a stagnation of the normal de-
velopment of the country, after its splitting into Protestant
and Catholic oantons. A reorganization of the country into its
modern form of a federal union has finally given the country
the necessary cohesion enabling it to take a united form stand
against the temptations of submission to the Nazis.
From the point of view of a spiritual evolution the
United States and Switzerland seem to have much in common. As
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For individual cases it is easier to trace them back
to a metaphysical influence, while for large proportions it
needs a good acquaintance with individual cases and the con-
fidence that they really are Christian Science demonstrations,
in order to become convinced that it is really metaphysical
influence which 1ms been responsible for some experienced
changes to the good where doom had been expected. If we
assume that certain countries have been spared from disaster
in war for metaphysical reasons, this may be convincing for
people who are sufficiently familiar with metaphysical prac-
tice in individual cases, while for other people a mere
materialistic explanation of the situation is more convincing.
However, recognizing the ethical nature of Christian
Science practice, we may see it as the standpoint of the ab-
solute, of metaphysical reality, with which the Christian Sci-
entist opposes anything that is in contrast to an interpreta-
tion of the universe sub specie aeternitatis . It is an ethical
standpoint by experience; we have seen that the practitioner
needs moral courage to take his stand. He has to give up
reliance on anything that is not metaphysically valid. He must
know that there is no lack, even if according to material sense
Switzerland represents emancipation from the German Reich, so
the original United States emancipated themselves from the
British Empire. Both countries have a metaphysical idea as
their raison d^tre and in full consideration of opposing
materialistic factors such rationalistic interpretations have
their justification.
39. Eddy, S&H, 461:4-7.
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there is every evidence of lack. He claims perfection when
his material surrounding is an overwhelming aspect of imper-
fection. He claims completeness, when everybody is reaching
out for completeness, and he is claiming harmony when,
materially speaking, disharmony appears to be the keynote
of experience. And this standpoint is taken in recognition
that it is the substance of Christianity.
The more a Christian Scientist holds unwaveringly to
metaphysical being, the more he is in contrast to all that
denies it, and the greater the challenge which his attitude
offers to the material evidence, the greater the healing
capacity. The Christian Science practice is applied meta-
physics, and its practitioner is a metaphysical engineer,
and any writer on metaphysics who denies the practical
character of metaphysics, does so only by insufficient ac-
quaintance with Christian Science practice. ^0
There is no limit to the practice of Christian Science
except the limit which a practitioner sets himself. His
practice is the affirmation of an ever-available metaphysical
reality. The more man claims his metaphysical, spiritual
existence, the more he experiences ii; and the more universal
his thought is, the closer he is to the absolute.
40. In denying the existence of applied metaphysics and meta-
physical engineering (Runes, TCP, 148), Everett Hall refers
in a footnote to Christian Scientists (192). However, his
derogatory remarks lead one to believe that he is not too
well acquainted with the nature of Christian Science.
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Is humanity defenseless against the destructive force
of a new weapon in the nature of an atomic bomb? An investi-
gation of the practice of Christian Science appears to deny
that it is; however that denial is conditional. A mere
formal affiliation with the Christian S0ience movement is
not enough to constitute protection from disaster. It is a
constant watch on one’s thought that is needed. Mrs. Eddy
makes this statement:
We are Christian Scientists, only as we quit
reliance upon that which is false and grasp the
true. We are not Christian Scientists until we
leave all for Christ.
The Christian Scientist who is one at heart and not
only in name, undertakes to live in the consciousness that
his real being is spiritual and not material. He is not a
dualist in the sense that he applies a spiritual state of
being, of which he has some knowledge, to a given material
situation, but he is like the philosopher in the myth of
the cave in Plato’s Republic who has understood real exist-
ence, and having returned to the cave, has resisted the temp-
tation to take the shadows on the walls for real bodies. In
proportion as he keeps his thoughts free from any false sug-
gestions, he finds himself free from their consequences. He
can not free his thoughts completely of all suggestion of
materiality from one moment to another, but his advancing
41. Eddy, S&H, 192:4-6.
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demonstration of metaphysical being 'brings about an in-
creasing liberation.
Mrs. Eddy describes the task of the Christian Scientist
as follows:
The burden of proof that Christian Science is
Science rests on Christian Scientists. The letter
without the spirit is dead: it is the Spirit that
heals the sick and the sinner - that makes the
heart tender, faithful, true. Most men and women
talk well, and some practise what they say. 42
If it is experience that dissolves dualism, it is ex-
perience that demonstrates the monistic nature of the universe,
and it is only in a monistic universe that the coherent and
consistent interrelation of facts can be established which
in modern times we have called science.
42. Eddy, M£, 158:17-23.
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CHAPTER II
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE AS A SCIENCE
"The material so-called gases and forces are counter-
feits of the spiritual forces of divine Mind, whose potency
is Truth, whose attraction is Love, whose adhesion and co-
hesion are Life, perpetuating the eternal facts of being.""
So states the Christian Science textbook.
Natural science represents an investigation into the
extrinsic aspect of nature, while in our study of the doctrine
of Christian Science we have been concerned with the intrinsic
nature of being, although in the last chapter we investi-
gated that doctrine in its application to practical life.
In the foregoing statement by Mrs. Eddy we find spiritual
metaphysical existence contrasted with a physical aspect
of nature and its source of operation. The contrast between
metaphysics and phenomenal existence is well known from the
study of philosophy, but our study of the philosophy of the
doctrine of Christian Science has abolished metaphysical
dualism by reducing it to the epistemological dualism of
mortal mind’s spurious viewpoint. We have found that exper-
ience, experience of an ethical nature, dissolves dualism
completely, proving Love and the experience of Love to be
1. Eddy, S&H, 293:13-16.
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one and the same. This makes a mere formal distinction be-
tween the two superfluous and a monistic metaphysical system
cleared of contradictions and inconsistencies is attained.
But can we call such a metaphysical monism a scientific
system? We have abolished formalism,- in other words we have
abolished conceptual thinking, which appears to be the basis
of all scientific endeavor, yet how can we have a science
without formalism? Is metaphysical monism not rather an
abstract wholeness which man grasps intuitively, as an artist
does by feeling, than conceptually as a scientist?
On the other hand, if the scientist feels inclined to
deny the scientific nature of such a metaphysical system and
prefers to restrict himself to formalism, he is faced with the
difficulty that he leaves out of account that which is the
prerequisite of all mental activity of which formalism is a
part,- namely Mind. The concept of science includes whole-
ness: a coherent whole encompassing all the facts of a
specific line of research and interpreting these facts as
parts of phenomena of this wholeness. Whether we omit a
metaphysical monism as the source of all mental capacity, or
as the concept of wholeness, both courses lead to the con-
clusion that science without spiritual metaphysical wholeness
is impossible.
Wer will was Lebendigs erkennen und beschreiben,
Sucht erst den Geist herauszutreiben
,
Dann hat er die Teile in seiner Hand
Fehlt leiderl nur das geistige Band.^
2. Goethe,, Faust I.
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If scientists desire to avoid a hopelessly self-
contradictory position, they have no choice but to relate
their findings to a coherent metaphysical whole. The fact
that physicists more and more feel the need of relating
physics to philosophy as a whole is evidence of that recog-
nition. Such famous scientists as Sir James Jeans and Sir
Arthur Eddington have done so and there are more names which
could be mentioned. The doctrine of Christian Science has
been too remote from the thought of such physicists to be
taken into account. The Christian Science healing practice
is hardly noticed by those not interested in Christian Science,
or at any rate academic circles have not been sufficiently
roused to give it the attention of a valid proposition.
A further reason why Christian Science is not more
readily investigated is that it touches on the investigator’s
religious concepts, and its rigoristic ethics may run into
opposition similar to that met by Kant's rigoristic ethical
concepts. In large part, though, it is because the rapid
progress of modern science represents such a tremendous task
of philosophical assimilation that many scientists have been
too much involved with other aspects of scientific research
to study propositions of a religious-metaphysical character.
In view of the antagonism of a dogmatic religious orthodoxy
r
to the emancipation wrought by the sciences we can readily
understand that defenders of science are reluctant to join
hands with religionists.
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Let us take the example of Charles Darwin. He became
so absorbed in his research that he had little interest left
for other concerns. Being mainly interested in his theory
of evolution, anything which interfered with his findings
he was likely to discard in favor of the theory for which
he had gathered overwhelming evidence. Being concerned with
particulars and their interrelation, a correlation of such
a theory with metaphysics had to remain outside the range of
thought of such a scientist as long as the work on that par-
ticular theory was not completed. A similar explanation
could be found with regard to the difficulties in relating
Newton's physics to metaphysics. It needed the lifetime of
a man like Kant to work oul/that relationship and more than
the lifetime of one man was required to eliminate the dif-
ficulties which we find in the Kantian system.
This leads to the conclusion that it is less the
deficiency of particular scholars that is responsible for
the neglect of integrating all the sciences into one system
of philosophical science than it is the enormity of the
task. Science as a whole, synthesizing all the special
sciences, represents such a tremendous undertaking today,
that it can no longer be handled in toto by one person,
as Albertus Magnus was able to do in the thirteenth cent-
ury, but must be a collective concern. The field has to
be split up into afiny specific lines of research, and it
is certainly appropriate that in that network some people
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should be assigned the investigation of attempts in the direc-
tion of a scientific theology and philosophy such as
Christian Science represents.
This study can be easily divided into two aspects, a
coherent philosophical system, and its practical application.
The practical application leads us back into dualism,
-
a formal dualism, taking the monistic metaphysical system as
found in the first part of this dissertation as the theory
to be practically applied. As mentioned earlier, that is
not the way the Christian Sc ience practitioner is to look
at his practice, but it is the extrinsic aspect of that
practice. It is a positivistic aspect which we have to
consider here if we want to compare the practice of
Christian Science to the application of other theories.
From that intellectual point of view Christian Science is
not seen as a monistic system, but has a triangular aspect
of a relation of metaphysical cause to observing subject and
phenomenal object. Experience, which, as we have seen ,uni-
fies these three factors, is abstracted for the formal ap-
proach, since an intellectual study has to have a static
point of departure. s
All the characteristics and postulates of the first
3. I should like to refer here to Bergson's treatment of the
intellect in his Evolution cr6atrice . The intellect is only
master over static experiences and cannot give a reliable
account of a moving experience, although without motion
there is no experience.
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part of this dissertation may be submitted to test as far
as such tests are possible. For instance, the postulate
that all Christian Science healing is ethical healing may
be studied by experimentation. Testimonies such as those
given in the last chapter on the Christian Science practice,
may be submitted to a critical examination and the conclusions
checked. It would be of interest to know whether an ethical
element enters into all cases. It might be valuable to study
separately those cases in which a healing was achieved by
the mere reading of Science and Health , those in which a
student of Christian Science worked out his own problem, and
those in which the help of a practitioner was sought.
No doubt many research scientists have data on the
activity of Christian Science, but they may not have a theory
which unites these data into an exemplification of a coherent
theory. Once such a theory is furnished, however, this
should also give a new impetus to experimental research in
connection with such a theory. "Academics of the right sort
are requisite,"^ is a statement from the Christian Science
textbook, and Mrs. Eddy also writes in its preface, "The
time for thinkers has come." 5 A thinker must have complete
freedom in the collecting of the information he deems neces-
sary. Whatever sheds light on the subject must be welcome.
4. Eddy, SkH, 195:19.
5. Ibid.
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In such an investigation negative instances in the
practical application must also be considered., for we must
know whether, despite some failures, the general theory can
be upheld, and how the negative instances compare with the
positive. To gather such negative instances without having
a theory to be proved or disproved easily leads to reinforce-
ment of prejudices. It is the purpose of scientific research
to eliminate prejudices by getting at the facts.
Ill success in the application of Christian Science has
many aspects, of which perhaps the most important is the
insufficient understanding of the metaphysical position which
the doctrine of Christian Science represents. Of course nobody
can expe ct to succeecyin a field which he does not sufficiently
understand, though this fact is perhaps less recognized in
the field of religion than in that of mathematics, for instance.
A beginner in Christian Science may have startling healings,
and yet not understand how he has been healed. Religious faith
in some form of deific concept outside of man, is too deeply
entrenched in people’s thought for the God-man relationship
as taught in Christian Science to be fTolly understood im-
mediately.
When we realize that it is the monistic aspect, the
re-identification of the situation from the point of view of
a religious a priori and the denial of all that is in opposition
to it which accomplishes the healing, we see an enormous
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difference between Christian Science practice and a position
of supplication to an objective Cod for liberation from some
ailment. We can also understand that any deviation from the
metaphysically correct standpoint is an impediment to the
effectiveness of the treatment.
In addition, there is the ethical aspect to be con-
sidered. If Cod is the essence of all value, and value has
ethical character, any unethical or immoral attitude is as
much a denial of God as is a verbal denial. Actually, the
primal purpose of a Christian Science treatment is not to
heal some one of a distressing condition, but to reveal more
of the divine manifestation. A Christian Science practitioner
cannot predict what the effect of his treatment will be. His
treatment is an acknowledgment of the Christ ianly scientific
position, an acknowledgment of the ever-presence and ever-
qvailability of the divine qualities of which the spiritual
man is the manifestation. The divine man is seen as the
perpetual ackhowledgment or cognition of all ethical value,
and the discrepant mortal mind view of the presented situation
is therefore seen to be incorrect.
It is obvious that any one who desires to hang on to
"bad tendencies" cannot expect full fruition from a declara-
tion of the ever-presence and omnipotence of ethical value.
Such a mortal may try to hold on forcefully to an unethical
tendency. However, when the physical condition remains

unchanged under Christian Science treatment, this is not
necessarily a sign of complete failure. Some of the re-
sistance to the metaphysical standpoint may have been re-
duced without giving outside evidence.
Failures in the practice of Christian Science are
certainly not attributable only to the patients, but also to
inadequacies in the practice. The factor of insufficient
grasp of Christian Science metaphysics has already been
mentioned. A Christian Science practitioner should be
animated by nothing but the highest motives in his work. The
establishment of a Christian Science practice has problems
similar to those of establishing a physician* s practice, and
therefore there are similar temptations. £ Christian Science
practice in itself should be a Christian Science demonstration.
Unless a person has really succeeded in solving his own
problems and hence has been successful in a more elementary
professional activity, he may not have the qualities of
character which the Christian Science practice requires.
A Christian Science practitioner does not need to be
an intellectual, but as a practitioner of ethical religion
he must have proved himself a person of high ethical value.
The practice of ethics by a villain is a travesty,- Mephistopheles
giving directions to a college freshman. Christian Science
practice should not be considered easier than medical practice,
but the qualifications are different. While the physician
deals with the phenomena of matter and a mind dependent on
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matter, the Christian Science practitioner is a metaphysician
dealing with the phenomena of Mind and an ethical universe.
The Manual of The Mother Church by Mary Baker Eddy con-
tains regulations to safeguard the ethics of the Christian
Science practice. Officially recognized practitioners are
listed in The Christian Science Journal and stand under the
supervision of The Christian Science Board of Directors, the
administrative council of The Mother Church.
Recognizing that the Christian Science practitioner,
as a metaphysician, approaches a case of physical disorder
from the intrinsic ontological side, while the physician, as
a natural scientist, approaches it from an extrinsic side,
we should like to consider the possibilities of cooperation
between the two approaches. There are many physicians who have
had evidence of the efficacy of Christian Science and have seen
Christian Science reestablish health in cases where materia
medica had failed.
Christian Science practitioners are instructed to let
a patient choose freely the kind of treatment he desires.
However, when he chooses Christian Science treatment, coopera-
tion with materia medica is inadvisable. The method of
materia medica is to proceed, on the basis of a physical
diagnosis, to eliminate the difficulty diagnosed, while the
Christian Science method, is to make a metaphysical diagnosis
and to reassert the ethical principle which had been violated,
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and of which the physical condition is only a projection.
While the physician tries to identify the evil in its
physical form, the metaphysician, travelling in an opposite
direction, disassociates identity from the physical condition
by establishing metaphysical identity. Therefore, in the
practice of Christian Science the less the physical approach
interferes with the metaphysical the better.
While it is advisable for the metaphysician to leave
the conceptual medical approach out of account, that is not
always possible. We have investigated cases of servicemen
compelled to submit to medical treatment. In such cases it
would be inhuman for a Christian Scientist to refuse his
assistance to a patient seeking Christian Science help.
Also, if fractured bones are not readily healed in Christian
Science - though many such healings have been recorded - Mrs.
Eddy advises having the bones set, but she also adds that in
such cases the best surgical skill possible should be se-
cured. In case of acute pain, Mrs. Eddy makes the following
concession:
If from an injury or from any cause, a Christian
Scientist were seized with pain so violent that he
could not treat himself mentally,- and the Scientists
had failed to relieve him,- the sufferer could call
a surgeon, who would give him a hypodermic injection,
then, when the belief of pain was lulled, he could
handle his own case mentally.®
6. Eddy, S&H, 464:13-19.
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Mrs. Eddy had great esteem for the quality of thought
of the higher type of physicians. On the other hand, she
recognized the superiority of a metaphysical approach to a
case of disease over the accustomed physical approach, pro-
vided that practice is on a metaphysically and ethically
correct "basis. She did not think that Christian Science
would at once put an end to all medical practice, but that
need for the services of physicians would gradually diminish.
Today the great majority of the population does not desire
Christian Science treatment and these millions need the care
of physicians.
Christian Science advocates no abandonment at the
present time of physical, care of the sick. With regard to
the medical practice Mrs. Eddy makes the following statement:
It is just to say that generally the cultured
class of medical practitioners are grand men and
women, therefore they are more scientific than are
false claimants to Christian Science. But all
human systems based on material premises are minus
the unction of divine Science. Much yet remains
to be said and done before all mankind is saved
and all the mental microbes of sin and all dis-
eased thought-germs are exterminated.
'
The relation of metaphysical to physical practice is
that of a higher rule to a lower one. The physical approach
is extrinsic, the metaphysical one intrinsic. While the
7. Eddy, S&H, 164:9-16.
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extrinsic view approaches a discordant condition from the
point of view of appearance, the intrinsic method approaches
the case from the point of view of mental cause, impossible
to the other. Therefore the intrinsic method has a possi-
bility of meeting the difficulty ndb open to the extrinsic
approach. Certainly ethical considerations may enter into
a medical diagnosis, but they will be subordinate to
physical considerations, while in the metaphysical approach
ethical considerations are of primary importance.
That the Christian Science demonstration is at the
present stage of development only partial is particularly
obvious in the consideration of death. Although the Christian
Scientist declares the eternality of Life, that does not
protect him absolutely from physical death. Death may come
without struggle, but Christian Scientists cannot claim
today to have Eliminated death resulting from sickness.
As two testimonies in the last chapter prove, un-
timely death was overcome by Mrs. Eddy and we know of Jesus*
raising of the young man of Nain, of Lazarus, and of himself.
That, however, does not prevent Mrs. Eddy from mentioning
death as part of an evil trinity - sin, sickness, and death -
which has no metaphysical reality.
In Christian Science the term death has a deeper mean-
one
ing than the usua]/. It means not merely the cessation of
physical life, but stands for the "lie of life in matter."

Mrs. Eddy gives the following definition of death:
DEATH. An illusion, the -lie of life in
matter; the unreal and untrue; the opposite of
Life.
Matter has no life, hence it has no real exist-
ence. Mind is immortal. The flesh, warring against
Spirit; that which frets itself free from one belief
only to be fettered by another, until every belief
of life where Life is not yields to eternal Life.
Any material evidence of death is false, for it
contradicts the spiritual facts of being.
3
What is generally called death is therefore incidental
to that larger concept, to which Paul also refers when he say
that “death is swallowed up in victory.'’ Any denial of life
in matter is therefore a denial of death in this larger and
more fundamental sense and a demonstration of Life which
makes itself felt in improved health.
Mrs. Eddy writes further on this subject:
If you or I should appear to die, we should not
be dead. The seeming decease, caused by a majority
of human beliefs that man must die, or produced by
mental assassins, does not in the least disprove
Christian Science; rather does it evidence the truth
of its basic proposition that mortal thoughts in
belief rule the materiality miscalled life in the
body or in matter. But the forever fact remains
paramount that Life, Truth and Love save from sin,
disease, and death. "When this corruptible shall
have put on incorruption, and this mortal shall have
put on immortality [divine Science]
,
then shall be
brought to pass the saying that is written Death is
swallowed up in victory" (St. Paul). 9
8. Eddy, S&H, 584:9-16.
9. Ibid., 164:17-29.
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To the term health Christian Science also gives a
new scope. Health means harmonious experience, and therefore
poverty is as much a state of ill health - economic ill
health - as is a physical disease. When the medical prac-
titioner is called to a sick bed, he must in general content
himself with ameliorating the physical difficulties of the
patient, while other difficulties such as poverty, grief,
hate, etc., he can do little about. A metaphysical prac-
titioner, on the other hand, can deal with all the diffi-
culties, dispelling grief, hate, poverty, - whatever is
oppressing the patient, for 11 Truth is an alterative in the
entire system, and can make it ‘every whit whole. * This
wholeness is the larger concept of health.
Christian Science practice can be applied to all the
needs of mankind. Whatever the difficulty, if it is analyzed
metaphysically and the correct relationship established be-
tween metaphysics and that particular case of discord, it
can be solved. Correct metaphysical thinking not only
straightens out discordant conditions, but forestalls them,
thereby proving its worth as both preventive and curative.
The overcoming of physical disease by the practice of
Christian Science may be the most urgent and primitive demand
upon it, but does not exhaust the potentialities of Christian
Science. It enters into all the aspects of one‘s life. It
10. Eddy, S&H, 371:30-32.
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shapes the careens of its students and leads them to a fuller
manifestation of the values of life.
The human mind, imbued with this spiritual
understanding, becomes more elastic, is capable
of greater endurance, escapes somewhat from itself,
and requires less repose. A knowledge of the
Science of being develops the latent abilities and
possibilities of man. It extends the atmosphere
of thought, giving mortals access to broader and
higher realms. It raises the thinker into his
native air of insight and perspicacity. 11
The larger our view of the capacity of the Christian
Science demonstration the more it defies delineation. As we
have already noted, the Christian Science demonstration lies
in the realm of experience, while it is the nature of a
conceptual report to abstract from experience its essence
insofar as it can be grasped by conceptual thought. In the
case of a physical disease the effects of Christian Science
can perhaps be noticed more easily than in other experiences.
How can we be certain that a particular business man owes his
success to his understanding and application of Christian
Science to his business problems? Some one who has observed
that business man over a long period may be convinced that his
adherence to Christian Science has had an effect on his business,
but the efficacy of Christian Science can never be as convincing
for the observer as for the one who experiences it himself.
11. Eddy, S&H, 128:11-19.
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Christian Science cannot be fully experienced by bystanders.
To become convinced of mathematical relations we must study
mathematics ourselves, recognize the coherence of such rela-
tions and by practice reach the necessary ability to deal
with these relations. Otherwise we are like the layman with
regard to Einstein 1 s theory of relativity. We may be
acquainted with a popular explanation of it, but unless we
ourselves master mathematical functions with all their tech-
nicalities, our acquaintance with it must remain on a belief-
stage. We may have reliance on our instruction and the
authority of some famous scientist may be a further guarantee,
but that does not change the fact that as laymen we rather
believe in the theory of relativity than understand it.
In order to become convinced of the correctness of
Christian Science we must have experienced it ourselves. An
observer’s report can do no more than arouse our attention.
If we would experience Christian Science ourselves, we must
learn and practice its postulates. The empirical approach
to Christian Science is all-important. It gives confirmation
of the metaphysical theory and at the same time goes beyond
the metaphysical theory, since a theory is conceptual while
ethical metaphysics is experienced. It is in this experience
that dualism dissolves and philosophical coherence is reached,-
not as an abstract Nirvana, but as experience itself, the
manifestation of Life, Truth, and Love.
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Let us return to the question: Is Christian Science
really a science? Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (1942)12
offers seven definitionsof science. The first is ’’knowledge.
"
Having tried to trace the substance of Christian Science on
the basis of conceptual thought and having an account of
metaphysical existence, we are not left without knowledge. This
knowledge is baned not only on concepts, but on experience as
well. Acknowledging the shortcomings of conceptual knowledge
as pointed out by Pla,to in the Theaetetus and the Sophist
.
and taking the position that knowledge must be metaphysical,
we have found absolute knowledge to lie in experience rather
than in conceptual thought.
The second definition of science is: 11 Any department
of systematized knowledge." This definition is somewhat
larger, seeking to embrace all fields of scientific research,
including theology and philosophy, which are excluded from
a concept of science in a stricter sense. We shall seek an
answer to the question whether Christian Science can elevate
these two fields to full scientific status.
While the third definition does not apply to science
in an academic sense, the fourth one is very important:
"A branch of study concerned with observation and classifica-
tion of facts, esp. with the establishment of verifiable
general laws, chiefly by induction and hypotheses; as mathe-
12. Purposely a popular dictionary has been chosen.
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matical science." Our approach to Christian Science has been
deductive as well as inductive, and the two approaches have
led to a system of verifiable general laws.
The fifth definition is: "Specific accumulated knowledge
systematized and formulated with reference to the discovery
of general truths or the operation of general laws." There
is hardly a possibility of excluding Christian Science from
this definition. We find in the doctrine of Christian Science
a systematizing of the doctrine of Christianity into an
ethical religion. Hftffding writes: "Could the principle of
the unity of existence coincide with the religious concept of
God, a reconciliation between religion and scientific thought
would at once become possible. "^ In Christian Science the
principle of unity not only coincides with the religious
concept of God, but gives evidence of the operation of that
metaphysical concept.
The experimental part of Christian Science relates
particularly to Webster’s sixth definition, which represents
an ampl if i caption of the fifth one: "Especially, such
knowledge when it relates to the physical world; called
also natural science ." As far as the designation natural
science means physical sciences Christian Science, as meta-
physical science, is distinct from science under this defini-
tion, but as metaphysical science it is found to have definite
13. Hoffding, RPH, 39.
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influence on the physical world.
As a seventh definition Webster names Christian
Science itself.
Attempts have been made to separate philosophy, as a
discipline which considers values, from the sciences which
consider only data. 14 An investigation of Christian Scienoe
raises the question how the case should be handled when a
realization of values leads to data such as those afforded by
Christian Science demonstrations. Values are experienced
and their realization leads to physical changes which can
be verified. There is perfect reason for excluding the
disciplines of theology and philosophy from the concept of
science, so long asthese do not represent coherent wholes
or hold to abstract concepts. However, that does not apply
to Christian Scienoe.
The doctrine of Christian Science therefore suggests
the possibility of very fundamental changes in academic
research, but so do discoveries in other fields. The prob-
lem of the control of the atomic bomb confronts us. In rela-
tion to this problem Christian Science may appear to be
somewhat abstract, but it is only as abstract as it appears
to the individual observer. For the Christian Scientist
who has experimental proof of the existence of the meta-
14. Such a definition was given by Professor Brightman in
a course on Philosophy of Religion.
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physical universe it is not so abstract, and the more he
progresses in spiritual understanding, the less abstract
it becomes.
Christian Science lays the problems right at the feet
of the individual. Man is responsible for his own thinking
and acting, and his experience will reflect the degree to
which these accord with metaphysical principle.
The proposition that man creates his own experience
makes Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures a book
of great significance. Academic circles can hardly afford
to neglect it.
However, as in physics, where the system of classical
physics cannot be completely discarded, so in the field of
healing, materia medica still has its place. Materia medica
represents the sensory approach to the problem, the approach
of naive realism whose information in other fields, however,
we have become reluctant to accept as valid. Though con-
trary to naive realism, Christian Science demonstration is
also a phenomenon of experience. However, Christian Science
is more important than the findings of new physics, in so far
as it leads directly to the metaphysical noumenon, while
new physics is still dealing with phenomena.
This noumenon is not an evil, but its opposite - Life,
Truth, and Love. It is not destructive force, but the essence
of value. TJe have studied evil as a phenomenon of mortal mind
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and we have found mortal mind a spurious proposition. Tie
have therefore concluded that only a self-contradictory
position creates evil. It is the function of an invalid
point of view. According to Christian Science man is not
what he humanly appears to be, but is the manifestation of
the essence of value. This metaphysical identification has
proved to be effective in reestablishing health in cases of
disease and there is no reason why the same principle should
not have the same effect in cases of large as well as small
proportions.
Man is not defenseless against evil. Long before the
development of the atomic bomb Mrs. Eddy wrote:
Atomic action is Mind, not matter. It is neither
the energy of matter, the result of organization, nor
the outcome of life infused into matter: it is in-
finite Spirit, Truth, Life, defiant of error or matter.
Divine Sc ience demonstrates Mind as dispelling a
false sense and giving the true sense of itself, Cod,
and the universe; wherein the mortal evolves not
the immortal, nor does the material ultimate in the
spiritual; wherein man is coexistent with Mind, and
is the recognized reflection of infinite Life and Love. 5
The increasing importance of metaphysics was realized
by McTaggart when he wrote in the closing chapter of his Some
Dogmas of Religion : "The study of metaphysics will perhaps
never be very common, but it may be more common in the future
than it is at present.
. . . Metaphysics seems unpractical, but
15. Eddy, Hi sc . , 190:1-10.
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if people begin to understand, that they can ha/ve no religion
without it, it may change. 11
Christian Science makes metaphysics practical; it is
even so practical that people with little education have
found easier access to it than educated people. Many people
are studying metaphysics on the basis of the doctrine of-
Christian Science who would never undertake academic phil-
osophical studies. They do it because they find in it a
more coherent conception of the Christian doctrine than they
previously knew, and they find that their progressive com-
prehension of its metaphysics has practical application in
the solving of their problems, whatever they may be. These
metaphysical studies have been so practical that the theoretician
scarcely took any notice of them, or did not deem them capable
of theoretical substance. As & matter of fact, the non-
academic man has liberated himself to such an extent from
the leadership of the scholar that he is piloting his boat
safely through troubled waters without needing the guidance
of the sage.
The thousands of names listed in The Christian Science
Journal are proof of the fact that Christian Science practice
is firmly established. T/hat remains to be done by the academic
man is the analysis of this movement and the evaluation of
its doctrine.
16. McTaggart, SDR, 295.
t
CHAPTER III
SCIENTIFIC THEOLOGY
Up to the nineteteenth century the study of God had, in
all the intellectual pursuits of man, held primary attention,
and it was under the leadership of theology that the culture
of northern Europe came into being,- the culture which today
leads the whole world.
However, the more mature Occidental culture became,
with its representatives gaining confidence in their own
opinions and capacity to think coherently, the more the
justification for accepting the religious dogmas was ques-
tioned, because such dogmas appeared to be in conflict with
a philosophical comprehension of the universe as one coherent
whole. The emancipation of philosophy, divorced from the
leadership of the churches, is a sign of the growing maturity
of western culture; and, reinforced by a study of experience,
philosophers have constructed a metaphysics independent of
religious dogma.
A growing interest in nature and its experience, and
a perfection of the methods of research more and more led
observational fact to appear as the sole valid datum for the
construction of knowledge, and as a consequence even meta-
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physics was pushed into the background. The abstractness
of metaphysics was considered to be a distinct disadvantage,
and it was felt that even if such an abstract metaphysics
could be oonceived as a universe, it must be a universe
barren of concrete concepts.
While dogmatic religious views on the origin of the
world and theology’s affirmation of supernatural events
ruled it out as a discipline of scientific knowledge, meta-
physical philosophy was ruled out as a discipline of un-
successful speculations concerning the oneness of the universe.
Under such positivistic tendencies philosophy was not dis-
carded altogether, but was reduced to an investigation of
the first principles of scientific knowledge. Philosophy
therefore received a role in subordination to scientific
knowledge, based on observation and its formal guidance.
Theology, too, has been allowed a place, but is kept under
strong psychological supervision. Anything that has the scent
of supernatural dogma is ruled out, as well as anything that
would contradict the data of natural science. However, positiv-
ism, too, has to recognize values. Observing the quieting
influence of religion on t he human mind, and seeing the need
for an integration of the phenomenon of Christianity as an
important sociological factor, positivism must accord relig-
ious scholarship a place.
However, a positivistic treatment of religion cannot be
very productive. A knowledge of religion cannot be integrated
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on a basis foreign to itself. If religion represents a preser-
vation of values which cannot be conceptually grasped, an inte-
gration of religious knowledge on a conceptual basis can be
little more than a classification of indefinable concepts.
Only when it is discerned that human experience con-
tains phenomena which cannot be grasped in their intrinsic
nature by a set of formal concepts do the limitations of a
positivistic approach become apparent. It is a fact that man
must constantly beg the question of a metaphysical existence.
His life is a constant choosing on the basis of values which
he does not know conceptually. He has full reliance on the
capacity of his own reasoning without knowing what the essence
of this mental potence really is, and one might compile a
list of such conceptually indefinable composites of his ex-
perience which could be extended ad infinitum .
Philosophy, as the study of a coherent and comprehensive
whole of experience, is not exhausted with an investigation
into the principles of scientific knowledge. If philosophy
is to represent a synopsis of the whole of experience, it
must account for non-scientific experience as well. It must
account for religious experience beyond a mere formal grasp
of such experience.
In this philosophical analysis of Christian Science we
have chosen an a priori approach. We have chosen the approach
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which promised to elucidate the essence of our doctrine. We
have first investigated the principle or basis of this re-
ligious doctrine, and found it to lie in its concept of God.
Further, we studied the effects of applying this basis to
the concept of man, as well as the universe. It was only
in the second chapter that we introduced the question of how
a conceptual formal approach could conceive such a metaphysical
system. Such a procedure has enabled us to draw conclusions
with regard to the experience of metaphysics which might not
have come to light otherwise.
If Christian Science represents a valid metaphysical
system and at the same time claims relationship to Christianity,
the Christian doctrine as interpreted by Christian Science
must represent a valid metaphysical system. The linking of
the word science to Christian indicates a claimed reinstating
of philosophy and theology as sciences in the strict sense
of the term. This suggests that Christian dogmas, if cor-
rectly interpreted, must be tenable even in view of natural
science research. The concept of the supernatural must
disappear, because in a monistic universe there can only be
events natural or homogeneous to their own principle. We
cannot claim at the same time a rational unity and theories
which violate rationality. A scientific theology must elucidate
the coherence of a universe as one scheme of principles and
their expressions.
Such a scientific theology cannot dispense completely
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with a positivistic view, as a mortal mind concept. As a
science or set of knowledge it has conceptual character.
But as we have seen earlier, conceptual thinking is capable
only of approximation to metaphysics and experience. There
is, however, a great difference between an approximation which
takes full account of the metaphysical as well as the empir-
ical nature of the subject under consideration, and a con-
ceptual approach which ignores the nature of the subject.
The standpoint of scientific theology, as it is taken
here, can be best explained on the basis of Hegelian dialectic:
thesis, antithesis and synthesis. The thesis represents
theology on a personal basis, the antithesis represents sci-
entific method, and the synthesis the combination of the
theological thesis with the scientific method,- scientific
theology.
On the thesis stage Christianity is seen as a doctrine
of salvation of a person by a person. Jesus Christ, having
suffered on the cross for the sins of the world, is the
personal mediator for all the mortals who, as members of
the Christian community through the act of Jesus, receive
forgiveness for their sins and after this mortal life will
find eternal life free from all evil. There are, of course,
many shades in the conception of the Christian dogma of
salvation, but what unites them all on one common denominator
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as characteristic for this thesis stage is their faith in a
personal salvation.
Against that thesis stands the scientific antithesis.
The emancipation of the northern European has been charac-
terized by his growing confidence in his own judgment. Per-
sonal authority and religious creed ceased to be the exclusive
basis of knowledge, and one*s own observation of nature was
recognized as data of knowledge. If a formal law could be
established on the basis of empirical data, that promised
to be a sufficient guarantee for safe conceptual knowledge.
Already in the thirteenth century Roger Bacon wrote:
"Impossibile est res huius mundi sciri, nisi sciatur mathe-
matica."
^
In this second millennium after the life of Jesus the
growth of knowledge on the basis of the human senses and its
formalistic assimilation into a system of laws and theories
has developed into a strong position, pushing philosophy and
theology out of their position as the leading sciences, and
even refusing to consider them sciences. On the authority
of sacred writings theology asserted views concerning the
origin of the world and concerning supernatural happenings
which, in the light of the knowledge gained from natural
scientific research, appeared contrary to reason, and when
1. Gilson, PMA, 215, "It is impossible to know the things of
this world without knowing mathematics."
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towards the end of the last century larger and larger masses
of people were able to get an education and to take part in
intellectual pursuits, for a great many of them the theological
assertions crumbled to a set of superstitious beliefs.
Of course the mere negation of the value of religion
does not change the desire for religion. The intuitive feel-
ing for a metaphysical satisfaction lies beyond the analysis
and synthesis of mere intellectual reasoning, and an explana-
tion of ethics from that conceptual point of view does not
meet the need of a religious person 1 s experience. Those who
come from religious families still live, by feeling, in the
atmosphere and convention of their background, while their
educated intellects refuse the religious dogma because of its
lack of coherence. Often it is a matter of character not to
yield to an incoherent religious desire. So McTaggart writes
at the end of his Some Dogmas of Religion
.
"We are driven to
the conclusion that whether any religion is true or not, most
people have no right to accept any religion as true," and, "The
number of people who wish to hold a religion, but are unable
to do so, will become larger. And this will increase the
amount of human suffering." 2
Education certainly has led people out ( educere ) of
religious convention. Training in formal thinking has caused
2. McTaggart, SDR, 293.
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people to have a higher regard for self-explanatory coherence
as evidenced in law or principle than in mere assertions of
a religiously orthodox standpoint, and therefore a doctrine
of salvation on that basis has, for many people, lost all
significance.
What can such a salvation mean in a scientific universe
which is governed by natural laws rather than by criteria
taught by theologians? Even if one considers that there must
be a metaphysical existence beyond the intellectual grasp
of the universe, a doctrine of salvation of a person by a
person does not necessarily lead to the philosophical solu-
tion of the problem. It rather creates new problems.
If there is any salvation,- an emancipated scientist
may say,- then it has rather to be through/the understanding
of a principle. This is the salvation which a scientific
theology - such as Christian Science - offers. This is also
the solution to which Kant pointed in creating the concept of
ethical religion. The ethico-metaphysical law appears to
human experience as normative law. There is freedom in con-
forming to this law, restriction and bondage in violating it.
Recognition of a law as being normative to one's action is
salvation, because it saves him from unknowingly offending
that law and suffering from such violations. The understand-
ing of metaphysical laws enables a person to observe them,
introduce them into all conclusions and find coherence where
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ignorance of these laws had. been the source of an unsolvable
philo sophical problem . ®
Under the influence of science the desire to submit
the problems of religion to an investigation from the point
of view of coherence has grown strong and this approach has
led to establishment of formal prerequisites for religion.
While, according to tradition, philosophy was the servant of
theology, in this new approach the position is reversed.
Coherence dictates what kind of salvation is feasible and
therefore the traditional religions are examined to discover
the extent to which they can fulfill these requirements. The
problem of salvation is certainly not the only problem need-
ing a solution, but all positions of a valid religion must
conform to reason if such a religion is to uphold its claim
for absolute correctness. If a religious concept is really
valid, it must be so not merely because it meets formal pre-
requisites, but because it possesses all the qualities of a
coherent metaphysical position, including formal correctness.
We are particularly interested in the application of
such formal prerequisites to the Christian doctrine, because
if Jesus* statement concerning the Christ: "I am the way, the
truth, and the life; no man cometh unto the Father, but by me,”4
3. Eddy, SRH, 243:27-29.
4. John 14:6.
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is to be taken literally, it must mean that the Christian
doctrine is the only religious concept capable of leading to
a valid interpretation of existence.
So long as the Christian doctrine rests only on a
personal assertion without reference to metaphysical laws
or principles, it can hardly be upheld when contradicted by
the evidence of natural science in its interpretation of the
universe. In that dilemma, the position widely held by
idealistically minded intellectuals is an adherence to the
results of science as restricted to an interpretation of
facts gathered from an objective universe, and a recogni-
tion that these facts do not include values of a metaphysical-
ethical nature. Yet such values are experienced and are
essential to life. Toward the Christian doctrine such
idealists often retain a critical acceptance, recognizing
a metaphysical value in the teachings of the Bible and the
church if these doctrinal scriptures are interpreted symbol-
ically rather than literally.
Thus theology conserves a place among academic studies,
though not as a science. The task of a philosopher or
theologian is not to solve insoluble problems but to crys-
tallize them conceptually. A dogma of salvation on a personal
basis may be interpreted in a coherent way, but the difficulties
inherent in such a dogma cannot be entirely dispelled.
For the doctrine of Christian Science the requirements
of scientific theology or ethical religion are not difficult
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to maintain. The express inclusion of Principle in the
definition of God leads to the conclusion that salvation
cannot be personal, but represents the establishment of
conformity with metaphysical principle.
On the basis of Christian Science we are able to deal
with such a scientific concept as the limit, and the identi-
fication of the Christ with the spiritual concept of man
has made possible an integration of the concept of the Christ
in a non-dogmatic metaphysical discussion. Salvation can be
understood as the spiritual identification of man, and an
individual can have part in Christ in so far as he identifies
himself with the spiritual concept of man. The identifica-
tion of the Christ with the manifestation of Life, Truth,
and Love, makes the Christ the manifestation of the essence
of ethical value. Christ as mediator has also been explained
as a metaphysical agent, providing the needed duality - God
and His manifestation - without which mortal mind can have
no concepts. However, we found that this duality is only
formal, because Love and all the other divine synonyms can
only artificially be separated from their manifestation. What
we know about this metaphysical universe is only of a trans-
cendental nature which represents an interpretation of meta-
physical existence on the basis of mortal mind. This mediation
between metaphysical monism and conceptual dualism is the
philosophical function of the Christ.
An investigator who is strongly founded in the tradi-
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tional concepts of Christianity may look at such an inter-
pretation of the Christian doctrine as a tour de force . To
answer such an opinion we have to make clear what is the
essential substance of the Christian doctrine. Is it a
tradition of religious dogmas or is it a quality of thought?
In the introduction to Part I of this dissertation
this question was answered by the assertion that the spirit
of love in its broadest interpretation is the essential
substance of the teachings of Christ. Paul writes: "And
now abide th faith, hope, charity, these three; but the greatest
of these is charity."^ And when Jesus gave instructions as
to how he was to be followed, he said: "If ye love me, keep
g
my commandments." This statement of Jesus has a close sim-
ilarity to Mrs. Eddy’s admonition to her students not to seek
her in her person but in her writings.
As we free ourselves from a conventional Christian
tradition, we find that well-known passages of the Bible can
be interpreted in quite a new way. For instance, the incar-
nation of the Christ or the Word^ does not necessarily apply
only to Jesus, but any manifestation of metaphysics in a
demonstration in the flesh is a manifestation of the Christ.
The Christ is the recognition of metaphysical existence, and
5. I Corinthians 13:13.
6. John 14:15.
7.
John 1:14.
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anybody who acknowledges this metaphysical existence is in
Christ, or to be more accurate: the acknowledgment of a
metaphysical-ethical existence i_s_ the Christ.
The interpretation of the Christian doctrine as love
was found too abstract in our study of the ontology of the
doctrine of Christian Science, and we found the need of
enlarging the concept of God with Truth and Life, and later
with Mind, Spirit, Soul and Principle. Can we not keep
Jesus* commandments by holding to such a doctrine as that
of Christian Science? Are not these commandments ms.de more
coherent by the doctrine of Christian Science, so that they
can actually be followed?
According to the Gospel of John, Jesus made it clear
that he was not giving the final elucidation of his doctrine.
He said: "And I will prs.y the Father, and he shall give you
another Comforter, that he may abide with you for ever."
8
He also said:
These things have I spoken unto you, being yet
present with you. But the Comforter, which is the
Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in my name,
he shall teach you all things, and bring all things
to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you.-
He also spoke of the Comforter as the "spirit of truth.
Is it not natural to see in the Comforter an ethico-raetaphysical
science? We may be in favor of the doctrine of Christian
8. John 14;16
9. John 14:25-26.
10. John 15:26.
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Science or not, but can we be opposed Id a coherent understanding
of the Christian doctrine as scientific theology? If the
Christian doctrine is the way to a scientific theology, then
the Christ certainly is the way, the truth, and the life,
which leads to the correct approach to metaphysics. Then
the superiority of ethical substance over physical phenomena
can be understood and the Christian doctrine is no longer
a creed but a science. Nevertheless, as a science^it must
be transcendental in nature, because all knowledge is con-
ceptual. A science of metaphysics can only be a conceptual
approximation to metaphysics, just as the Christ is a con-
ceptual interpretation of metaphysics. Finding both science
and Christ to be transcendental terms, they are seen to be
commensurable and it is therefore formally perfectly valid
to use them together as Christ science or Christian Science.
The capitalization of science has the purpose of expressing
its relation to metaphysics. However, the close relationship
of experience to metaphysics which the exxe rience of an
ethical value represents, shows that a Christ Science rep-
resents a key position in relation to all scientific pursuits.
This is the solution which the doctrine of Christian Science
gives to the philosophical problems.
The formalistic thinker may interject: I agree that
this is a solution, but how does this solution distinguish
itself from the abstract Eleatic logical oneness of Parmenides?
11. Sciencla = knowing, scire * to know.
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We may answer that we do not only have a logical solution, but
that ethical experience is one with this metaphysical posi-
tion. The formalist may further ask: How does your position
then differ from that of the Pythagorean School which not
only accepted one as a single unit but also oneness as the
unity of a plurality and gave each number an ethical quality?
Our answer may be that we do not arbitrarily give a formal
concept of a number an ethical quality, but on the basis of
a vast material of scientific study we are able to account
for the difference between the formal function of mathematics
and the metaphysical function of absolute values and their
expression in ethics.
To the formalist metaphysics is a limit, an absolute,
the concept of the unconceptual . But this does not prevent
metaphysics from having a normative function for the human
consciousness and an attraction which makes metaphysics
appear to be the highest conceivable value. Metaphysics is,
therefore, not only a totality, unity or oneness, but is
mai^s supreme value, and all teleology can be explained as
an urge for a full realization of that supreme value. It
can be assumed that human consciousness, liberated from the
images of mortal mind, may be capable of the full experience
of a metaphysical universe, of which the mortal mind concept
was only a misrepresentation. Metaphysics is abstract only
to an erroneous point of view, and liberation from this wrong
point of view may bring experiences incommensurable with
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conceptual thought.
In this connection Kant's warning against undue spec-
ulation about a spiritual universe should not be overlooked.
Conceptual thought has its limitation and must content itself
with the transcendental aspects of metaphysics which consist
in a realisation of metaphysical value. The full realization
of the supreme value is salvation from a wrong concept of
existence.
An intellectual who feels the discrepancy between his
religious desires and his comprehension of the universe based
on scientific knowledge is less concerned with the ultimate
consequences of a scientific theology than of the solution of
an acute need. As mentioned before, it is often a matter of
conscientiousness on the part of such an intellectual which
prevents him from falling intoline with conventional religion.
The theory of the double truth is no theory of the past. Any-
body who at the same time believes in a scientific aspect
of the universe and yet holds to religious concepts which are
in no relation to his scientific concepts, actually believes
in a double truth. A reconciliation between the two stand-
points is possible only if the religious concept is investi-
gated from the point of view of validity and its doctrines
interpreted from that standpoint. To such an intellectual
the Christian doctrine can have me ailing only if the Christ
can be understood as a science, a 'coherent principle of
integration of all knowledge, not by a tour de force but by
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the innate quality of such a doctrine.
Such a doctrine must "be more than a theory. The
positivistic scientist requires evidence of its practical
correctness. The influence of such a Christ science on
physical health and other evidences of its efficacy is an
important link in the recognition of its character. However,
pragmatic proof alone is not enough. It must be supplemented
by a coherent theory, a coherent philosophical system. The
two, theory and practice, give the adequate certainty of the
12
correctness of such a Christ science.
One of the greatest problems today is the alienization
of millions of people from religion. People have become too
mature to believe in counter-reasonable religious propositions.
Many a person feels his need for religion, but cannot return
to an outgrown standpoint, and has not found his way to a
scientific theology. He wants to be good and kind, but sees
himself forced into a society for which he is even compelled
to take up arms.
Grasp of an ethical universe cannot be expected to come
from one moment to another, nor to be the effect of a single
mystical experience; but gradual growth in anunderstanding
of a Christ science enables the individual to rectify his
thoughts and actions, and thereby to outgrow the limitations
12. Dewey, QFC.
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of a belief in a material existence. An individual who con-
forms strictly to ethical law can have startling experiences,
as we have seen through Christian Science testimonies, but
it is the reformation of all our thinking and acting of every-
day life which leads us out of material bondage.
With regard to the atomic bomb, the person who has not
solved his religious problem is quite naturally afraid of
the potentialities of such a monster. However, from the
Christian Science practice we find that fear is the very
state of mind which brings about the feared happening. The
understanding of ethical religion and the superiority of
ethics over physics has the effect of liberating the individual
from his fear. This is the natural effect of his demonstration
of ethical religion.
Christ science is the religion of democracy. The
ethical effort of each individual counts. Each individual
has access to ethical principle and can be his own priest
or minister; and instead of losing his individuality by an
understanding of the spiritual concept of man, his individual-
ity expands because such a religious doctrine heightens his
self-sufficiency. The understanding of such self-sufficiency
and responsibility for one's own actions is reflected in the
laws of the country which set the standard for a whole
nation. Civil laws conforming to a high ethical standard
strengthen the weaker members in the nation and grant a
standard of living which would be impossible without an
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understanding of ethical law.
The great need of today is a religious concept which
is abreast of the times. It must do justice to the maturity
of thought which constant contact with the sciences has
developed. A religious concept adequate to our day cannot
be produced synthetically. If Christianity is our religion
and is worthy of its prerogatives, it must grow beyond its
earlier restrictions, and it is of general concern to in-
vestigate whether the doctrine of Christian Science is that
much needed scientific concept of Christianity.
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PART III
CONCLUSION
We have now arrived at the end of our philosophical
investigation of the doctrine of Christian Science and can
examine the most essential propositions of this doctrine in
order to determine our position toward them. It is appro-
priate to consult first that statement of Mrs. Eddy's which
she valued as the most concise in summing up her doctrine.
It is the so-called scientific statement of being, which is
a part of the chapter, Recapitulation , in Science and Health :
There is no life, truth, intelligence, nor substance
in matter. (1)
All is infinite Mind and its infinite manifestation,
for God is All-in-all. (2)
Spirit is immortal Truth; matter is mortal error. (3)
Spirit iB the real and eternal; matter is the un-
real and temporal. (4)
Spirit is God, and man is His image and likeness. (5)
Therefore man is not material; he is spiritual.! (6)
The first line is a denial of what presents itself as
existence on the basis of naive realism. The second proposition
is an affirmation of a spiritual realism. The third statement
1. Eddy, S&H, 468:8-15. The use of a separate line and number
for each proposition is this writer's.
[
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declares spiritual metaphysics the only correct basis of
judgment, and matter a wrong proposition. The fourth state-
ment proclaims spiritual-metaphysical reality and material
unreality. The fifth statement relates Spirit to God and
presents man as God*s image and likeness, and the conclusion
of the whole statement is a denial of a material concept of
man and an affirmation of the spiritual concept of man.
This statement is read at the end of each Christian
Science Sunday service in summary of the lesson-sermon,
whatever its specific subject. It is the central doctrinal
basis uniting all the details in an elucidation of the doctrine
of Christian Science.
Mrs. Eddy has given her students certain main directives
to enable them to integrate their experience on the basis of
Christian Science. She did not, however, claim a leadership
which would deprive her followers of freedom of opinion, but
that of a pioneer who expected that those who came after her
would do their own thinking and accept her leadership only
because they recognized by their own judgment the validity
of her standpoint. It is therefore by no means besidethe
point for a Christian Scientist to philosophize about Chris-
tian Science. We have found that on important points such
as the interpretation of definitions of God and man, an appeal
had to be made directly to independent attempts to establish
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coherent and consistent conclusions, and if the Christian Sci-
entist is a scientist by right we must expect from him an
independent grasp of the coherence of his field of investi-
gation.
On the first page of the Preface to Science and Health
the statement is made: " The time for thinkers has come." 2
It was by no means the view or wish of Mrs. Eddy that her
doctrine should silence independent thinking, but that it
should, on the contrary, stimulate it. It is for the individ-
ual Christian Scientist to integrate his whole experience on
the basis of his knowledge of Christian Science. What she
wrote about Jesus* mission in some way applies to herself
as well:
He did life’s work aright not only in justice
to himself, but in mercy to mortals, - to show them
how to do theirs, but not to do it for them nor to
relieve them of a single responsibility. 3
A philosophical elucidation of the doctrine of Christian
Science, such as has been attempted in this dissertation, can-
not therefore be solely a statement about Mrs. Eddy’s writings.
Its function is not only to determine the correct Christian
Science standpoint on certain issues, but to relate particular
issues to a coherent whole and analyze the consequences of such
2. Eddy, S&H, vii:13.
3. Ibid., 18:6-9.
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a Christian Science philosophy.
In the following recapitulation we shall therefore
undertake to distinguish between positions taken by Mrs. Eddy
as valid for the doctrine of Christian Science and individual
interpretations which a student of Christian Science may make
in seeking to arrive at a coherent and consistent philosophy
of Christian Science. Such an interpretation should be made
on the same basis as any philosophical statement; it is an
individual opinion without any assumption of authority other
than that of its coherence.
Before taking up the results of our investigation point
by point, let us review briefly the method which has been em-
ployed in the main presentation of the material used in this
dissertation.
The Hegelian dialectical method has served as the
main guide, although it has not been followed exclusively.
Kant*s transcendental ideas provided the order fof the three
main chapters of the first part of this dissertation. The
fourth chapter of the first part has more the form of an
appendix, discussing three philosophical points of view which
have similarity to the doctrine of Christian Science, and from
which therefore a clear distinction is particularly required.
Although in part II a Subdivision into three chapters
bears some trace of Hegelian dialectic, the individual chapters
do not have a specific structure other than that required for a
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coherent presentation of the material.. This material is to a
large extent not philosophical and therefore the application
of philosophical method appears inappropriate, except for
the last chapter , wherethe problems of a scientific theology
are discussed. In the frame of Hegelian dialectic this re-
capitulation can be considered a third part, presenting the
Begrif
f
or concept of a philosophy of Christian Science.
We shall now proceed to a point-by-point presentation
of s. philosophy of Christian Science, clearly distinguishing
between authorized doctrine and individual interpretation,
where such an interpretation is necessary.
1. The definition of Cod . A search for the essence
of the Christian doctrine, whether in its early stage or in a
more scientific interpretation, revealed this essence to be
the quality of love. According to the doctrine of Christian
Science, God is not merely loving in a sense of human affec-
tion, but is Himself the essence of love, and love used in
this deific meaning is capitalized in Christian Science. God
is therefore supreme ethical value.
The Christian concept of divine Fatherhood as used in
Christian Science is amplified by the concept of Motherhood,
so suggesting a completeness which makes it easier to grasp
God 8.s Principle.
The basic definition of God according to the doctrine
of Christian Science is Life, Truth, Love, Principle, Mind,
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Spirit, Soul- seven attributes, each suggesting a specific
quality, but all attributed, to one Person - God. In their
deific meaning these attributes can be interchanged and are
therefore called synonyms. The qualities of God, however,
are not dogmatically restricted to the number seven. Sub-
stance and intelligence are also mentioned as divine at-
tributes, although in Mrs. Eddy’s writings they are never
capitalized. The seven synonyms are intended to indicate
a completeness, and the main difference between Christian
Science and other religious doctrines is that the qualities
mentioned as synonyms are not qualities which God produces
but are the essence of God Himself. Mrs. Eddy offers a
trinity of Life, Truth and Love, in lieu of the traditional
concept of Trinity, which, however, as a Biblical concept
of God, is not ruled out.
As a conclusion to this attempt to present the Christian
Science definition of God it can be mentioned that Mrs. Eddy
is not dogmatic in her definition of God. However, an ex-
planation of God as Life, Truth, Love, Principle, Mind,
Spirit, Soul is characteristic for Christian Science and
has been taken as the basis of this dissertation. God as
Father-Mother is a subordinate concept and represents the
attempt to elevate the Christian’s concept of God above an
anthropomorphic concept to a more scientific concept of God.
The concept of Person can be used for God, suggesting an
unltas multiplex .
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2. The definition of man . Christian Science teaches
that man is not what he appears to be according to naive
realism. Following the Biblical definition of man as God’s
image and likeness, the doctrine of Christian Science con-
siders man as God's reflection, " the compound idea of God,
including all right ideas."
The spiritual concept of man has nothing to do with
the naive realistic human being, except that man's individ-
uality, which according to naive realism depends on an animal
body, is identified as God's reflection. Man is seen as
the embodiment of the qualities of God.
The spiritual concept of man is the sum total of
God's manifestation and as such is the sum total of the
universe. Man is not a part of/the universe but its "generic
term." With the desire to elevate the ordinary naive realistic
concept of man to the definition just given, Mr s. Eddy does
not always refer to that absolute spiritual concept of man,
but refers to man also as a part of the universe. This is a
concession to be understood as a help to the student of
Christian Science, but it is an offense to philosophical
consistency which we have to consider here. This dissertation
therefore holds to the definition of man as "the compound
idea of God, including all right ideas."
3. Definition of mortal mind . On the basis of naive
realism a person experiences himself as a part of an objective
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physical universe with which he is in contact by means of
a material body. The doctrine of Christian Science explains
this interpretation of being as erroneous, and it does so on
the basis of its interpretation of the Bible.
Mortal mind represents the assumption of an existence
divorced from God. Its basis is the identification of man
as a mortal and therefore as part of a physical universe
and subject to its presupposition of existence. The term
^mortal mind* represents a contradiction in itself, because
as a divine attribute Mind cannot be subject to death. Mortal
mind is not an existence separate from God, but is only a
proposition of such an existence. Through ignorance of
the spiritual identity of man a person identifies himself
with a material surrounding, and by so doing creates a dual-
ism between a rational explanation of the universe and an
experience which does not conform with that rational ex-
planation, thereby creating an unsolvable philosophical
problem.
On the basis of these three definitions of God, man
and mortal mind this writer makes the following inferences:
4 . Dualism as a consequence of mortal mind . Dual ism
is the necessary consequence of the mortal mind proposition.
This can be explained by means of the Ptolemaic s.tjsllar system.
The astronomic observer assumes the Earth to be the center of
the universe, which does not annul the fact that the Earth is
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a planet of the sun. By assuming such a position, the
observer looks at the solar system as if he were an outsider,
while actually he is constantly subject to its laws. His
interpretation of the universe on the basis of this assump-
tion is subject to difficulties which lie not in the universe
but in his point of view.
Mortal mind is a similar assumed position, distinguish-
ing between its own identity as consciousness and an objective
experience. That standpoint involves an interrelation be-
tween a thinking capacity and objects which the thinking
capacity analyzes and classifies and whose usefulness as
instruments of the thinking person it determines.
The analogy to the Ptolemaic stellar system should make
clear that the mortal mind position is by its nature dual-
istic. The most basic dualism is epistemological dualism,
distinguishing between a mental subject and an object which is
anything not considered a part of the subject. There is,
finfeher, a formalistic dualism, which for many philosophers
is identical with metaphysical, dualism. A formalistic dual-
ism opposes theory to practice, and if this formalism is
taken as metaphysical dualism, it is supposed that the formal
prerequisite of experience has metaphysical character, as is
the case in accepting metaphysical ideas as pattern for a
phenomenal, partly material, experience.
5. The Intellect or conceptual thought . According to
Hegel a concept results from a comparison of a thesis with an
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antithesis. According to Plato the limited is of greater
value than the unlimited . The limited is the clearly de-
lineated concept, the basis of coherent conceptual thought in
contrast to feeling which escapes clear definition.
Conceptual thought being dualistic (thesis and anti-
thesis), it is a function of mortal mind. However, mortal
mind has been presented as only a point of view and not a
real entity. Real identity can belong only to God and the
spiritual concept of man, and conceptual thought or the
intellect can therefore represent only a limited concept of
a metaphysical intelligence which Christian Science defines
as a divine attribute.
6. The monistic metaphysical universe . Confining
dualism to the mortal mind concept, metaphysical existence
must be monistic. But conceptual thought needs predicate
as well as subject in order to form a judgment and there-
fore is only capable of a dualistic approach to a monistic
universe, monism being incommensurable as a dualistic concept.
This should explain why conceptual thought cannot have more
than approximative concepts of metaphysics.
7. Experience . The mental activity of a person is by
no means restricted to conceptual thinking. There is a rich
experience of feelings which the intellect tries to grasp
conceptually, but can only abstract. With regard to both
experience end metaphysics, conceptual thought is capable only
of an approximative approach, and if this approximative approach
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is the basis of a reconstruction of the universe in conceptual
terras, such a structure necessarily has the shortcomings of
its foundation. Therefore, the sum total of all scientific
endeavor is necessarily incommensurable with monistic meta-
physics and with actual experience.
If we overlook the fact that physical science is a syn-
thesis of experience and conceptual thought, we are either
tempted to regard the physical sciences as a position equal
in validity to the metaphysical position, - which leads to
a metaphysical dualism, or we may take the science of empirical
data as the only vel id basis of knowledge and overlook the spur-
ious nature of one component of that knowledge: conceptual
thought as a form of mortal mind.
8. The phenomenon of metaphysical healing . On the same
empirical basis as the physical sciences Christian Science
presents evidence of a direct relationship between metaphysics
and experience. In accepting, as the basis of existence, a,
concept of God as defined under section 1, and a concept of
man as defined under section 2, a correction in experience
takes place. The harmonizing effedt of such a metaphysical
practice has been established in so many cases that inductive
inferences as safe as those of any empirical science are pos-
sible, and these inferences have the advantage over those of
other empirical sciences that they are supported by a
philosophically coherent and consistent deduction. Metaphysical
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healing practice on the basis of the doctrine of Christian
Science is performed today not only as laboratory research
but as a practice in which thousands of professional Chris-
tian Science practitioners participate. Countless cases of
serious disease of most diverse kinds have been overcome by
the application of Christian Science, partly with the help
of a practitioner, partly by a patient's own capacity of
metaphysical reasoning.
9. The science of metaphysical healing . Like other
sciences, Christian Science has its theory and practice.
Its theory is a coordination of metaphysics and experience
on the basis of a conceptual approach, which however is
capable only of an approximative grasp of the metaphysical-
empirical happening, and this theory serves as formal back-
ground for the practice of Christian Science.
Christian Science is a metaphysical science in so far
as it is concerned with a conceptual view of metaphysics -
a dualist ic approach to a monistic system of metaphysics
which finds its confirmation in an analysis of experience.
10. The ethical universe . The definition of God by
seven synonyms representing the essence of value and not as
a value-producing Person, gives coherence to a monistic meta-
physical-empirical universe, because man thereby experiences
God directly as his life, his capacity to love, his inherent
standard of correctness, his capacity to judge and make
decision s; in short, man identifies all his spiritual
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capacities as God, of which man is the expression or re-
flection.
Our concept of an ethical universe takes into account
the fact that conceptual thought can only approximate the
metaphysical-empirical universe, and from its point of view
experiences the monistic universe as an ethical control or
a normative ethical law.
11. The Christ as the mediator between monism and
dualism. The fact that the conceptual approach can have only
a dual i stic concept of metaphysical monism calls for a possi-
bility of dissolving this dualism. The solution is found in
the spiritual definition of man, as given in section 2 . The
Christ is identical with this spiritual concept of man. One
is living in Christ (or, rather, as Christ) to the extent
that he identifies himself as the spiritual man.
Distinguishing between God and man in a metaphysical
concept of the universe, calling God the cause and man the
effect, or God the Principle and man Its compound idea, we
still have a, dualistic concept of metaphysics. However, if
we see in man the manifestation of Life, Truth, Love, etc.,
we can ask what is the difference between the essence of
love and the manifestation of love. There is only a formal
difference between the two. The Christ or the spiritual
concept of man is a mediator concept,- a necessary link to
a metaphysical monism of which mortal mind can have no concept.
This interpretation of the Christ is no dogma of Christian
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Science,, but it appears to this writer as an inevitable con-
sequence of a philosophy of Christian Science, and at the
same time it serves as a philosophical interpretation of the
Christ, If the Christian doctrine is to be accepted as the
only valid key to a coherent understanding of the universe,
it must be possible to interpret it philosophically without
losing its essence. If we see the ethical quality of love
as the essence of Christianity, such a reformulation of the
Christian dogma does not affect that essence, but, on the
contrary, makes it more coherent.
12. The .justification for the term Christian Science .
The fact that science is a conceptual dualistic approximation
of metaphysics as well as of experience, and that the Christ
is a dualistic interpreter of a monistic metaphysics, makes
the two terms commensurable and justifies their being used
together as Christ science or Christian Science.
13. The dualistic view of metaphysics . The dualistic
approach to metaphysics dissolves monistic metaphysical being
into the study of three relations. Seeing God as outside of
the assumed position of mortal mind, there are, (1) a relation
between a thinking subject and God; (2) a relation between
the subject and experience as object; and (3) a relation be-
tween Gbd and experience. If a metaphysically correct state-
ment creates an experienced increase in harmony, this does not
indicate that an event of the subject-God relation produces an
experienced
effect on the God-experience relation, which is/by the subject
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as something objective to itself, but the whole is only a
dualistic aspect of a monistic happening. That triangular
relationship is a function of the mortal mind position, and
it will disappear a.s soon as the mortal mind position is
abandoned. The objective observation (or materialization)
of a Christian Science demonstration as an objective happen-
ing is therefore as much a misconception as is the very ob-
servation of a state of evil.
14. The origin of evil . Obviously evil originates in
the mortal mind position, which with its dualistic approach
creates a contrary to good. Evil is the function of an
ethical dualism.
The reduction of evil to a function of the mortal mind
position, however, calls forth another query: Yfhat is the
origin of mortal mind? Or, in other words: How could a
proposition of mortal mind experiencing evil ever arise if
there is only a monistic universe? For that question there
is no answer. Mrs. Eddy writes: "This so-called mind is a
myth, and must by its own consent yield to Truth. Human
consciousness has not sought this self-contradictory mortal
mind position, but is faced by it. The doctrine of Christian
Science shows how to overcome it, but it does not explain why
we are faced with it. However, as long as man still identi-
fies himself largely with that mortal mind position and is
therefore biased by it, he does not have the position of an
objective judge. On the other hand, the metaphysical position -
4. Eddy, S&H. 151:32-152:1.
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the correct identification of man - does not know a proposi-
tion of mortal mind, and therefore a complete liberation from
this false proposition cannot throw light on the question of
the origin of mortal mind, either.
15. The liberation from mortal mind . Why does a
recognition of the spurious nature of mortal mind not liberate
an individual immediately and completely from that erroneous
point of view?
When we realize that God is not the protector but the
essence of ethics, we understand that our knowledge of God
depends on our familiarity with ethics as evidenced in our
own action. A person with no experience of love has no acquaint-
ance with the essence of love. It is therefore an individual's
acquaintance with ethical value through ethical living which
gives him a comprehension of the essence of metaphysics, and in
the proportion that he experiences ethics subjectively will he
know the healing influence of ethical law. His increased con-
fidence in the reliability of that law enables him progressively
to subordinate a mortal mind concept to a metaphysical position,
and in so far as he ceases to offend the ethical-metaphysical
law he will experience a fuller realization of metaphysical
existence. The relinquishment of the mortal mind position
depends therefore on acquaintance in one's own experience
with metaphysical value.
16. The Christian Science practice . This practice is
based on the observation that a clear knowledge of the correct
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metaphysical position is a law of destruction to anything
unlike it. The metaphysical law does not depend on the affirma-
tion of a mortal, hut is irresistibly self-expressed. Human
consciousness, erroneously identified as a mortal mind, con-
tradicting this erroneous identification by affirming what is
metaphysically correct, liberates itself from the phenomena
of mortal mind. The removal of some disharmony is actually
only a negative aspect of a fuller realization cf metaphysical
being. Because "all is infinite Mind and its infinite mani-
festation," a realization of the correct metaphysical posi-
tion has a universal effect and enables a Christian Scientist
to help another person by his better understanding of the
metaphysical nature of being. To try to influence another
person by will-power is the opposite of Christian Science
practice. The Christian Science treatment is based onthe
affirmation of the continuous operation of divine Mind which
can be contradicted by no physical phase or evidence of dis-
harmony. The persistent and fearless denial of disharmony
with the understanding and authority of divine Principle is a
law of destruction to disharmony. The effect of such meta-
physical realization may be the disappearance of a disease,
the preservation of a soldier in battle, the meeting of a
financial need. It also has the effect of bringing evil in
its cruder and subtler forms to the surface - not to do more
harm, but to be destroyed.
The Christian Scientist, looking with such perspectives
at the turmoil in the world is not alarmed by what he sees,
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knowing that the same metaphysical-ethical law which has
produced healings and preservation in individual cases is
adequate to the universal need.
When McTaggart wrote that the study of metaphysics will
perhaps never be very common, but that it may be more common
in the future than it was in his time, he must have realized
that the study of metaphysics could not forever be pushed
aside in a search for the basis of all existence and happening.
The layman, in his approach to the doctrine of Christian
Science, seems to have had. an advantage over the scholar. A
great many Christian Scientists, who would never have engaged
in academic philosophical studies, are consecratedly and per-
sistently studying metaphysical problems and putting into
practice what they have learned. They have recognized that
their knowledge of metaphysics is vital for the solution of
the difficulties they meet in their daily life. They may
never be able to discuss metaphysics on the level of an aca-
demically trained philosopher, but they know something much
more important, - how to apply their knowledge of metaphysics
in practical life.
Returning to Douglas C. Macintosh's criticisms on
Christian Science, let us reconsider his judgment. Is Christ-
ian Science a popular misunderstanding? Is Mrs. Eddy's reason-
ing crude? He said:
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The best that can be said for Christian Science,
philosophically and as a theoretical system, is that
it is at once a popular understanding - or mis-
understanding - of absolute idealism, endeavoring to
arrive piecemeal and especially in the field of
pain and evil at an experience or "demonstration”
of the sole reality of God and the consequent un-
reality of all else. This alleged "demonstration"
is an effect of suggestion, an experiential result
obtained, in the instances in which it does occur,
by means of a determined affirmation of what is
characteristically mystical doctrine
,
whereas the
true mystical procedure is to \>egin with a psycho-
logical experience which naturally and of itself
suggests the typical mystical doctrine. 5
Obviously Professor Macintosh must make his judgment
from the point of view of conceptual thinking which is
capable only of an approximation of the specific experiences
called demonstrations. It may be that Macintosh's conclusions
were negative because Christian Science does not conform to
his preconceived notions concerning a scientific theology, and
very likely he had a less comprehensive knowledge of the
phenomenon of the Christian Science healing than the reader
may have gained by this presentation.
Since Professor Macintosh wrote this criticism Christ-
ian Science has had a great chance to show its value in the
extremities of battle, and many who would otherwise have taken
little notice of its doctrine have found strength and comfort
in its teachings. It is, furthermore, a source of strength and
comfort for its students looking at the problems of establish-
5. Macintosh, PRK, 32.
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ing a new world order. On the basis of Christian Science we
can say that such a world order can only be successful if it
meets the requirements of metaphysical principle.
Peace without an understanding of the metaphysical-
ethical principle of Love is impossible. Christian Science
teaches that man is the manifestation of Love, however de-
praved a human being may appear to be. Mrs. Eddy wrote:
Jesus beheld in Science the perfect man, who
appeared to him where sinning mortal man appears to
mortals. In this perfect man the Saviour saw God’s
own likeness, and this correct view of man healed
the sick.
^
One of the great political problems of today is the fear and
suspicion of the West toward the Russian East, and vice versa.
In both cases there appears to be reason for such an attitude.
However, when it is known how hungry for some sympathy the
Russian delegates at international conferences have been, and
how great was their satisfaction and relief when they re-
ceived some sympathetic understanding, it can be seen where
the key to one of the international problems lies.
At a time when nations and individuals have suffered
enormous material losses and an unsure future lies ahead,
there is a general tendency to safeguard what remains and to
reach out for new sources of income to recoup the losses. The
result is a collision of interests and a fear of being de-
6. Eddy, S&H, 476:32-477:4.
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prived of one’s own needed supply. Mrs. Eddy says: ‘'Matter
never sustained existence and can never destroy God, who is
man’s Life .” 7 Can this statement be demonstrated? Many
Christian Scientists have demonstrated it in overcoming pov-
erty by correcting their own thinking and recognizing man r s
unity with the source of all existence.
When we come to realize that the spiritual concept of
man is all-inclusive and that the metaphysical principle,
Love - like a mathematical theorem - is found to be valid
wherever it is taken into consideration, we have a basis on
which to overcome the fears and misconceptions hampering
world unity and thereby to contribute to world peace.
This makes it evident how vital an understanding of
metaphysics is. It alone can make an individual really free
from fear of limitation. As a citizen of a particular nation
a Christian Scientist may be ordered to take up arms - and
Mrs. Eddy admonishes her followers to be law-abiding - but his
thinking can turn a menacing order into a blessing, not by
will-power but by full confidence in the metaphysical law of
Love. It is reliance on individual divine guidance which
leads the individual to that expB rience which is best for him.
It is this practical operation of metaphysical prin-
ciple which the academic metaphysician needs in order to
defend an idealistic philosophy against positivism and natural-
ism. The metaphysician does not have to apologize for still
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being concerned about metaphysics. Christian Science furnishes
evidence for the correctness of a theistic philosophy, because
it is not only a philosophy but a practice as well. It is
both a metaphysical system and an empirical science.
. 3 »
.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this dissertation is to investigate the
doctrine of Christian Science as a philosophical system. The
fact that Christian Science uses in its name the words Christian
and Science commits this doctrine to coherence, a criterion
which will satisfy the critical student of metaphysics.
It is possibly the high claim to scientific metaphysics
tha,t has kept professional philosophers from taking seriously
the doctrine of Christian Science, and Christian Scientists
have hitherto failed to present their doctrine on the basis
of a philosophical investigation.
The present dissertation is divided into two major
parts: An investigation of the doctrine of Christian Science
(1) as a metaphysical system, and (2) as a science. Major
attention is given to the first part, which is divided into
four chapters. Chapter I treats the ontology of Christian
Science in establishing its definition of God and man. God
does not merely know ethical and rational qualities, but is
their essence. God is supreme, rational, ethical, and vital
value, and can be immediately experienced in human life. As
God* s image and likeness, man is not a being separate from
God, but God* s manifestation. Man, explained in Christian
Science as the whole of divine manifestation, includes the
universe and is not a part of it; as a general term, it
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designates the metaphysical unity of all men. To the extent
that this concept of man as an organic whole is realized and
understood, the individual liberates himself from the restric-
tions of an existence dependent on matter, and, in consequence,
from its disharmonies, including sickness.
Chapter II of Part I deals with the concept of mortal
mind. We are accustomed to view man as a mortal, partly
mental, partly physical. Christian Science denies such dual-
ism, because it denies the reality of intelligence in matter.
It does not deny that so-called mortal man appears to be faced
with such an existence, but holds that this appearance, being
a contradiction of metaphysical existence, is a misrepresenta-
tion of metaphysical reality.
In Chapter III of Part I the combined results of the
two former chapters lead to the conclusion that in so far as
this irrational mortal mind subordinates itself to the ethical
concept of Deity, its restricted concept of the universe as a
physical mechanistic structure gives place to a fuller realiza-
tion of divine value in its rational-ethical character.
A differentiation of. Christian Science from Indian,
Hegelian and Personalistic thought is made in Chapter IV of
Part I. Christian Sc ience distinguishes itself from an Indian
mysticism by being life-affirmative and by its uncompromising
attitude towards any kind of occult mental practice.
From Hegel Christian Science differs by its distinction
between divine Mind (God) and mortal mind. According to
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Christian Science, self-sufficient divine Mind does not need
an antithesis in order to be fully realized. Christian Science
allows for an evolutionary process from the mortal mind point
of view, though it makes clear that such a process is an
erroneous view of metaphysical ontology. A further dis-
tinction lies in the fact that Christian Science stresses
the practical application of metaphysics in healing, which
Hegel did not.
With Personalism as such Christian Science has no con-
flict. It represents an "absolutistic personalism" in which
the concept Person is exclusively used for God, while man is
God^ " image and likeness" or "reflection" and as such cannot
strictly have the quality of a Person. God is the only Person.
Part II of the dissertation deals with the evaluation
of Christian Science as a science, a theory which finds its
confirmation in practice. Chapter I makes a study of the
Christian Science healing practice. The categorical denial
of mortal mind and its evils finds justification in the healing
practice, for it was on that experimental basis that Mary Baker
Eddy, the Discoverer and Founder of Christian Science, came to
the conclusions which have been dealt with systematically in
Part I. From the many reports of successful healings a few
cases were selected for study with a view to discerning essen-
tial characteristics of the healing practice which is so widely
established today among practitioners of Christian Science.
Chapter II of Part II seeks to reach conclusions con-
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cerning the scientific nature of Christian Science. In so far
as Christian Science has a theory which can be practiced and
which represents a comprehensive metaphysical system, it is
as much an empirical as a metaphysical science. Christian
Science appears to fulfill Hof fding* s requirements for a re-
conciliation between religion and science (Philosophy of
Religion. 39): "Could the principle of the unity of existence
coincide with the religious concept of God, a reconciliation
between religion and scientific thought would at once become
possible.
"
Chapter III of Part II discusses the characteristics of
a scientific theology. Christian Sc ience can be considered a
science of Christianity if it is capable of giving a satis-
factory account of a scientifically interpreted Christian
doctrine. Since it leads to the recognition of a metaphysical
ethical universe, and holds that the lack of this recognition
is due only to the acceptance of the point of view of self-
contradictory mortal mind, its salvation is the -understanding
of man as God's image and likeness and as wholly good. This
divine concept of man is treated as equivalent to the Christ.
The central contributions of the doctrine of Christian
8cience to scientific research can be summarized as follows;
1. The definition of God . The explanation of God as
supreme rational, ethical and vital value expressed by seven
capitalized attributes - Life, Truth, Love, Principle, Mind,
..
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Spirit, Soul - but applying to one Person, is in line with a
concept of ethical religion as it has developed under the
influence of Kant's primacy of practical reason and as it has
been further developed by Hoffding and Sorley. Such a concept
of God is law to human ethical action, but at the same time
indicates a metaphysical existence of which conceptual thought
can have only an approximate knowledge.
2. The definition of man . According to Genesis 1:26
man is the "image and likeness" of God. Therefore, according
to Christian Science man cannot be what he appears to be
empirically, but is divine manifestation, including the uni-
verse, or, in Mary Baker Eddy's words, "the compound idea of
God, including all right ideas." ( Science and Health with Key
to the Scriptures
.
475:14). This is a spiritual concept of
man as entirely good and as equivalent to the Christ. A
person finds his salvation in Christ as he grows to the recog-
nition that his real self is that spiritual concept of man,
and in that measure he is liberated from the limitations of an
empirical concept of self. The Christian Science concept of
man solves the philosophical problem whether man is to be
considered as one or many. It explains the ethical ought as
being a universal law to all mankind as the metaphysical con-
cept of man influencing individual experience.
3. The definition of mortal mind . Mortal mind is that
self-contradictory consciousness with which the individual
mortal man identifies himself, unless by education and religious
craving for metaphysical completeness he recognizes its falla-
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clous character. It has a certain resemblance to Maya in Hindu
thought. Christian Science explains that mortal mind conscious-
ness is an erroneous point of view, and asserts that all imper-
fection, evil, physical objectivity seen as matter, are misrep-
resentations of a metaphysically perfect universe. Mortal mind
stands in opposition to the ethical nature of the metaphysical
universe. F. H. Bradley comes close to the Christian Science con
cept of mortal mind when he speaks of "centres of bad tendencies.
4. The Christian Science healing . The specific con-
tribution of the Christian Science theory of mortal mind to
idealism is that it makes clear the opposition between divine
Mind (God) and mortal mind, thereby reducing metaphysical
dualism to a mental issue. As a consequence, the impossibil-
ity of a self-contradictory existence claiming to be contrary
to the divine order of being can be so clearly recognized
that it progressively disappears from experience. This is the
essence of the Christian Science healing. Its verification
has to be made on the basis of induction and case study. How-
ever, if its authenticity is established, it represents a new
approach to the realm of mental existence. The distinction
between divine Mind and mortal mind represents a differentiation
between a mental positive and a mental negative, thus providing
a tool to distinguish between sound and unsound mental practice.
5. The superiority of ethical over physical power . If
it can be established that all physical existence is objectifi-
cation of the mortal mind position and that mortal mind cannot
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stand against an ethico-metaphysical proposition understood,
the influence of ethics on physics is established. Again,
such a relationship should be verified by a study of the
Christian Science practice, and a generalization of the rule
from a single case of healing should be considered. This
writer sees in the doctrine of Christian Science and its
practice a verification of Kant’s primacy of practical reason.
..
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runtion for the doctorate in philosophy.
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